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PREFACE
Small beings may present large problems. Thus far

the micro-organisms exhibit attributes more worthy of

note than do the scientists who are and should be study-

ing them. The recognition and description of the prob-

lems constitute, however, the first step in their analysis

and solution.

The problem of body size dates from the days when
giants were thought to walk the earth. There are two

main reasons for beginning the study of size regulation

upon unicellular organisms. First, their patterns and

functions are most readily modified by changes of en-

vironment, so that influential factors may be quantita-

tively identified in isolation. Second, uniparental inheri-

tance is the rule, with the result that, in any species,

genetically uniform individuals may be obtained for

study. This is an advantage which has received too little

attention from physiologists.

To measure and control the environments of organisms

the biologist has had to place his pets under laboratory

conditions which are often stigmatised as highly arti-

ficial. But who can elucidate cause and effect, factor and

regulation, among Bacilli coli while living in their usual

environments ? On the other hand, it is a common failure

not to remember that the environments determine what
properties organisms shall exhibit. In many biological

studies, just as much natural history is manifested in one

set of conditions as in another.

It is hoped that the data which are analysed and syn-

thesized in the following pages have been arranged and
weighed as objectively as a live science will permit.

E. F. Adolph
Rochester, New York,

March 24, 1930.



It is the capacity of organic form
to gather and store experience which
demarks it from the inorganic.

—N. S. Shaler
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CHAPTER I

BODY SIZE AS STRUCTURE AND AS
FUNCTION

Every kind of living organism is distinguished by its

size. Size is one of the chief of its properties, and

the bodies of individuals belonging to one kind are

alike in bulk. Even a giant or a pigmy is not so differ-

ent from the average individual as is usually the aver-

age individual of another species. Among men, for

instance, all adults fit the same doorways and the same

beds; Procrustes had to be excessively particular to

find any cause for mutilating his victims. A hasty com-

parison with all men of all the inorganic objects of

some one kind, such as all crystals of a single kind of

salt, all granite rocks, or all dolomite mountains, re-

veals the extent to which size characterizes men.

1. Size a Regulated Characteristic

Metabolism and size. Uniform size of body and of

its parts is not, however, peculiar to living things.

Drops of water and grains of sand are each similar to

one another in volume as well as in shape. But a liv-

ing body does not keep its component materials as

does the grain of sand, nor depend upon isolation for

its integrity as does the drop of water.

The organism is, in fact, continually exchanging its

constituents for new ones. Thus, its water is con-

stantly being thrown away, only to be replaced by

other molecules which are the same in every respect.

The living body is like a river; its content is ever

changing but its shape and its size remain unmodified

to any large extent. A river is contained in a bed

which limits it; but the mold in which the individual

1



2 Regulation of Size in Unicellular Organisms

organism is confined is invisible, for its boundaries and
its skeleton are also changing. It is independent of

any particular structural constituent and maintains its

individuality in a medium composed of the same sub-
stances as itself. Driesch ('98) suggested that the ac-

curacy with which size is controlled by metabolizing
organisms proved the presence of a sort of regulation

which could not be performed in the absence of special

vital properties.

Regulation. The concrete resultant of the various

processes which produce the constancy of size in an
organism, and among organisms, is not unique. Every
characteristic of a living being represents the manifes-

tation of similar regulations. Each specific structure,

each mode of physiological response, each activity, is

a product of accurately measured functions. But the

regulation of size is certainly as universal as, and per-

haps more universal than, any other function that has

yet been measured in living organisms.

The characteristic called size has not been ignored

by students of life; there have been numerous dis-

courses upon the theoretical importance of it, and upon
the physical forces probably involved in its control. But

experimental work has been infrequent and of an iso-

lated character. Nevertheless, for many kinds of or-

ganisms there exist data which, though having been

recorded chiefly for other purposes, yet deserve to be

correlated with one another, toward the end of finding

what factors are directly concerned in the regulation

of size. The cultivation of this field of science-in-the-

making will undoubtedly result in a yield that will be

significant in proportion to the intensity of the cul-

tivation.

In the present review it is proposed to discover what
conclusions can be drawn regarding the everyday

methods by which organisms regulate their sizes, from
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an examination of the data, heretofore scattered, that

have been obtained by measuring unicellular organ-

isms. While the data to be actually analysed are

limited to one class of organisms, it is fairly certain

that conclusions reached will be applicable to many or

all kinds of organisms or their constituent tissues and
cells. Moreover, some problems of size, such as the

fundamental one of the cessation of the increase in

size at maturity, can best be studied upon organisms

such as unicellular ones whose inhibitors of growth
are chiefly outside their bodies.

The problem in protista. Among most species of

unicellular organisms the question of "how big" is

presented in an extraordinarily simple way. A typical

individual spends definite amounts of time and of activ-

ity in gaining to itself more body substance; it grows.

Then it divides into two individuals. How is the point

of time set at which the individual has gained sub-

stance enough to become two individuals ? Or, in other

species, an individual of adult size forms a protuber-

ance or bud as it accumulates living material in excess

of its own natural size, until the material in the bud is

equal in bulk to the parent, when separation into two
adults occurs. What keeps the size of the parent from
increasing within itself ; and why does separation occur

upon the attainment of the specific size?

It must first be ascertained just how precisely the

adult size is controlled. An estimate of this precision

is to be obtained by measuring under the microscope

(with an ocular micrometer) a considerable number
of individuals. In a certain sample of trypanosomes,

the uniformity of body length shown by the frequency

curve of figure 1 was found. In this case the individual

trypanosomes were automatically selected as adults,

for Taliaferro ('23) observed that, as these trypano-

somes were cultured in the body blood of a rat, their
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reproduction ceased after some days of infection, and
a maximum growth was then attained by each para-

site. The lengths of the individuals in this sample are

so similar, that three-fourths of the individuals differ

from the mean length by only 2.5 per cent of the mean
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Size as Structure and Function 5

It is the purpose of these chapters to attempt to

identify some of the means which an individual or-

ganism, such as one trypanosome, has of measuring
itself so that growth shall proceed or stop, or fission

shall intervene, in the way that it naturally does.

The cell theory. Unicellular organisms are charac-

terized by their universally microscopic size. They
are often designated as micro-organisms, though there

are some multicellular organisms which fall within

their range of sizes. The fact that living structures

cannot attain to the largest sizes without organization

into more than one cell, has usually been taken to mean
that some barrier of size limits the efficiency of single

cells.

The cell theory, the very principle which gave a basis

for generalization with respect both to structure and
to function among organisms, has always recognized

that cells are minute, hence limited in size. But the

meaning of this simple fact is still obscure, even though
much discussion has flowed concerning surface-mass

ratios, surface tension-viscosity ratios, and many other

possibly important quantities. Actually, within the

general range of sizes among cells, the diversities of

bulk are so enormous that none but specific popula-

tions can be profitably discussed.

How unicellular individuals are to be compared with

multicellular tissues, has never received a general an-

swer. In some respects and in some instances the anal-

ogy of the protistan individual to a single metazoan
cell is fairly complete. In other instances, as in multi-

nucleate types, protista are better regarded as non-
cellular in structure. Certainly cytoplasmic material

separated from all nuclear material can carry on
neither growth nor reproduction. Size is therefore

typically regulated only in living units consisting of

both nucleus and cytoplasm.
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Further, differentiations of other sorts, both struc-

tural and functional, are, it seems, inseparably con-
nected with the living state. It is apparent, therefore,

that the mechanisms of size regulation can never be

studied in homogeneous units. The "inclusions" are

integral parts of any protoplasm.

A minute study. Those unicellular organisms that

are most complicated in visible structure are of course

the larger species. It is the larger types, such as cili-

ated protozoa, that have inevitably been most studied

with respect to size. Yet the individuals even of these

kinds are extremely small; it takes a million of the

largest race of Paramecium to fill a volume of one cubic

centimeter. All the unicellular individuals that have
ever been measured, and that are likely to be measured
for some years to come, would not occupy a volume
equal to these pages.

2. Metabolic Turn-Over
When the dimensions of a unicellular organism are

ascertained, there are lumped together in one measure-

ment a large variety not only of structures, but as well

of chemical substances. Unicellular organisms, like

larger organisms, and probably to a greater extent

than larger organisms, are very variable in chemical

composition.

Water. As of nearly all organisms, water is their

chief constituent. In Paramecium caudatum, water is

said, by Grobicka and Wasilewska ('25), to constitute

87.4 to 91.6 per cent of the body substance. Among
yeasts and bacteria, where many analyses have been

made, the values range from 68 to 91 per cent. (Bu-

chanan and Fulmer, '28). A. I. Dawson ('19) found

that the water content of a certain strain of Bacillus

coli, cultivated on an agar medium, changed tremen-

dously with the age of the culture, as is shown in figure
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2. These values mean that the measurement of an in-

dividual Bacillus coli on the tenth day of culture rep-

resents nine times the amount of solid matter that it

represents on the second day of culture.

In general, the size as measured represents very

closely the absolute amount of water incorporated in

2 4 6 8 10 12

Time after implantation in days
Figure 2. Progression in percentage water content of Bacillus coli with

age of culture, on an agar medium at 37°C. (Data of A. I. Dawson, '19).

the individual, but only very approximately the

amount of any other chemical entity. Structurally we
cannot tell the difference between an organism which

is nearly all water and one which is in large propor-

tion other substances. In any case the substance

measured can only be obscurely termed "protoplasm."
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Food vacuoles. But the visible "inclusions" of a

protoplasm are as variable as its water content. The
combined volumes of all the food vacuoles have been

determined by Unger ('26) in a large number of in-

dividual Paramecia. The modal volume of the vacu-

oles in a race of Paramecium aurelia turns out to be

one-sixth of the total body volume of modal individuals

of the same race as measured by Erdmann ('20). A
few estimates of food vacuole volumes made by Eisen-

berg ('26) in Paramecium caudatum indicated that

the vacuoles occupy 7 per cent of the body volume. A
Paramecium carrying on active digestion, therefore,

has reason to be larger than a starved one by at least

this much.

J. A. Dawson ('19) showed that Oxytrichse may in-

gest their cousins of the same species until they be-

come truly giant individuals. In one instance fifteen

victims had been ingested, and the giant had thus

made itself at least eight times as large as its non-can-

nibalistic relatives. Most of the extra size consisted

at first of unincorporated food, and could in no wise be

considered as part of the body substance of the giant.

The giant was large not in its own right but because

of foreign puffing. Similar instances were described

by Mast ('09) ; a Didinium may ingest a Paramecium
of ten times its own volume, and then pass through

three or four generations on the strength of the food

and the bulk thus obtained.

Contractile vacuoles. Contractile or excretory

vacuoles do not ordinarily constitute so large a portion

of the body mass as do food vacuoles. In an average

Ameba the contractile vacuole was one-hundredth of

the body volume, and in one extreme case was as much
as one-twentieth (Adolph, '26).

For the one substance water, calculations can be

made as to how fast the material is turned over or re-
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placed in the body of a unicellular individual. They
have been made for several species where the body

produces contractile vacuoles, by assuming that all the

80
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10 Regulation of Size in Unicellular Organisms

of such vacuoles. It is characteristic of individual pro-

tozoa, though not of clones or of species, that in the

same medium the final sizes of successive vacuoles are

relatively uniform. This is indicated for Ameba in

figure 3.

In table 1 are presented the data obtained by various

observers for the rates of water output through vacu-

oles in numerous species. Unfortunately most of the

Table 1.

Rates of Turn-Over of Water Through the Contractile Vacuoles of Various Ciliates and
[of Ameba
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of contractile vacuoles, it is evident that in most pro-

tozoa tremendous volumes of water are taken into the

body and excreted again. The fastest turn-over be-

longs to Cryptochilum (Maupas, '83); while Parame-
cium caudatum puts out its own volume of water in

15 to 50 minutes. The slowest turn-over recorded is

for an Ameba which required 31.5 hours to put out its

own volume (Adolph, '26).

Surface permeabilities. Intimately related to the

question of vacuole formation are the permeabilities of

the superficial boundaries of unicellular organisms.

The distributions of materials which they maintain

are to a small extent known, but practically nothing is

certain with respect to their means of regulating the

passage of substances. That the body's boundaries are

important in this regulation is illustrated by the older

observations of Brandt ('95) upon the specific gravity

of the large marine colonial radiolarian Thalassicola.

He observed that the specific gravity of the body or its

vacuoles was much less than that of the sea-water,

and so the salt content of its fluids must have differed

from that of sea-water. More extensive observations

of Harvey ('17) on Noctiluca1 show that the specific

gravity may readily change in the body, and in a direc-

tion opposite to that which would be attained if the

salts became equally distributed between body and
medium. Changes of permeability, presumably at the

surface, have been demonstrated in a great many spe-

cies of unicellular organisms.

It must be fairly evident that all sorts of properties

of the surfaces and of the internal structures of unicel-

lular organisms are directly concerned with the regula-

tion of the passage of those substances that constitute

the body. But at present almost no correlations among
these properties can be drawn. The passage of sub-

1 Also of Ludwig ('28c).
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stances, in turn, has to do with the amount of each

present at any moment. And the amount present is

a component of the total body substance present;

namely, the body size. The problem of size regula-

tion is obviously in an initial stage of study; body sizes

may be compared, though in complete ignorance of the

roll of the components, with the exception of slight

information concerning the one component, water.

3. Some Theoretical Points

At the present time the consideration of various sim-

ple physical and geometrical factors is found to be sin-

gularly futile in solving the problem of the regulation

of size, for in no case has the role of any one fundamen-
tal factor been evaluated. It is worth while, however,

to mention a few of the likely factors in the hope that

their application may become, in course, justified.

Similitude. The principle of similitude states that

similarly shaped and proportioned objects which differ

in size have significantly different properties. This

principle, and its application to biological matters, was
probably first fully recognized by Galileo (1638). He
stated, "In a diminishing solid the weight grows less

in proportion to the volume, and since the volume al-

ways diminishes more rapidly than the surface, when
the same shape is maintained, the weight must dimin-

ish more rapidly than the surface". The significance

of this relation depends upon what processes are limi-

ted by the surface and what properties depend on the

volume. Spencer ('66) believed that inertia and grav-

ity are the essential correlatives of volume, while cohe-

sion and absorption are limited by surface. Expendi-

ture in work increases as the cube of the linear dimen-

sion; supply or absorbing surface as the square.

The sizes of micro-organisms must be chiefly depen-

dent upon a very different set of factors from the sizes

of large organisms. Intermolecular and surface forces
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are in the former highly important, convection of

molecules and gravity are probably never limiting cir-

cumstances (Thompson, '17). Thus, the surface-elec-

trical charge upon a bacterium may be of great con-

sequence for this individual, but can play no role of

life and death in a whale. Again, forces with which
aquatic organisms are concerned are far other from
those with which terrestrial organisms cope. Viscos-

ity of the medium and convection of its constituents

assume different roles. For two Paramecia of differ-

ent lengths to swim at the same velocity, the force ex-

pended in resistance to the medium is as the square

of the length, and the force required to accelerate by
the same amount is as the cube. But that any of these

is a limiting factor in controlling the size of Parame-
cium itself, has not been discovered.

The consequences of subdividing ad infinitum a sphere

or a cube have frequently been pictured, as by Ryder
('93a). The acceleration of the increase in surface-

mass ratio as subdivision proceeds serves to focus

attention upon certain classes of geometrical factors;

but no real progress has been made until some of these

possible factors have been tested to find whether they

are actually effective in modifying size.

Lower limits to size. As is well known, there are

theoretical lower limits to the size of organized beings.

One of the obvious limits, as was pointed out by Max-
well (75) r is the size of one molecule itself. Errera

('03) further developed this line of argument. All liv-

ing matter that is known contains proteins. A spheri-

cal micro-organism less than 0.01 micron in diameter,

and having 14 per cent of proteins, could contain only

about ten molecules of proteins. If it be assumed that

the proteins present contain sulfur in about the pro-

portion usual in living matter, such an organism would
contain not more than three atoms of sulfur.



Figure 4. Diagrammatic representation of several large species of unicel-

lular organisms, all drawn to the same scale. Nuclei are stippled, vacuoles

are outlined. 1. Spirostomum ambiguum (posterior half only). 2. Actino-

sphaerium eichhorni (pseudopodia amputated). 3. Diffluglia corona. 4. Fron-

tonia leucas. 5. Colpoda cucullus. 6. Colpidium colpoda. 7. Arcella den-

tata. 8. Ameba proteus. 9. Spirogyra bellis. 10. Stylonychia pustulata (side

view). 11. Paramecium caudatum. 12. Actinophrys sol. Linear magnifica-

tion X175.



Figure 5. Several small species of unicellular organisms, all drawn to ten

times the linear scale of the preceding figure. 12. Actinophrys sol (pseudo-

podia amputated). 13. Polytoma uvella. 14. Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

15. Chilomonas Paramecium. 16. Pleurococcus vulgaris. 17. Trypanosoma
lewisi. 18. Micrococcus progrediens. 19. Bacillus coli. 20. Bacillus ramosus.
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The limit of vision through a microscope, due to the

length of light waves, is about 0.20 micron. It seems
as though the varieties of ultra-visible organisms could

not be very numerous. Some of the smallest organ-
isms which have been seen by direct vision are com-
pared in table 2. It is not wholly certain that there

exist organisms which cannot be seen.

Table 2.

Some Smallest Visible and Some Largest Known Species of Unicellular
Organisms. Volumes are Calculated as lXbXtXir/6.

Species
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The diversity of sizes within the group of unicellular

species is not generally appreciated, for the simple rea-

son that in practice the magnification of the micro-

scope or the scale of the illustration is suited to con-

venience. To the investigator, as well as to the text-

book reader, there appears to be little difference of

size between an average flagellate and a bacterium.

Even upon a single page one usually views a hetero-

geneous selection of species without reference to their

relative sizes. To bring to mind just what it means to

compare the bulks of various species, representatives

of a number are rendered to scale in figures 4 and 5.

To get a small bacterium delineated as the shortest

possible line it was necessary to increase the linear

scale ten times, therefore the volume scale a thousand

times, between figure 4 and figure 5.

Size factors. The number of factors which may
possibly limit the size attained by a particular organ-

ism is very large. The number of combinations of

these factors is still larger. While some of the factors

may be recognized as physical forces or chemical con-

centrations, others can at present be described only as

physiological complexes. While equations could be

fitted to many correlations between body size and

quantity of environmental influence, the meanings of

the equations would at present remain unidentified.

The working out of these correlations and the quanti-

tative comparison of the various influences is the task

of the following chapters.



CHAPTER II

RATES OF GROWTH OF INDIVIDUALS

Tt is difficult to compare with one another the sizes

--of different individuals, until the changes of size

which a single individual undergoes have been recog-

nized. There is a progressive increase of mass in the

normal life of each individual; this is properly termed
growth. Ordinarily between one fission and the next,

in the course of vegetative generations, materials are

assimilated and size is increased. The rate at which
this increase occurs has been studied most extensively

in Paramecium.
1. Paramecium

The first attempt to find how fast single individuals

grow was made by Simpson ('02), who measured with

an ocular micrometer the length and the breadth of

living Paramecium caudatum. He isolated grown
individuals which showed signs of constricting into

two; and timed exactly when fission became complete.

Each member of the daughter pairs thus produced was
measured twice; first a few hours after fission and
again many hours after fission. In all of the scores of

individuals, some increase in length and in breadth oc-

curred. But it is the mass or volume of the body rather

than any one dimension which best measures growth,

and therefore it is necessary to attempt, however ques-

tionably, to estimate volume from the length and
breadth which were the actual data. To derive any-

thing far-reaching from the measurements of protista,

we are forced to make free with them to the extent of

calculating volumes in ways which are not rigorously

justified. For Paramecium it is best to consider the

volume of the body as proportional to length X breadth

18
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X breadth. From the data of Simpson one arrives at

the result that the growth, in length, in breadth, and
in volume, was greater in the period from 14 to 33

hours than in the period from 6 to 26 hours after fis-

sion. As we shall see, larger numbers of measurements
and more constant environmental conditions are

necessary adequately to estimate growth.

Jennings's data. Jennings ('08b) studied the

growth of Paramecium caudatum, using very large

numbers of individuals. To obtain accurate measure-

ments he killed and fixed the individuals at known
times after fission ; he demonstrated that the specimens

fixed by his method did not change in size from the

living. The length and breadth of each was recorded,

from which frequency distributions and averages were
obtained at each of several periods of time. Alto-

gether, adequate data for the dimensions of the body
were obtained at ten periods during the growth cycle.

All the individuals measured were originally derived

from a single parent, and thus belonged to one clone;

but it was advisable to correct, because variations oc-

curred in the medium furnished, in order to compare
different cultures and different days. The corrected

results so obtained, based on 769 individuals, are repre-

sented in figure 6.

In these Paramecia, the breadth changed very little

throughout the generation cycle, so that the length

and volume were roughly parallel. But just before

fission there was a sudden shortening, and just after

fission an equally sudden lengthening of the body. It

is obvious, therefore, that it would be unjustified either

to consider the volume as always proportional to

length or'to consider the volume as always proportion-

al to the cube of length.

Estabrook ('10), working in Jennings's laboratory,

also studied the growth of individual Paramecium cau-
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datum, using the same methods as in the above work.

He did not put together the results at various ages,

because he studied primarily the modifications in rate

of growth produced by certain chemical substances;

but it seems a legitimate procedure to average his data

6 1£ 18 24

Time after beginning constriction in hours

Figure 6. Growth in length and in volume during the life of an individual

Paramecium caudatum. For each point plotted, 24 to 188 individuals, derived

from one clone, were killed and measured in length and in breadth. The
relative volumes were calculated as average breadth squared, multiplied by

average length, or / X b
2

. (Data of Jennings, '08).

for all Paramecia grown under control or standard

conditions during his experiments. When this is done,

the curves shown in figure 7 for length and for volume

are obtained. Again the gain in length is rapid at first

and later almost nil. But the gain in volume is exceed-
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ingly slow at first and only towards maturity does it

become rapid. It is difficult to find any innate inferi-

ority of these data as compared with those of Jen-
nings; but the result is far different with respect to

breadth and to volume.

220
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killed immediately after fission; and three dimensions

were always measured. These individuals all showed
greater growth in breadth than in length, in this re-

spect being more extreme than those measured by

Estabrook.
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Schmalhausen and Syngajewskaja ('25) used a dif-

ferent technique, measuring body length upon living

individuals. In calculating the mean percentage in-

crease of length, each individual was treated separately

(figure 10). Large variations of temperature and of

4 8 12 16 £0 24

Time after beginning constriction in hours

Figure 9. Growth in length in Paramecium aurelia. Two clones were

used, line IE being identical with line I, but cultivated on a different

medium. For each point 120 individuals were fixed and measured. (Data

of Erdmann, '20).

culture medium account for the fact that the duration

of a single generation fluctuated between 18 and 60

hours. Contrary to the opinion of the investigators,

it is improbable that the lengths represent the relative

volumes of the individuals, for at the modal time of

fission (or duration of a single generation), which was
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24 hours, the length had reached only sixty percent.

Either the conditions were not proper for growth, or
growth in breadth occurred as well as growth in

length.

4 8 12 16 20

Time after fission in hours

24

Figure 10. Growth in length in Paramecium caudatum at 15.3° to 18.7° C.

Forty-four living individuals were measured at three-hour intervals, and
the percentage lengths were averaged. (Data of Schmalhausen and Synga-
jewskaja, '25).

Mizuno {'27) measured not only length and breadth
but also shadow-area of fixed individuals of Parame-
cium caudatum. His data are equally extensive with
those of Jennings, but the results shown in figure 11

are different in several important respects. In pass-

ing, it may be noted that the product of length and
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breadth gives very nearly the same relative values as

do the actually measured areas. The volume appeared
to increase to at least double the original volume dur-
ing growth; but the length hardly changed after the

first thirtieth of the duration of growth. The breadth

240
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which can be obtained much more easily. In a mass

culture of a clone in which growth and reproduction

are proceeding at a steady rate, the frequency with

which each size occurs in the culture, at some one time,

§ 180

80 100

Time after fission in percent

of one generation
Figure 12. Growth in length and in volume in Paramecium caudatutn, as

calculated from the frequency of occurrence of each length and each volume

in an actively multiplying culture. One hundred and ninety-five individuals

were fixed and measured in length and breadth. Volumes were calculated

as / X b
2 In the lengths the one longest individual was discarded; in the

volumes the 44 smallest and 31 largest individuals were discarded in order

to leave a range in size of only 100 per cent. (Data utilized are from Jen-

nings, '08, p. 412).

will be, roughly, inversely proportional to the length

of time required to grow through that size. To make

use of this method properly, not only is an old popula-
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tion essential, in order that the fissions among its

members will not be in step with one another, but also

such cultural conditions are necessary as will not

change significantly for several days. At present no

data of the kind are available; the nearest approach

seems to be a certain Paramecium culture of Jennings

('08b). This is analyzed in figure 12 in terms of rela-

tive lengths and volumes, the latter being taken to be

proportional to the length multiplied by the square of

the breadth. Lengths can hardly be used without

correction in the case of Paramecium, since Jennings

found (figure 6) that the same length may occur twice

in one growth cycle, due to the shortening just before

fission. By this method the general shape of the curve

for growth in length is confirmed, while for growth

in volume we already have several types of curve.

Summary. What shall be considered the normal

progression in which body mass is increased in Para-

mecium? With respect to length all the data agree

that the increase is very rapid at first, and then is slow

(with possibly a decrease just before fission). But

with respect to volume we have two diverse pictures

from two sets of equally well-founded data. Jen-

nings's results show that Paramecium accumulates

materials rapidly at first, and then more slowly or not

at all; Mizuno's results show that Paramecium loses

body substance at first, and then gains it at a uniform

rate throughout the rest of its individual existence.

So far as is now known, both pictures may be charac-

teristic; whether the diversity is due to difference of

race or difference of environment cannot yet be decided.

2. Other Species

Data showing the rates of volume increase of in-

dividuals are available for the ciliate Frontonia, the

rhizopod Hartmanella, and various bacteria.
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Frontonia. In Frontonia, PopofT ('08) measured
the increase of size at two different temperatures, 14°

and 25°. At the lower temperature a period six times

as long was required to double the volume and to bring

on fission, as at the higher temperature. The results

are shown in figure 13. Each point represents only one
individual measured, and the dashed curves are merely

the simplest ones that fit the data. So far as the shapes

of the curves are justified by the individual data, it

would appear that only at 14° was there faster growth
at first and slower growth later. At 25°, where the

data were more numerous, growth in volume pro-

ceeded, as far as any conclusion can be drawn, at a

uniform rate throughout. A single clone was not used

for these measurements, but each growing individual

was compared in volume with its own sister individual

killed immediately after completing fission.

Ameba. In the soil rhizopod Hartmanella hyalina,

a few measurements of growth rate were made by
Cutler and Crump ('27). They traced the shadow-
areas of the amebae at successive periods, the area at

each period being based upon ten rapidly-made draw-
ings. They assumed that the mean thicknesses of the

amebae were uniform, and the body volumes therefore

proportional to the shadow-areas. In the fed individ-

ual of figure 14, the percentage increment of volume
was approximately uniform over the entire period of

25 hours. In three other protocols it seems that

growth was relatively slow over the first part of the

observations; but the observations did not start at the

time of fission of the amebae.

Plasmodium. The growth of a parasitic species was
studied by Hartman ('27). It was discovered by Talia-

ferro ('25) that when Plasmodium cathemerium was
cultivated in the blood of a living canary-bird, asexual

sporulation occurred once every 24 hours, and at
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nearly the same time for all individuals. Hartman
drew samples of blood every hour and measured the
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that in 24 hours the volume increased about 35 times,

while at each sporulation only 16 young organisms are

usually produced. It is possible that the matrix of the

spores constitutes over half of the parent's bulk; or it

210 280 360

Time in minutes
Figure 15. Growth in length of two chains of Bacillus ramosus in a hang-
ing drop of broth kept in darkness. Length, which is proportional to volume
in this form, is plotted logarithmically. A, temperature 17.0° to 18.2°

; B,

temperature 16.0° to 16.5°. (Data of Ward, '95, pp. 405-407).

is possible that water is discarded and the other mate-
rials are condensed in the process of spore formation.

The rate of growth and the length of one generation
could be retarded by the peculiarities of the host

(Hartman, '27), the temperature of cultivation in vitro
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(Taliaferro, '28), and the duration of the daylight

cycle to which the host birds were subjected (Boyd,

'29).

Bacillus ramosus. Among bacteria, very careful

measurements of growth were made by Marshall

Ward ('95) in Bacillus ramosus. This organism forms

80

'0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Time in minutes
Figure 16. Growth in length of a chain of Bacillus ramosus in a hanging

droo of broth. At each of the arrows which point downward septa be-

tween daughter cells first became visible, and growth was evidently pro-

ceeding at its maximal rate. At each of the arrows which point upward

fission of the cells was occurring, and growth was evidently proceeding

at its minimal rate. (Redrawn from Ward, '95, p. 300, with the permission

of the Royal Society.)

chains of rod-like individuals. The thicknesses of the

cylinders were said to be uniform, however long the

individuals and the chains ; so that growth in volume

was proportional to length. Under the conditions of
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growth employed the cylinders were 1.75 micra in

diameter.

Figure 15 shows that under good cultural conditions

growth in length was uniform in rate, regardless of the

number of cells present in one filament; for in this

figure the lengths are plotted logarithmically. But
when measured more frequently it was found (figure

16) that growth was retarded each time fissions oc-

curred. For a single cell generation the volume curve

would then tend to resemble the curves for growth in

length of a Paramecium.
It is obvious that the true rate of growth for a single

individual could be described only from observations

made at intervals of one or two minutes.

Some other bacteria. Similar measurements have
been made occasionally upon other bacteria. One
series was obtained by Schmalhausen and Bordzilow-

skaja ('26) upon numerous living individuals of three

species, Proteus vulgaris, Bacillus coli, and Bacillus

dysenterise Shiga-Kruse. They believed that the vol-

umes were proportional to the lengths in these three

species. In all three the averaged lengths increased

linearly throughout the ten hours required for one
generation.

Growth in bulk of populations. Some data of Hen-
rici ('23) may be utilized to tell something about the

growth in bulk of bacterial masses. Henrici measured
the average sizes of Bacillus coli at various times after

inoculating a fluid culture, and also counted their re-

lative numbers (table 3). Within the first three hours
the volume per individual appears to have increased

eight times, and the total bulk of bacterial body-sub-
stance in the culture increased eighty times. The table

also shows that no further increase of total bulk occur-

red within the next nine hours. From this it may be

inferred that within this nine-hour period the accumu-
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Table 3.

Relative Progressions of Body Volume, Number of Individuals, and

Total Protoplasmic Bulk in a Broth Culture of Bacillus

Coll (Data of Henrici, '23). See also Figure 46

Time
in hours
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toplasmic bulk) was logarithmic; in other words new
bulk was added to the entire population in proportion

to the bulk already present at any one time.

Under conditions either of size modification with

age of culture or of slow multiplication, therefore, the

increase of total bulk must be the criterion of accumu-
lation of living substance, because accumulation is no
longer sensibly proportionate to the increase in num-
ber of individuals.

Comparison of results. It is far from certain that

the growth curves for individual unicellular organisms

are similar in all species. It is doubtful whether the

curves are the same for all races or under all condi-

tions which allow of growth, even in the single species

Paramecium caudatum. Whether the increase in size

is uniform in rate or not, is important for ascertaining

the nature of the regulation of growth. Upon the

basis of Jennings's curve for Paramecium it might be

said that increase of size was cyclic, and that the cycle

of size-increments coincided, perhaps causally, with

the cycle of mitoses. Upon the basis of most of the

other studies reviewed above, it would be said that the

increase of size was nearly uniform; that fission was a

subsidiary occurrence, coming at whatever time the

body volume was doubled; and that its occurrence did

not essentially influence the processes of volume in-

crease.

3. Various Influences upon Growth in Size

The relative effects of diverse circumstances should

help in the analysis of the processes concerned in vol-

ume increase, however meager the data may be.

Nutrition. That food is necessary for increase in

size might be thought to be axiomatic. The evidence,

however, is, in part, to the contrary. Most of the data

upon Paramecium, especially those of Jennings ('08b),
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showed that increase of volume was most rapid just

after fission. But Estabrook ('10) found that noth-
ing was ingested by Paramecium for the first thirty

minutes of its individual life. Estabrook went on to

1 5

Time after fission in hours

24

Figure 17. The influence of starvation upon growth in length and in volume
(calculated at / X b

2
) in individuals of a clone of Paramecium caudatum.

Time plotted on a logarithmic scale. Each point represents the average of

measurements made upon 10 to 35 fixed individuals. (Data of Estabrook, '10).

compare individuals which were denied food through

being placed either in sterile tap-water or in Chamber-
land-filtered hay-infusion, with controls which were
fed. He found (figure 17) that during at least the
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first sixty minutes of the growth cycle the starved in-

dividuals underwent the same changes of size as the

controls. But in these cases the controls also exhibited

increases only of length, and no increases of volume.

At 5 hours and at 24 hours the starved organisms were

far behind the controls with respect to volume; yet

they too had gained. As far as the data are depend-

able, it must be true that volume may increase for at

least 24 hours in the absence of food. But it is more

likely that small amounts of food were available.

Otherwise volume must have increased by the incor-

poration of water; possibly accompanied by the gain,

through processes other than alimentary, of certain

dissolved substances.

That growth of individuals may occur by mere

changes of relative water content is supported by the

evidence regarding Bacillus coli already discussed in

connection with figure 2 and with table 3. Perhaps

most striking of all the changes of water content are

the decreases of volume just before fission shown by

the data of Jennings ('08b) in figure 6. Whereas it is

possible that this shrinkage was due to some sort of

defecation preparatory to fission, there were no obser-

vations to support the possibility.

Is the rate of growth limited only by nutritive ac-

quirement? This question has not been asked fre-

quently enough; probably because no case is possible

in which rapid and continued growth can occur with-

out assimilation of something. But in many organ-

isms, as in an adult man, it may be seen clearly that

assimilation can proceed without growth resulting.

Upon unicellular organisms the data are insufficient to

decide; but the shape of the growth curve of Jennings

seems to indicate that increase of size is not propor-

tional to food acquirement, even allowing for the pos-

sibly greater speed of digestion and of ejection of fluid
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from food vacuoles in the adults. It is usually assumed
that a Paramecium ingests its food at a fairly uniform
rate throughout the hours of its individual existence.

If so, the food certainly has not a uniform effect upon
the mass of the body. Thus far, at least, growth ap-

pears to depend not wholly upon the food supply.

But there is evidence that food is not ingested at a

uniform rate throughout one generation's life. Lund
('14) studied the ingestion of food particles in indi-

viduals of Bursaria which had been previously starved

for 24 hours. He found that those which were allowed

to feed for only five minutes ingested almost as many
particles as those of the same culture which were left

with the same food for one hour. Again, in Hartman-
ella starvation was found by Cutler and Crump ('27)

to result in a gradual decrease of body volume, as

shown in figure 14. But when food was again sup-

plied, the effect was tremendous as a result of the

previous 24 hours of starvation; the gain in bulk was
six times as great as in the control organisms fed con-

tinuously with the same food. Part of this might be

due to the inflation of true body-substance by food

vacuoles; but not nearly all of it could be such. If,

therefore, previous starvation modifies the rate of in-

gestion, it is misleading to leave out of account the

influences of age and other physiological stages upon
this rate. Fission might be considered as equivalent to

previous starvation, for it can be followed, though per-

haps not immediately (Estabrook), by a period of very

rapid assimilation.

Chemical influences. The effects of chemical con-

ditions upon growth of individuals were studied by
Estabrook ('10) in Paramecium. He placed individ-

uals just after fission in solutions of various substan-

ces, chiefly alkaloids and sodium chloride. The effect

of the alkaloids was not marked except in those con-
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centrations which were nearly lethal; then there was
often swelling of the body which was probably inde-

pendent of growth processes. The effects of pure sod-

230
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Time after fission in hours
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Figure 18. The influence of various concentrations of sodium chloride

made up in hay infusion, upon growth in length in individuals of a clone
of Paramecium caudatum. Time is plotted on a logarithmic scale. Each
point represents the average of measurements upon at least 9 fixed indi-

viduals. Additional data for M/30 and M/50 solutions were at all points

very near the points which represent the controls in hay-infusion. (Data
of Estabrook, '10).
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ium chloride solutions were similarly complicated by
the use of tin-condensed distilled water which was
lethal. But a series of measurements was made upon
individuals in sodium chloride solutions containing

hay-infusion. Figure 18 shows that in these media in-

crease in body length occurred just as in the controls.

But after some time, namely, 40 minutes in 0.10 M
and 90 minutes in 0.05 M, sudden decreases occurred,

which were followed shortly by the death of some of

the individuals. Weaker solutions, though increasing

the osmotic pressure several fold, had no significant

effects.

Temperature. Temperature, of course, affects

markedly the rate of growth. The data of Popoff ('08)

show this influence very clearly (figure 13), but he
made measurements at only two temperatures.

A large series of different temperatures was studied

by Ward ('95) in relation to the growth of Bacillus

ramosus. In these filaments of bacteria he ignored

the partitioning into cells and simply found how long
it took for a given chain to double its length, and there-

fore its volume. The rhythms of increase in length,

shown in figure 16, were ironed out by the consider-

able periods of time which elapsed between measure-
ments ; and it has already been seen (figure 15) that the

increment is proportional to the time interval, regard-

less of the absolute length of the chain of bacilli.

Ward's results, shown in figure 19, cover almost the

entire range of temperatures at which the bacilli live,

for above 39°C. they are killed. The relationship be-

tween temperature and rate of increase in volume is

not a logarithmic one, as can be supposed to be true in

the case of some temperature effects.

If the volume of growing micro-organisms be taken

only once for each generation, then, of course, the rate

of growth is the same as the rate of fission, assuming
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that the adult individuals at the close of each genera-

tion may be expected to be uniform in size. The effect

of various factors upon the rate of multiplication will

be mentioned later.
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Figure 19. Effect of temperature upon the growth of Bacillus ramosus.

Spores were germinated at 22° five to eight hours before the observations

began. The bacilli were kept in the dark in a hanging drop of gelatin-broth

medium. (Redrawn from Ward, '95, p. 458, with the permission of the

Royal Society.)

One of the points most desirable to know is whether
the shape of the curve of growth in volume is changed
by diversity of temperatures. The data of Popoff

(figure 13 above) might be taken to indicate that it is,

but the difference of shape is within the range of error

in the data.



CHAPTER III

VARIABILITY OF BODY SIZE

The dimensions of two individuals, in unicellular

species as in man, are almost never exactly alike.

The only way in which the role of various influences

can be studied, therefore, is by seeing whether groups

made up of considerable numbers of individuals differ

from one another. Evaluations of quantitative differ-

ences require not only the construction of significant

averages, but also the comparison of the degrees to

which the individuals composing each average are

themselves diverse.

1. Variability and Its Measurement

Modifications of size are induced by many sorts of

changes in environmental conditions. But before these

are compared, it is necessary to find how much vari-

ability occurs when conditions are so far as possible

kept constant. Those variations which occur under

what appear to be constant conditions will always

carry the possibility that they are none the less due to

environmental differences, either past or present. Un-
til they are shown to be such, they may legitimately

be considered as physiological variations; that is, vari-

ations due to internal factors. Ultimately, of course,

every variation is a resultant of many factors, both in-

ternal and external. Some of the variations can prob-

ably not be controlled or equated completely by any

possible technique. In the case of unicellular organ-

isms it must be realized that the environments of two
individuals that are in the same body of culture me-

dium may in reality differ markedly.

42
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To define how much the individuals of a group dif-

fer among themselves, it is convenient to use coeffi-

cients of variation. A coefficient of variation is the

percentage of the mean or average which is formed
by the mean squared or standard deviation.

Paramecium. In table 4 are represented data which
were obtained by various surveyors of Paramecia. A
number of points are brought to light in this table.

There is a general improvement in the degree of simi-

larity among the individuals of one group as more and
more factors are taken under control. The factor of

age after fission has been evaluated in the previous

chapter. Homogeneity of hereditary factors, which
is obtained by limiting the group to one clone (which

consists of descendants of a single individual) is seen

to be important from the fact that the various groups

measured differ tremendously in mean dimensions.

Homogeneity of cultural conditions over a consider-

able period of time before measurements were taken,

will be shown below to be a prime factor.

The factor of growth or age was first demonstrated

to be of significance by Simpson ('02). Sister individ-

uals showed similarity in length such that a correla-

tion coefficient of +0.70 was found (+ 1.00 being com-
plete similarity). It also turned out that as growth
proceeded, sister individuals became more and more
diverse; and this requires that it be recognized that

growth in mass was partially independent of age.

Inheritance was shown by Jennings ('08b) to influ-

ence size within a unicellular species. It seems neces-

sary to remark, however, that cultures which do not

consist of a clone are nevertheless often homogeneous
in race, but of course not certainly so, because of the

fact that all the parent individuals in the culture may
have come eventually from some common ancestor;

and because under particular conditions some one
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clone usually flourishes, to the almost complete ex-
clusion of other clones. On the other hand, Jennings
('08b) showed that some wild cultures were very heter-

ogeneous in size of individuals.

It is significant that breadth is more variable than
length, at least in Paramecium, quite apart from the

larger percentage error involved in its measurement.
The relatively low variabilities recorded in the last

two rows of table 4 indicate that not only homogeneity
of the above factors, but also homogeneity of physio-

logical condition prevailed. Particularly among con-

jugating individuals have low variabilities of body size

been found (Pearl, '07; Jennings and Lashley, '13b).

But even so, some controllable factors have undoubt-
edly escaped attention, for it may be recalled that when
trypanosomes lived in the "milieu interieure" of a rat

their variability in length (figure 1) was often only
half of the lowest variabilities ever observed in Para-
mecia.

The variability of body volume is, of course, much
greater than that of any linear dimension. In general

it is something greater than the sum of the coefficients

for each of three dimensions ; though of course it would
be possible for individuals to vary so that shortness

tended to be compensated by fatness. This possibility

has not been found in any clone of protista which has

been measured.

Some other species. Many other species of unicel-

lular organisms than Paramecium have been studied

with respect to variability of size. Some representa-

tive data are given in table 5. Nearly all, but not all

(figure 20) of the distributions are for linear dimen-
sions, and for the most part the coefficients of varia-

tion are high. This is, obviously, partly due to the

heterogeneity of the material. Particularly have the

cultural conditions been neglected. In a few cases, as
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in Actinosphaerium there are evident internal hetero-

geneities; in this species the heterogeneity is in the

number of nuclei.
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the shelled rhizopods. Whether or not this was en-

tirely due to the automatic elimination of the growth
factor through measurements of the shell only, is un-

certain.

Only in one group of unicellular organisms, the try-

panosomes, has size been used as a taxonomic charac-

ter in more than a general way (Bruce, '11). The iden-

tification of species of trypanosomes at first depended

almost entirely upon the mean sizes and the size-dis-

tributions of a sample of the individuals found in a

given drop of the host's blood. But the coefficients of

variation (table 5) were always quite high, and it is

likely that they were high because the trypanosomes

were not of one race or possibly species; in other

words, multiple infection had usually occurred. More-
over, it is uncertain that exactly the same variability

would be found for the same clone in different hosts,

particularly hosts of different species. For, it has been

shown that different host-species modify greatly the

body sizes of trypanosomes (Wendelstadt and Fell-

mer, '10; Noller, '13). Some of the points concern-

ing variability were demonstrated by Pearson ('14),

utilizing the very numerous data of Bruce ('11, '12, '13).

If the variabilities of size which occur under con-

trolled conditions have once been investigated, it is

then possible to use variability as a criterion of some
particular condition. Thus Jennings ('08b) and Jollos

('13, '21) used it as a test of genetic homogeneity in

Paramecium. Taliaferro ('23, '24) used variability as

a criterion of the relative numbers of young and grow-
ing organisms in clonal infections of trypanosomes.

And it may be concluded, almost without discussion,

that constancy of environmental conditions is to be

judged by the smallness to which the residuum of vari-

ability can be reduced through various means of con-

trol.
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2.

Some of

variability

mentioned
and many
constancy

mains the

moreover,

1.16

Correlatives of Body Volume
the factors which have proven to influence

of size among individuals have already been

; such as heredity, age, reproductive rate,

environmental factors. But granted the

of all the identified conditions, there re-

residuum of "normal" variability, which,

in itself leads to important consequences.

16 186 8 10 12 14

Diameter in micra
Figure 21. Frequency curve of diameters (solid line), and correlation of

diameters with specific gravities (broken line), in the green alga Scenedes-

mus. (Redrawn from Allison, '24, permission of Annals of Applied Biology).

Some of the causes and the consequences of being

larger than the mean or smaller than the mean, can be

realized from the consideration of some of the func-

tions and properties which are bound up with size.

Specific gravity. Specific gravity or density was
demonstrated by Allison ('24) to be correlated with

size. He studied several species of spherical organ-

isms, determining their specific gravity by means of

the time required to fall through normal culture fluid.

From the diameters and Stokes's law the relative den-

sities were then calculated. It turned out (figures 21
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and 22) for each of three species studied, Scenedesmus,
Gonostomum, and Colpoda, that the smaller individ-

uals had the higher specific gravities. If anyone had
set out to predict such a difference he would probably
have anticipated that smaller individuals had higher
specific gravities, because then the tendency to sink in

water would be approximately alike in all individuals.

For, the rate of sinking depends on the ratio of the

1.12

30 34 38 42 46

Diameter in micra
Figure 22. Frequency curve of diameters (solid lines), and correlation

of diameters with specific gravities (broken line), in the cysts of Gonosto-
mum sp. at 12.4° C. (Redrawn from Allison, '24, with the permission of the

editors of the Annals of Applied Biology).

specific gravity difference to the body surface. But the

change of specific gravity with size is in no case suffi-

ciently large to compensate mechanically for the increase

of surface.

Probably the same factor of density has been demon-
strated in another form by Fortner ('25) in Parame-
cium. He measured how much the bodies lost in vol-

ume upon being put into a sucrose solution, and found
(figure 23) that less shrinkage occurred in the small
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individuals. During this shrinkage it is probable that

water alone was lost, whence the water content may be

regarded as relatively less in the small individuals. If,

instead, the shrinkage had been limited by the surface-

mass ratio of the body, then it would have been less in

the large animals.
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Figure 23. Effect of solutions of sucrose upon the mean body volume of

Paramecium caudatum. Triangles, sucrose of 9 atmospheres osmotic pres-

sure; circles, sucrose of 10 atmospheres osmotic pressure. Broken line,

average linear correlation. The Paramecia measured were classified into

groups of 7 to 34 individuals according to their original body lengths (ab-

scissae) and the mean body volume after shrinkage is given in per cent of

the mean original volume of each group (ordinates). (Data of Fortner, '25).

The relation of locomotion to size also involves the

relation of rate of sinking to size. As an example,

locomotion by cilia is limited by the number of cilia

that can operate on the surface, while the mass to be

moved is relatively larger than the surface in large

individuals. Ludwig ('28a) estimated the limitation

of size of Paramecium upon this basis. But there is
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no evidence that speed of locomotion has any survival

or other value within the range of sizes found in a

single clonal culture. This and similar consequences

of surface will be reconsidered in Chapter X.

Toxicity. Various quantities, such as toxicity,

have been shown to be correlated with age of individ-

uals. Whether or not age, then, is important because

of its size correlative, is by no means clear. Estabrook
('10) found that certain alkaloids killed Paramecium
most readily, soon after fission; but one alkaloid, at

least, killed old individuals more readily. It is obvious

(from figure 23) that any agent whose action depen-

ded upon the concentration of water or of some solute

within the body would have a different effect upon
large and small individuals. It was shown in the pre-

vious chapter that the concentration of water probably

changed during the growth of individuals.

Summary. It is clear that definite chemical and
physical differences exist among the individuals of a

clonal culture which depend solely upon the fact that

the individuals are diverse in size. These differences

have not helped to distinguish what produced the di-

versity in size; yet it is fairly probable that a change
in specific gravity or in the ability to buffer toxic re-

agents would of itself induce modification of the size,

or select among sizes, or both. It has not been demon-
strated directly that the small diversities of size which
prevail among individuals of one age, one clone, and

one culture, are accompanied by physical and chemi-

cal differences that matter, but it is likely to be so.

This may help to understand the variability which

exists among such individuals, but it does not help to

describe how the variability arose. This residuum of

variation can at present only be recognized and meas-

ured.
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CHAPTER IV

INHERITANCE OF SIZE

ize has always been recognized as sufficiently charac-

teristic of unicellular organisms that approximate

dimensions were quite properly included in taxonomic

descriptions of species. But with the demonstration

of variability within a species it became necessary not

only to define the probable limits of variability, but

also to find out whether or not all members of a species

inherited size alike.

1. Paramecium

The close similarity of size among numerous adult

individuals would indicate that in general the individ-

uals of one generation are of the same size as the in-

dividuals of the preceding generation. In Paramecium

there is no direct proof that this is so; it is perfectly

conceivable that there is some sort of alternation of

generations; that large and small generations are

mixed. This similarity has, however, proved actually

to exist in Colpoda and in several species of shelled

rhizopods. Over periods of at least two or three gen-

erations which are living in equilibrium with a con-

stant environment, adults of successive generations

are alike in size. But there are obvious exceptions in

those cases where some sort of differentiation of gen-

erations occurs, as for example in the formation of

cysts, spores, or gametes.

Racial constancy. The problem of inheritance of

size was studied in great detail in Paramecium by

Jennings ('08b). He noticed that length or breadth

was often much more variable among the individuals

of wild cultures than among the individuals belonging

54
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to one clone. After isolating individuals from various

sources, the descendants of each were found to be not

only closely similar in size among themselves, but also

highly diverse from the other clones. Moreover, as

changes of environment resulted from variations in

30 60 90 120

Time in days
150 880 910

Figure 24. Inheritance of body length in various clones of Paramecium.

The individuals which were fixed and measured grew in mass cultures.

Each point represents the mean length for many individuals killed at one

time. The synchronous upward and downward trends are due to variations

in the environmental conditions. Clones V and D were Paramecium cauda-

tum ; clones g and i were Paramecium aurelia. (Data of Jennings, '08b;

and Jennings and Hargitt, '10).

culture fluid and temperature, the various clones

shifted their mean sizes in parallel fashions, as indi-

cated in figure 24. Jennings and Hargitt ('10) obser-

ved the persistence of the size characteristics for more
than three years, and Erdmann ('20) demonstrated the
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constancy of mean body length in one clone for more
than six years.

Selection. The next step was to see if large or small

individuals could be selected, and possibly give rise

to lines with new size characters. Jennings ('08b)

showed that whereas selection in a wild culture might
isolate distinct size biotypes, selection within a clone

had no effect upon the sizes of the descendants. The
variability found within a pure line could not be fur-

ther reduced or segregated. Within those few gen-

erations after selection had ceased which were neces-

sary for securing enough individuals upon which to

make measurements of significant frequencies, the

Paramecia had reverted exactly to the original size

distribution. This fact was confirmed by Jollos ('13,

'21) andAckert ('16).

Interposed influences. Further purposely inter-

posed environmental effects did not interfere with the

transmission of size constancy throughout the genera-

tions of Paramecium. Jennings ('08b) showed that

starvation, old culture fluid, rich culture fluid, deep cul-

ture fluid, all caused size variations. But restoration

to basal circumstances resulted in restoration of size

within the time required for the breeding of enough in-

dividuals to measure. Rautmann ('09) and Jollos ('13,

'21) found that temperature changes modified the di-

mensions of Paramecium. But the latter investigator

showed that in some clones either holding at the new
temperature for some weeks or restoring to the origi-

nal temperature resulted in full return to the original

characteristic size. DeGaris ('27) found that gross

bodily abnormalities and temporary inhibition of re-

production, produced by treatment with cyanide, did

not affect the transmission of the size character in

Paramecium.
Inheritance and its expression. It is evident that,
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under duplicated environmental circumstances, inheri-

ted factors for size express themselves in a highly uni-

form way. It should be kept in mind, however, that

more than one generation of Paramecium may be re-

quired for the conservative "nuclear" characters for

size to materialize in "somatic" expression. For in-

stance, if Paramecia are transferred from 10° to 25°,

the average adult body volume is reduced by more than

half (figure 36). But obviously more than one binary

fission is required to accomplish this reduction of size.

The expression of the hereditary character is condi-

tioned by the immediate past history of the organism;
such conditioning has been demonstrated repeatedly

in experiments on inheritance, and Jollos ('21) found
that such bodily conditions may prevail through hun-
dreds of generations of Paramecium. But the fact that

such factors or "persisting modifications" are ulti-

mately lost, so that the organisms return to their origi-

nal bodily characteristics, shows that inheritance has

not been indelibly affected.

In Paramecium no attempts have been made to

measure sizes in successive generations. But in Col-

poda (Adolph, '29) it has been found that there is a

high correlation between the size of the parent and
the sizes of its offspring, when they become adults

(figure 25). The correlation is +0.56; the individual

resembles its immediate parent more than it resem-

bles the average size of the clone. Selection would ob-

viously be effective as long as it were continued; but

actually in only three or four generations after selec-

tion had ceased the selected line reverted to the aver-

age.

Inheritance in uniparental generations is certainly

much simpler to trace than in biparental, yet one large

complication is attached to micro-organisms in the

fact that a very appreciable quantity of a daughter in-
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dividual's body substance is actually furnished by the

parent. For whereas the germ cells of most multicel-

lular organisms furnish a negligible amount of actual

80 120 160 200 240 280 320

Body volume of their quadruplet progeny

360

Figure 25. Correlation of body volumes between parents and their off-

spring in Colpoda. Body volumes are in thousand cubic micra. The co-

efficient of correlation is +0.561. The frequency curve for parents, which

belongs on the ordinate scale, is transferred to the abscissae for easier

comparison with the curve for the progeny. Means are indicated by vertical

lines. (From Adolph, '29).

material to the developed offspring, unicellular organ-

isms receive material which is usually half of the quan-

tity contained in the adult. It is, probably, this ma-
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terial contribution which perpetuates for a time traits

that are not transmitted in the relatively inviolable

hereditary constitution.

2. Other Soft-Bodied Species

Bacillus coli. Some of the earliest observations

upon inheritance of size in unicellular species were
made by Barber ('07) upon Bacillus coli communis.
He first secured a clone by the isolation with a micro-

pipette of one individual, allowed its progeny to multi-

ply, and then selected individuals which appeared un-

usually large in order to see if their size was a genetic

characteristic or not. Out of 140 large individuals

which were isolated, only 16 survived in cultures. One
of these 16 kept its long-bodied character; it bred true

for 32 months at least. In another clone 50 large in-

dividuals were isolated, but only 14 multiplied in cul-

ture; yet one of these also maintained its large size.

Incidentally a third long-bodied race was established

by a single selection. In Bacillus typhosus none of the

long individuals selected within a clone bred true. In

a yeast, Saccharomyces anomalus; repeated selections

within a clone were made; these also were negative.

Barber published no measurements of size in these

organisms, and possibly a micrometer was not used.

It cannot be ascertained just how significant the differ-

ence was between the three selected clones and the

normal-sized sister cultures. That the size difference

was marked to comparative inspection should, how-

ever, have made it a significant one. The possibility

therefore remains, though unconfirmed, that differen-

ces of size biotype, which were independent of cultural

conditions, arose.

That extensive work upon the inheritance of size in

bacteria has not been carried out, merely indicates, it
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Figure 26. Constancy of body length in a clone of Trypanosoma lewisi

which remained in the same host for many days. The same clone is repre-

sented living in the blood of three different rats. (Redrawn from Talia-

ferro, '23).
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may be supposed, the universality with which uniform-
ity of size is taken for granted.

Trypanosoma. Among flagellates the inheritance

of size has been investigated with particular results in

the parasitic species Trypanosoma lewisi living in rats.

Some of the evidences for the exact inheritance of size

in this species were reviewed by Hegner ('21). Talia-

ferro ('23) proceeded to infect rats with single individ-

uals of the organism, giving rise to a pure line which
was transferred to many rats. It was found that as

the infection increased in age the mean body length

of the trypanosomes gradually increased (figure 26).

After some days the parasites attained sizes which
were not only maximal but also excessively similar

(figure 1). The coefficient of variability after the

twenty-fifth day of infection never exceeded 4.7, and
was as low as 2.2. The low variability was taken to

indicate that reproduction had ceased, while all of the

organisms present were able to grow until they were
adult in size. This interpretation was proved by
counting the organisms which were undergoing fis-

sion, and by counting the concentrations of individuals

in the host's blood (Taliaferro '24). Undoubtedly the

low variability resulted also from the great constancy

of the environment furnished by the host.

Several rats were infected with the same pure line of

trypanosomes, and it was found that after the initial

period of growth the identical mean length and mean
width were attained by the parasites in each of the rats

(figure 26). After the twenty-fifth day of infection

the mean lengths of four infections were between 29.3

and 32.1 micra, and the mean widths, which always had
higher coefficients of variability, were between 1.42

and 1.74 micra (fourteen determinations).

Actinophrys. In the naked heliozoan Actinophrys

there exists one demonstration of size inheritance. Be-
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lar ('24) measured the diameters of the spherical cysts

which are formed by the organisms when food is de-

nied them. In the formation of cysts reorganization

occurs, and although most cysts are zygotes, a few

are parthenogenetic cysts ; and these latter show in the

frequency curves for diameter (figure 27) as minor
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more than two years. The means for diameters varied

between 30.3 and 31.0 micra, but the modes were iden-

tical. The coefficients of variation for diameter were
always large (11 to 12), as a result both of the presence

of parthenogenetic cysts and of the starvation treat-

ment.

Entameba. Concerning many species of unicellu-

lar organisms there exists presumptive evidence that

diverse size biotypes exist, and therefore that size is

inherited. Thus, in the parasitic Entameba histolytica

(Dobell and Jepps, '18) and Entameba coli (Matthews,
'19) cysts were shown to differ both in mean size and
in frequency distribution very markedly from one hu-

man host to another. The cysts from several individ-

uals also were similar, indicating that they might
belong to the same one of the various biotypes. But,

unfortunately, the environments of these amebas may
have differed in such a way as to produce these very
size diversities, even though the distribution of sizes

from one host was usually normal. Ujihara ('14)

gathered data which tended to show that the cyst sizes

were not correlated with the sizes of the free-living

amebse in any one host infected with Entameba his-

tolytica.

Colpoda. The infusorian Colpoda furnished data
upon the inheritance of constancy in size (Adolph,
'29) entirely similar to the data for Paramecium. Due
to the fact that a spherical cyst was formed in prepara-
tion for each fission, it was a simple matter to make
sure that all the organisms measured were physiologi-
cally of one age, the age of maturity. Moreover, the
organisms were measured while living, so that the
progeny of the very individuals which had been meas-
ured could be compared with them. Under constant
conditions of temperature (26.5°) and medium (an in-

organic salt solution and a suspension of green flagel-
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lates of a single clone as food) the variability was that

shown in figure 20 above. Each distribution shown
is based on measurements made on two to four suc-

cessive days, and there was little difference in the dis-

tributions on each of the several days. The progeny of

a single individual did not vary so widely as the pro-

geny of all cousins or of all second cousins or of all

daughters. But there were also slight differences be-

tween the sets of animals from different culture dishes

;

showing that with the utmost control of environmen-
tal conditions, environmental effects were not wholly

excluded, though it happened that the environmental

effects averaged out upon successive days. It is im-

portant to note that the range of variation was just as

great among the animals in a single dish in the second

generation from a single ancestor as in a large clonal

population. There seems no doubt, therefore, that

most of the variation is unavoidable by any possible

isolation of the immediate ancestors.

The effect of conjugation upon the inheritance of

size was not studied in Colpoda. Encystment in pro-

tective sheaths involves a considerable reduction of

body volume which is largely accounted for by the ex-

penditures in digestion and evacuation. After emerg-
ing from encystment the same sizes were shown by the

animals as before it, when cultivated in the same way.

3. Shelled Rhizopods

In contrast to the organisms so far considered, shel-

led organisms have a permanent size between one re-

production and the next. Although the size of the

shell is not in reality the size of the organism, it is un-

doubtedly a proper measure of the organism at the

time when the shell formed. At reproduction there

is a rapid and great swelling of the protoplasm, so
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that essentially the increase of size in the measureable

mass occurs all at once in each generation.

Arcella. The genus which has been most studied

is Arcella. Pearl and Dunbar ('03) studied the vari-

ability occurring in a single wild culture of A. vul-

garis. The diameters proved to be unimodal in fre-

quency, but the variation was great (table 5), per-

haps due to lack of uniformity in the ultimate ancestry.

Nevertheless there was no essential change in the mean
size or in the variability throughout a period of three

weeks in this culture.

Hegner ('20) compared the inheritances of size in

several races of the one species Arcella dentata. The
individuals of this species are characterized by having
two nuclei each. He found unimodal frequencies for

the diameters of shells, both in wild populations and
in pure lines or clones ; the variability among the latter

being considerably smaller than among the former.

Within a clone there was a high correlation (of +0.49)
between diameter of parent and diameter of offspring,

which is a fact of great importance.

Occasionally a very small or a very large specimen
was produced; the progeny of the unusual individual

were then also unusually small or large, yet always
tended toward the mean. Four or five generations
were required to return to the mean. Meanwhile the

original small or large individual reproduced more
first-generation progeny, all of which were like the first

of its progeny in size. Similar regulations toward
mean size, extending through four or five generations
were observed by Hegner after a half or less of the

shell, protoplasm, and nuclei had been cut away (fig-

ure 28), and again after an individual had regained the

binucleate condition by means of the process of re-

producing an empty shell without fission of the living

material (figure 29).
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Hegner ('19a) selected individuals of Arcella den-

tata which exhibited large and small sizes, and found

that then the diversities were maintained through

many weeks; and at least six weeks after selection had
ceased. He supposed that this diversity within a clone

was permanent.

p
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the mean size gradually came back to the original size,

and then stayed there.

Reynolds (

J

23) found the variability in diameter of

shells in a clone of Arcella polypora considerably

greater among individuals which had an abnormality

Generations
Figure 29. Restoration of mean shell size in the progeny of 13 individuals

of a clone of Arcella dentata which were rendered uninucleate by cutting the

body and shell into two. In each of the 13 lines the progeny became bi-

nucleate again between the zero and first generations by the process of

forming and casting off an empty shell. (Data of Hegner, '20b).

of shape than among normally shaped individuals of

the same clone. He supposed that the abnormally
shaped individuals were descended from a parent

which was in reality two unseparated or fused individ-

uals. The variability was then due to variation of
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projected surface rather than to variability of body
volume, and for this reason the data need not here be

analysed further.
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obviously increased progressively with the genera-

tions. This was shown in particular by the close cor-

relation for size between parents and offspring, which

among ten families (Jennings's table 32) averaged

-j-0.37, and in one very large family was +0.67. Since

families gradually became diversified, it was possible

to select very large and very small individuals. Since

their progeny each tended to resemble the parents, the

diversity endured for some time. Selection, therefore,

increased the diversity. But it was apparent that the

progeny always varied back toward the mean. Un-
fortunately the permanence of the selected diversities

of size was not tested throughout many generations

after selection had ceased.

It is possibly of significance that selection was able

to increase sizes to very great extents, while selection

was effective in decreasing the sizes only to small ex-

tents. The largest organisms showed a very high mor-

tality; a fact which constitutes a distinct limitation to

diversity of biotype.

In several instances considerable variations of size

appeared suddenly, and were inherited for at least five

generations of Difflugia. But in the light of Jollos's

('24) observations on Arcella this is not necessarily an

indication of genotypic change.

Centropyxis. Another species in which the inheri-

tance of size has been studied is Centropyxis aculeata,

by Root ('18). Again clones proved to show perman-

ent differences in shell size, but data upon variability

within populations or clones were not published. In

two families there were distinct correlations between

shell sizes in parents and in progeny (of -f-0.253 and

-f0.088) ; but these disappeared in the second and fur-

ther generations. In this species therefore the size

of the race was more important than the size of the

immediate parent; in Difflugia and Arcella the size
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of the immediate parent was often as strong a deter-

miner of body size. No experiments upon selection

for size were carried out by Root.

Summary. In the shelled rhizopods there is, ob-

viously, a somewhat complicated control of the size of

offspring. On the one hand each individual tends to

resemble its immediate parent; and on the other hand
all individuals on the average tend to assume a size

which is inherited through many vicissitudes and over

years of time. The first sort of factor has been termed

by Jollos ('13) a persisting modification (Dauermodi-
fikation) ; the second is obviously inheritance in every

possible understanding of the term. The first factor can

certainly be distinguished from the second; whether

it too is an inheritance is a matter of definition.

Persisting modifications in size (without selection)

lasted only one generation in Centropyxis, but much
longer in DifBugia and Arcella. When large and small

individuals were repeatedly selected, then the progeny

gradually reverted to the mean for the clone, yet per-

sisted in Diffiugia for at least eight generations, and
in Arcella for a hundred or more generations. But

finally (in Arcella) the mean size was reattained after

six months (figure 30). It may easily be imagined

that in the production of a shell, during the fission of

one of these species, a large influence is furnished by

the old shell or by the old volume of protoplasm. This

picture is certainly true to some extent; it is a way
of accounting both for the parental resemblance and

for the requirement of four or five generations for re-

version after cutting in Arcella. But it may be too

simple to account for the six months' persistence of

selected effects in Arcella. Jollos ('24) has shown that

other sorts of persisting modifications are transmitted

through many shell-less generations in this genus, and

also in shell-less infusoria ('21).
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Although some of these modifications are not de-

pendent upon the shelled condition, it is likely that

they are to be distinguished as having to do with "cyto-

plasmic activities" primarily, in the sense that they

modify the expression or realization of genotypic char-

acters without modifying the ultimately transmitted

character. If the transmitted genetic constitution

were changed, it would hardly find its way back after

six months (figure 30) to its original quantitative size-

value.



CHAPTER V

THE RATE OF MULTIPLICATION

The study of any living unicellular species first con-

cerns itself with reproduction. Multiplication of

individuals is, to all visible perception, the predominat-

ing business of micro-organisms. Multiplication rate

is commonly used as the criterion of suitability of a

culture medium and of a food material, and as the

criterion of whether a given environmental factor in-

fluences the race. Multiplication rate, rather than size

or any other character, came to be the criterion of life

in these organisms because of its tangibility and con-

venience.

The rate of multiplication is the measure of how
much time the individuals are allotted in which to

grow. It is obviously a limiting factor in the acquire-

ment of body size. Its ease of measurement presents

the opportunity to investigate quantitatively how size

varies in correlation with the rate of multiplication.

1. Environmental Factors

Cultural conditions. For many species of unicellu-

lar organisms cultural conditions have been found un-

der which the rate of multiplication is fairly constant.

The rate has been universally studied by reckoning the

average number of multiplications from counts of the

number of individuals present upon successive days

or at other convenient intervals. This method gives

correctly the mean rate, but obscures most of the varia-

tions from the mean. Yet modifications of the mean
rate were nearly always found in successive days or

weeks or months. Were these changes inherent, or

72
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due to conditions, or were some of the changes due to

each?

It is recognized by most of those who have cultivated

unicellular species that the more constant the rate of

multiplication is, the more constant have been the con-

ditions of cultivation as judged simultaneously by
other criteria. For each race of organisms, therefore,

it is probably useful to study only the modifications ob-

served when the rate is most constant in control cul-

tures.

In the past it has often been assumed that similarity

of multiplication rate existed throughout a species.

This assumption is known to be untrue in some cases;

differences of race must, therefore, be recognized in

order that reproducible results may be compared and
not confused.

Constant conditions. Techniques have now been

devised whereby a great many species of unicellular

organisms may be cultivated so that uniform rates of

multiplication result.
1 Uniformity of multiplication

means, of course, that the number of organisms pres-

ent at each equal increment of time shall be a uniform
multiple of the number at the previous period. Such
a relationship is a geometric progression; when the

logarithm of the number present is plotted against the

time, a linear relationship results. Certain limitations

must be understood; for it would be possible to have
reproduction occurring in rhythms, as so often occurs

in green organisms, when the numbers may not in-

crease for some hours or days which are occupied in

growth of individuals. Roach ('26) studied such an

'In bacteria: Barber ('08), M'Kendrick and Pai ('11), Penfold ('14),

Chesney ('16). In yeasts: Slator ('13, '21), Clark ('22), Peskett ('24, '25,

'27), Balls and Brown ('25), Richards ('28a). In ciliates: Cutler and

Crump ('23, '24), Greenleaf ('26), Myers ('27), Beers ('28b). In green

organisms: Hartmann ('21), Roach ('26), Jahn ('29). In sporozoa:

Taliaferro ('25), Hartman ('27).
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instance in Scenedesmus, and found that logarithmic

increase of total bulk prevailed even though the in-

crease of number of individuals occurred in steps.

It was the general rule with older techniques that a

considerable "lag" occurred in the rate of reproduction

just after transplanting to new medium. 2
It has been

shown that this temporary inhibition of reproduction

is due to differences between the old and the new med-
ium; though it is not always agreed as to what fac-

tors of the medium and of the organisms are responsi-

ble for every instance of lag. It seems worth pointing

out that a lag in rate of reproduction may be due in

part to an increase in the size of each individual, and
therefore not to any failure to accumulate protoplasm.

This is certainly the case for Bacillus coli, relying

on the data of Henrici ('23), which are given in table

3 and later on in figure 46.

Influential factors. A great many factors have been

demonstrated to influence significantly the rate of re-

production of particular unicellular species. Internal

factors such as conjugation 3

, various forms of par-

thenogenetic reorganization4
, encystment, "life cycle",

life history, reduplication, and regeneration, all play

important parts. The more directly influential exter-

nal factors of oxygen supply5

, temperature6

, age of

culture fluid
7

,
quality and concentration of food 8

, con-

8
In bacteria: Miiller ('95), Hehewerth ('01), Rahn ('06), Lane-Claypon

('09), Coplans ('10), Penfold ('14). In yeasts: Wildiers ('01), Carlson

('13),Slator ('13). In ciliates : Robertson ('21), Yocom ('27), Petersen ('29).

"Maupas ('88), Hertwig ('89), Calkins ('02), Jennings and Lashley

('13a).
* Woodruff and Erdmann ('14), Hertwig ('14), Fermor ('13), Calkins

('21).
6 Gutmanowna ('IS), Medrkiewiczowna ('21).

"Dallinger ('87), Maupas ('88), Ward ('95), Miiller ('95), Woodruff
and Baitsell ('11), Mitchell ('29).

7 Lane-Claypon ('09), Woodruff ('11a), Penfold ('14).

"Beers ('28a, '28b), Penfold and Norris ('12), Vieweger ('23), Cutler

and Crump ('24, '27), Ludwig ('28b), Adolph ('29), Butterfield ('29).
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centration of various solutes
9
, likewise are almost uni-

versally potent.

Methods have been devised of controlling and hold-
ing almost constant every one of these factors; and it

is when these conditions are controlled most accur-

ately that the greatest constancy of reproductive rates

has been observed.

The best control has been attained in the case of

organisms such as green flagellates, which can syn-
thesize their own organic compounds from a medium
of inorganic salts. For biophytic species it is best to

feed a pure culture of other organisms washed free of

the medium in which they in turn were grown (Belar,

'28).

Absolute invariability of cultural conditions can
theoretically never be attained; and it will always re-

main a bare possibility that the seemingly inherent

residuum of variability in rate of reproduction and in

other functions is environmental in origin.

2. Internal Factors

To study exactly how constant the rate of repro-

duction is, it is necessary not merely to count the num-
bers of individuals at intervals, but to time accurately

the very minute at which each individual is produced
by fission. This has been done only for the infusorian

Colpoda (Adolph, '29) ; the variability found is shown
in figure 31.

10 The statistical consideration of fission

rate leads to a useful conception of the processes of

multiplication, and from it can be found, as will be

"Nowikoff ('08),Ugata ('26), Hammett ('29), Peters ('04), Spek ('20),

Hartmann ('24a), Packard ('26), Middleton ('28). Further references to

many potent solutes and some physical influences are given by Ball ('25a).
10
Similar observations of the time required for one complete generation

have been made on bacteria and yeasts, as in the work of Barber ('08) and
Peskett ('25), but no frequency curves nor individual determinations were
reported.
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shown later, how reproduction is related to the size of

the adults when ready to reproduce.

Inheritance. That rate of reproduction is inherited

within each species might almost be assumed. That it

is inherited within, and differs in value for, each of

many races of one species, has been repeatedly demon-
strated upon infusoria under controlled cultural con-

ditions
11

.

Under apparently identical conditions it is possible

to select from a single clone fast-fissioning and slow-

fissioning lines (Middleton, '15; Parker, '27). It may
be that these differences are due to unequal distribu-

tion of bodily material (Petersen, '27) or of genes (De-

Garis, '28) to the offspring, or that the diversities arise

during "reorganization" processes of some sort.

Depressions. Over long periods of time, marked de-

creases in the rates of vegetative reproduction have

often been observed. Whether these are due to exter-

nal or to internal contingencies has been one of the

the major problems of protozoology. Permanently
downward trends in the rates of reproduction have

been regarded as deteriorations of the internal capa-

bilities of propagation. In every case investigated,

however, some influences of environmental factors up-

on the rates of deterioration have been found12
, and in

many cases the running down has been shown to be

unnecessary and controllable
13

.

Reorganizations. Not only long-continued down-
ward trends but also cyclic trends or rhythms in rates

of reproduction have been observed. These wTere cor-

n Jennings and Lashley (*13a), Jollos ('21), Middleton (*15), Parker

('27).

"Woodruff ('08), Baitsell ('14), Jennings ('20), Beers ('26, '28a, '28b),

Austin ('27).

"Woodruff ('lib, '21, '25, '29), Enriques ('16a), Hartmann ('17), Mast

('17), Metalnikow ('22), Chatton and Chatton ('23), Belar ('24), Spencer

('24), Dawson ('28), Woodruff ('28).
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related, in Paramecium, where fully adequate environ-

mental influences were at first not identified, with in-

ternal structural reorganization processes
14

. But, in

most species, such reorganizations as involve the nu-

clei occur only in encysted or other non-vegetative

states of existence (Fermor, '13). In nearly all species

both the trends in rates of reproduction and the nu-

clear reorganizations have been found controllable,

and usually avoidable.

3. Inhibition of Reproduction

The possibility of separating reproduction from
growth in size, in unicellular organisms, has often been

suggested, but the experimental realization of it has

been surprisingly rare.

Separation from growth. The greater or lesser size

of organisms which are cultivated under contrasting

conditions has frequently been measured. The modi-
fication of adult size by temperature means that the

ratio which reproduction bears to growth in volume
differs at each temperature. Jollos ('13) showed that

some inorganic substances also affected the size of

Paramecium in such a way that reproduction and
growth in size were influenced differently; therefore,

he concluded, the regulators of the two are not identi-

cal.

Perhaps the clearest case of separation of reproduc-

tion from growth is that studied by Hartmann ('21)

in Eudorina. In this green colonial flagellate, under

certain conditions, the asexual reproduction of thirty-

two new colonies from one parent colony occurred

every fifth day, when light is supplied for twelve hours

out of each twenty-four. When, however, the same
light is supplied continuously, reproduction is has-

" Woodruff and Erdmann ('14), Hertwig ('14), Erdmann and Woodruff
('16), Jollos ('16), Woodruff ('17), Young ('17, '18).
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tened. For the first reproduction, sixty hours of light

are again utilized for growth in one generation; but

thereafter reproduction proceeds much more hastily,

allowing less time for growth. Actually the individ-

uals and the colonies became more and more dwarfed
in each generation until they died out. In this species

of organism, growth inhibited reproduction over short

periods of time; and in fact it is well known that in

the Volvocales reproduction usually occurs in the first

few hours of darkness. When under the experimental

conditions photosynthesis and accretion proceeded

without intermission, then the balance between growth
and multiplication became upset, and multiplication

went too fast.

Premature fissioning. The instances in which re-

production goes faster than growth throughout more
than a few generations are not known to be numerous.

Something of the sort occurs in those instances of "de-

pression" where reproduction keeps on. Starvation

alone is said to allow the continued reproduction of

smaller individuals in some species. Similar results

may occur in response to low tensions of oxygen.

Where there are diverse types of reproduction, as in

the formation of spores, or of cysts, or of gametes,

there may be multiplication without growth. And,
of course, the performance of two or more fissions at

one period of reproduction, which is common to many
species, particularly of Volvocales, is a variety of re-

production without growth which is usual and "normal."

Various experimental methods have been employed
in attempts to induce early fissioning. Specific organic

food compounds have been reported to hasten repro-

duction (Ugata, '26), though simultaneous modifica-

tions of adult size were not looked for. Changes of

osmotic pressure, acidity, and salt content have been

found to modify multiplication in particular instances.
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but in hardly any instances were changes of adult size

looked for. The "mitogenetic radiations" from onion-

root tips were said by Baron ('26) to increase the num-
bers of buds formed by yeast cells, but by Urbanowicz
('27) not to change the rate of multiplication in Para-

mecium.
Every factor which significantly modifies fission

rate requires study in relation to adult size. If size is

affected without the fission rate, then the influence is

upon the rate of growth; if fission is affected, then

growth may or may not be also affected.

Retarded fissioning. The hastening of fission under

circumstances that are already adequate for the con-

tinued growth and multiplication of individuals is,

therefore, of rare occurrence and experimentally diffi-

cult to induce. But the inhibition of reproduction un-

der circumstances where growth continues, occurs fre-

quently, and in response to definite stimuli.

In numerous cases double organisms, or organisms

with excessive body substance, have been observed by

chance. Such modified forms have been found to per-

sist for many generations in Paramecium (Simpson,

'01
;
Jennings, '08a; Stocking, '15), in Didinium (Mast,

'09), and in Oxytricha (Dawson, '20). In most in-

stances it is impossible to distinguish between mere
abnormality of size and true failure of formed progeny

to separate. Only in the extreme cases can the indi-

vidual be defined; in the borderline cases no criterion

has yet been discovered which will differentiate be-

tween single and multiple individuals, if in reality there

is any objective differentiation.

Incomplete fissioning. In relatively few instances

have methods been found by which incomplete fission-

ing can be induced.

After cutting. Balbiani ('91, '92, '93) found that in-

jury by cutting might result in the formation of mon-
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sters during subsequent regeneration. The forms of

these monsters, in Stentor and in Paramecium, indi-

cated that they were truly multiple animals; they had

grown, but their protoplasms failed to separate. Some
of the monsters contained single unusually large nu-

clei ; others contained a separate nucleus and other dis-

tinct structures, for each of the individuals represen-

ted in the incomplete fissions. Balbiani ('93) also

found that normal single individuals were given off* by

regular fission from one or another of the cohering

"individuals" of Paramecium.
The two species used by Balbiani have yielded the

most extensive results in subsequent cutting experi-

ments. In Stentor incomplete and irregular fissions

were observed to occur by Johnson ('93), Prowazek

('04a) and Stolte ('22). Irregular fissions were simi-

larly observed in Paramecium by Lewin ('11), Calkins

('lib), and Peebles ('12). But in all these cases the

abnormally formed or sized Stentors or Paramecia

either die or within a few generations regulate back to

normal, and not only in cytoplasmic structure but also

in nuclear form and size.

In another ciliate, Stylonychia, monstrous forms re-

sulted after cutting (Prowazek, '04b); but these indi-

viduals were not observed to undergo further fission-

ing.

Under chemical influences. Prowazek ('08) inves-

tigated the influences of some chemical substances

upon fission in Trypanosoma equinum. He found that

extremely dilute hydrochloric acid depressed cytoplas-

mic division while nuclear division went on, and big in-

dividuals were thus obtainable. In no cases, appar-

ently, was Prowazek ('10) successful in hastening fis-

sion in Colpidium by means of chemical substances.

Crampton ('12) noted that Paramecia and Stylony-

chiae which were confined in narrow glass tubes failed
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to divide. Evidence could not be obtained that this

was due to any shortage of oxygen or food or any
chemical change in the culture medium. But the ex-

periments do not entirely preclude these factors, and

Kalmus ('29) was able to demonstrate that with less

soluble glass and with higher concentrations of bac-

teria the Paramecia divided at the normal rate. Cramp-
ton's effect was probably of a chemical sort, therefore.

It was noticed by Chatton ('21) that the presence of

sodium bromide in the culture medium of the ciliate

Glaucoma caused subsequent fissions to remain incom-

plete. An effective procedure was to place individ-

uals in a 1.6 percent solution of the salt for ten minutes,

and then to transfer them back to the usual culture

medium. Certain of the individuals became double,

especially with respect to the micronuclei and to the

mouth. Such a double condition then persisted through

subsequent generations for at least five months.

The exact times of the generation cycle at which

such treatments with sodium bromide were effective

were worked out upon Colpidium by Ephrussi and

Lwoff ('23). It turned out that two periods of sus-

ceptibility existed in each generation, one at the time

of fission and the other about half-way since the pre-

vious fission.

Another method of inhibiting the completion of

cytoplasmic fission was worked out by Chatton and

Chatton ('25). When a certain strain of Bacillus coli

as food was given to either of two species of Colpidium,

two or four ciliates remained attached in the form of a

chain. The effect was highly specific, for other genera

of ciliates gave no such response. Moreover, other

species of bacteria as food, and even three other clones

of B. coli, did not produce the effect.

Treatment with very dilute hydrocyanic acid in-

duced formations of multiple individuals in Parame-
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cium caudatum (DeGaris, '27). These monsters re-

produced individuals of normal size, but the forma-

tions persisted for several generations. Similar for-

mations were induced by ultraviolet radiations, accord-

ing to Hinrichs ('28) and MacDougall ('29). The pos-

sibilities of all these methods of inhibiting reproduc-

tion appear to be great enough to warrant their ex-

tensive use in investigating the nature of cytoplasmic

size regulations.

Numerous observations of the inhibition of fission,

in media containing chemical substances, have been

made upon bacteria. In the presence of urea or of

human urine, Bacillus coli formed filaments up to 120

micra in length (Wilson, '06). Salts such as calcium

chloride and magnesium chloride stimulated the for-

mation of large individuals in various species (Hata,

'08). Similar influences were exerted by modified hy-

drogen ion concentrations (Reed and Orr, '23). Vari-

ous dyes were effective in producing the formation of

long filaments; the experiments of Vay ('10) seem

to indicate that the effects were highly specific. Revis

('12) described the appearance of long, branching fila-

ments of Bacillus coli when grown on agar media con-

taining malachite green. These filaments were said to

contain no cell walls, as though formed by the growth

of bacilli which did not multiply.

These are a few cases out of a number which have

been described for various bacteria. Apparently in

none did the observers follow out what might be im-

plied in "Koch's laws", obtaining back normal individ-

uals by subsequent culture. But in numerous instan-

ces where monstrous "involution forms" of various

species of bacteria have been obtained, the more famil-

iar forms appeared again after return to normal fission

rates upon new and adequate medium (Lohnis, '21;

Henrici, '28).
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Under mechanical factors. Among rhizopods there

are reports of inhibition of reproduction, in the pres-

ence of certain mechanical conditions15
. Levy ('24)

believed that separation at fission in Ameba proteus

was successfully prevented by confining the dividing

individual in a very small lane of water upon a slide

or by applying an appropriate mechanical stimulus.

Belar ('21) found the viscosity of agar medium a de-

termining factor in the separation of the progeny in

various species of Chlamydophrys.
Unequal or eccentric fissions can be produced by a

number of different influences. Such were noted by
Ryder ('93b) in Euglena which were kept for some
days under a coverslip. He attributed the inequality

in mitosis to the localized shortage of oxygen in the

body, a conception which was supported by the addi-

tional fact that sister individuals which were lying side

by side became mature for fission at widely diverse

times.

Centrifuging of Stentor was found by Popoff ('09)

to lead to subsequent unequal fissions. The inequali-

ties persisted for at least one week, during which a

fission occurred. The evidence is that such a modifica-

tion was ultimately restored to normal size (Burn-

side, '29).

Popoff ('09) also tried the effect of cold, and stated

that some unequal progeny resulted. It is not clear

that such giants would persist when restored to the

original conditions of culture. It seems only inevitable

that more than one generation should be required for

complete restoration of size.

Multiplication of nuclei only. The fates of individ-

uals in which cytoplasmic division failed to accompany
nuclear fission are various. Usually, it may be said,

"Blochmann ('88), Stole ('06, '10), Kiihn ('16, '20), Levy ('24), Breuer
('17), Belar ('21).
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multiple progeny were maintained for several genera-

tions, but usually this was true in only one of the pro-

geny of each fission. In the instances investigated,

the unusual individuals either regulated back to nor-

mal by multiple fissions, or died. There are no exact

measurements of size in such progeny. Kiihn ('16)

noted that in a general way the cytoplasm was dis-

tributed proportionally to the number of nuclei in mul-

tiple Amebse.

Sometimes the fission of the cytoplasm is absent

while nuclear division occurs. Blochmann ('88) de-

scribed the rejection of mitotically produced half-

nuclei in Euglypha, and remarked on its resemblance

to the formation of polar bodies in eggs. In Euglypha

a new shell was also formed, the rejected half-nucleus

being deposited within it. Hegner ('20) described the

formation and rejection of shells alone in Arcella. This

was observed to occur only in individuals which had

been deprived of one nucleus, the binucleate condition

being usual. The rejection of a shell always accom-

panied the formation and retention of two nuclei from

the single one. That cytoplasm and nucleus together

should go through such a partial process is striking.

Among some heliozoa and a few other multinucleate

species, all numbers of nuclei between one and several

hundred nuclei per individual can be found. The fac-

tors that determine when the cytoplasm shall divide

are apparently here wholly unrelated to the factors

for nuclear division, except of course for the limitation

that no cytoplasmic portions separate without nuclei.

It is usual in these species for both cytoplasm and nuclei

to divide into two equal or nearly equal aggregates.

Chamber progression. Some data upon the relative

volumes of individuals exist in the instances of what

may be interpreted as a very interesting variety of in-

hibition of fission occurring normally in the shelled
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foraminifera. During growth, larger chambers are

successively formed by the individual. Measurements

of the linear dimensions of these chambers show that

the ratio between the last old one and the first new
one tends to be constant (table 6). In a number of

Table 6.

Ratios of Linear Dimensions in Successive Chambers of Foraminiferan
Shells. Data of Rhumbler ('09-' 11)

Species
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reproduction of individuals. From this it could be

hypothecated either that a foraminiferan is analogous
to a multinucleate heliozoan, or that it is analogous
to a colonial flagellate whose individuals have not be-

come separated.

Nuclear division. Finally, it is worth-while noting
that nuclear fissions in protozoa may be regulated en-

tirely separately from cytoplasmic fissions. This is

the case in all multinucleate species which have no defi-

nite number of nuclei per individual. And it is signifi-

cant that in many such species all the nuclei divide at

one time. This was noted by Pfitzner ('86) in Opalina,

and by Gruber ('87) in Holosticha, and by many
others. In Actinosphaerium, individuals may exhibit

an arrangement of the various phases of mitosis in

zones, showing that, for instance, the prophases

started in a few nuclei of one region and then spread

progressively throughout the protoplasm until, ap-

parently, all the nuclei were induced to divide in se-

quence. This is an extraordinary degree of coordination.

Summary. Instances have now been cited in which
cytoplasmic fission, nuclear fission, growth in bulk,

and aging in time stood in all the possible relationships

of dependence and independence. In any particular

instance these four functions may or may not be con-

catenated. And those combinations out of the four

that normally coexist may become dissociated at least

in part. The regulation of size is not always bound up

with any one of the other three. Where it is so bound,

a tangible factor is present, capable of setting the limit

to size. Where none of these factors has to do with

size, it is possible that other internal mechanisms are

present to control size, without their having actually

been influenced by size itself. If no internal factors

limit growth in the time before reproduction, then size

as such remains as its own determiner.



CHAPTER VI

SIZE IN RELATION TO MULTIPLICATION
RATE

Is reproduction merely an expression of growth, as

Johannes Miiller ('40) postulated? In unicellular

organisms does reproduction occur every time a cer-

tain size is attained, or are conditions other than in-

crease of size required? This latter should be a simple

question for which to find an affirmative answer, but

a hard one to prove negatively, for a single case of re-

production without growth in the absence of any
change in external conditions would indicate the pos-

sible independence of these two factors.

1 . Growth as a Prerequisite to Reproduction

The uniformity of adult size, which has been already

evaluated, indicates that growth ordinarily proceeds

to a fixed extent between two reproductions. When
growth is modified in various ways, is reproduction

also affected?

Starvation. Reproduction is usually inhibited in

individuals that are starved during any considerable

portion of their period of individual growth. This was
illustrated particularly well in the starvation experi-

ments with Paramecium recorded by Estabrook ('10).

Jickeli ('02) found some exceptions to this generality,

and put forth the contrary hypothesis that fission is

stimulated by hunger.

In many instances, as that cited in figure 14 above,

refeeding after starvation allows a resumption of

growth. In such cases reproduction has been much
delayed as compared with fed controls. In these cases,

87
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therefore, growth in size may be regarded as a pre-

requisite for reproduction.

Hartmann ('21), in a species of green flagellate,

Eudorina, found cultural conditions under which
growth decreased in rate but multiplication increased

in rate, as compared with the normal conditions for in-

definite survival in cultures. The conditions consis-

ted in the continuous exposure of the organisms to

light, so that food could presumably be synthesized

faster than while the usual day-and-night rhythm pre-

vailed. This would in some respects represent the op-

posite effect from that produced in Paramecium by
starvation. But probably in neither case was the food

supply the essential factor.

Hertwig ('89) noted certain cultural conditions

which brought about what he termed "depression" in

Paramecium and other protozoan species. In certain

phases of depression, growth of individuals was ap-

parently retarded, but rate of multiplication increased.

Similar changes were observed by Kasanzeff ('01),

Wallengren ('02), Chainsky ('06), and Lipska ('10)

in Paramecium.
Excision of cytoplasm. Increase of body size may

be prevented not only by starvation and by unfavor-

able cultural conditions, but also by repeatedly cutting

away protoplasm which has been accumulated. Hart-

mann ('22) periodically cut away portions of the body

of Stentor, and found that reproduction was inhibited

for as long as the attainment of the normal adult vol-

ume was prevented. But in Stentor both nucleus and

cytoplasm were removed together; Hartmann ('24b,

'26, '28) therefore did similar experiments with Ameba,
in which only cytoplasm was removed. In Ameba he

was able to culture single, continually growing individ-

uals, without reproduction, for several months; while

sister individuals which were not cut went through
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many generations. Phelps ('26) likewise prevented

Ameba from reproducing for as long as one month
through this expedient of cutting.

From these experiments upon Stentor and Ameba,
the conclusion may be drawn that the attainment of

a certain size is a prerequisite for reproduction. But,

conversely, reproduction is not essential to continued

vitality and growth of individuals. This would seem
to differ from the dictum of Rubner ('12) for yeast,

that "only through such processes as result in fission

can they live indefinitely". But since growth of the

individual under normal conditions does bring on fis-

sion, Rubner's emphasis upon the processes leading up
to fission, rather than upon fission itself, was undoubt-

edly the correct one.

Age at fission. In Colpoda the body sizes of a popu-

lation of adults were compared with the durations of

life which were occupied in the attainment of these

sizes (Adolph, '29). The mass correlation, which is

shown in figure 31, gave a slightly negative coefficient

;

that is, the individuals with shorter lives were on the

average somewhat larger than were the longer lived

ones. But the coefficient was within the error caused

by the normal variabilities for duration of life and for

adult body size.

Table 7.

Correlation of Adult Body Volume with Age at Fission Among the
Four Members of Quadruplet Litters in Colpoda. The Coeffi-

cient of Correlation is +0.271. (From Adolph, '29)
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When, however, four sister progeny from a single

parent, growing in a single dish of culture medium,
were compared with respect to age and to size attained,

then there was a small but significant correlation

(table 7). The individuals which lived longest were

those that grew to the largest size. This held true

in two clones which were very different in absolute

sizes; and the correlation coefficient of +0.271 was ap-

parently of a significant value.

The interpretation of this plain result is slightly

involved. If the small individuals had been those

which divided later, then evidently they had delayed

in order partially to come up to a standard size. If

the small individuals divided first, then size would be

regarded as having practically no influence upon the

initiation of fission. As it actually turned out that size

and age were positively correlated, it is just to conclude

that the normal variation of duration of life was not

influenced by the size of the individuals. When the

processes which have to do with age came to a certain

point, fission occurred regardless of how much body
substance was present.

As a result, the older individuals accumulated
slightly more body substance for the reason that

they had more time in which to acquire body sub-

stance.

It must be stated, however, that the age of maturity
is not independent of size when environmental factors

come in to retard the growth of individuals. When
increase of body size was inhibited through lack of

food, it turned out that partially starved individuals

delayed their reproduction by several hours (figure

41, later on). Within the extra time they were able to

make up the deficiency of size in small part; but ulti-

mately they divided at sizes significantly smaller than

those which were adequately fed.
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2. Regeneration and Reproduction

Regeneration, as a type of growth in size, has been
studied in relation to reproduction in a number of pro-

tozoan species. The invariable result was that repro-

duction failed to occur so soon in mutilated individuals

as in uncut individuals. But in how far this is due to

injury as such, to the mechanical stimulation, and the

like, rather thari to the loss of body substance itself,

is uncertain.

Rate of regeneration of bulk. Measurements of the

rates at which the volumes of individuals are restored

after part of the body has been cut away are very few.

Sokoloff ('24) attempted some in Spirostomum and in

Dileptus ; he found that eventually adult size was com-
pletely regained, and that it took longer to regain this

size, the smaller the piece which was regenerating.

The rate at which body volume was regained cannot
be compared with the usual rate at which the volume
was increased by growth, because no data on the nor-

mal growth of individuals were obtained for either of

these species. It is known that growth in volume is

not always proportional to the mass which the individ-

ual already has at various times (Chapter 2). Whether
the rate of regeneration would correspond to the rate

of growth at each size, or at each age since cutting; or

whether the curve of regeneration differs essentially

from the curve of growth, has not yet been decided.

Data upon this point would serve to ascertain the rela-

tive importances of these two factors in increasing the

body size.

At the present time it cannot be said whether re-

production by an individual cut to half its size will

occur earlier or later than that of an individual reduced
by normal fission to half its size.

Will more total protoplasm result in cultures where
either reproduction or growth, or both, is hastened
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by frequently cutting each individual into two viable

ones, than in cultures which reproduce in the normal
fashion? Slight evidence bearing upon this question

may be adduced from an experiment of Phelps ('26).

By cutting, about one quarter of the cytoplasm was
removed from an Ameba every second day, and this

prevented the Ameba from reproducing for 32 days.

The total amount removed was about equal, it was
reckoned, to 2.4 adult Amebse. But the control ani-

mals meanwhile reproduced 3.5 times, giving 12 nearly

adult Amebse. Whether in addition to the factor of

initial mass there was also some retardation due to

the operation itself, one is not justified in calculating

from these approximate data. Evidently Ameba is

not a suitable organism with which to find out whether
more total protoplasm will form after cutting. An
organism, such as Stentor, which will grow and repro-

duce in both pieces resulting at each cutting, is needed.

Effect of fission on growth. The soft-bodied uni-

cellular organisms are usually characterized by
growth up to a certain size, after which fission into two
individuals occurs and growth is renewed. Growth is

necessary in most instances before fission occurs. But
fission is clearly separated from growth, as previously

noted; fission is not a slow and continuous process

which goes on while growth is proceeding, but comes
on after certain requirements have been fulfilled. Ap-
parently growth stops in some species several min-

utes or hours before fission visibly sets in.

Were there less separation between growth and fis-

sion than actually exists, it would be hard to conceive

how the adult size could vary so little as it has been

shown to do; there is no rigidity either morphological

or mechanical which visibly decides when adult dimen-

sions have been reached. The presence of a definite

cycle in the growth of individuals of some species
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seems to furnish a tangible determiner of adult size.

This growth cycle is still more evident in the many
species where more than two individuals, usually four,

are reproduced at one time.

From this point of view, fission constitutes a "re-

juvenescence"; it enables growth, which came almost

to a standstill before fission, to be resumed, and to be

resumed most rapidly at once. Thereafter the growth
intensity gradually diminishes until the next fission.

It might be assumed that assimilation goes on at a

fairly uniform rate, but that it is slowly caught up with

by dissimilation; for it is seen in some of the data upon
rate of growth that a level of maximum body size is

reached shortly before fission.

Fission is undoubtedly a major factor in growth in

some species. In other species, such as the filamen-

tous bacteria, where growth is in one dimension only,

fission has less effect upon growth (see figure 16),

and in a few species the effect is not measurable.

On the other hand, reproduction is never regulated

wholly by growth. Growth has been shown to be one

prerequisite, yet not always indispensable; for age or

other factors may become potent enough, at least in

some species, to overcome its absence. There is evi-

dence, now to be presented, that special factors have
different effects upon reproduction and upon increase

in mass.

3. Regenerating Capacity and Size

Thus far the rate of regeneration has been consid-

ered in relation to the onset of reproduction. But size

factors are also concerned in the ability of cut indi-

viduals to survive and regenerate.

Criterion. The criterion of regenerating capacity

among unicellular organisms has often been merely to

observe whether they were able to reproduce. But in
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metazoa such a requirement would never be connected
with regeneration; because it is there easy to observe
other processes which are more to the point than the

ability to have progeny. Among protozoa, in fact,

types of reorganization are well known to occur quite

without conferring the ability to survive indefinitely

by means of multiplication. When the statement is

made that the nucleus is indispensable for regenera-

tion among protozoa, it means that only nucleated

fragments will reconstitute individuals which will

multiply. This is universally the case among species

possessing discrete nuclei.

But some species allow the nuclei to be fragmented
too, and this is probably what occurs when species

without discrete nuclei are injured. In many such in-

stances, two or more individuals, each of which will

give rise to endless descendants, may be artificially

produced at any time from a single vegetative organ-
ism.

The presence of some cytoplasm is generally be-

lieved to be necessary for regeneration. This problem
is an academic one, since it could always be argued that

some small amount of cytoplasm accompanied any pos-

sible nuclear fragment.

Least size. A question of frequent interest has
been: how small may a fragment be and still grow and
reproduce? Average results for the smallest viable

pieces are listed in table 8. All those species which
show recovery in pieces constituting 1 to 7 percent of

the original size are those characterized by possessing
long, beaded or bacillary nuclei. In species with glob-

ular nuclei it is almost impossible to trim away more
than one-fifth of the body (as in Frontonia) without
injuring the nucleus; and globular nuclei seem to be
peculiarly poor at quickly forming new surfaces and
thus preserving their contents, in contrast to elongated
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nuclei. A nucleus alone may constitute five percent or

more of the body volume. It would be possible to re-

gard the presence of many, or multiple, or elongated,

nuclei in large unicellular species as conferring of it-

self a high capacity for regeneration.

For technical reasons the large species of organisms

have alone been used to study the sizes of "minimal

reorganization masses". The absolute volumes of

these pieces are not small, therefore, as compared with

Table 8.

Least Portions of Protozoa Which are Capable of Complete Regeneration
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generating capacity. Popoff ('08) in Frontonia, and

Calkins ('Ha) and Young ('22) in Uronychia found

that larger percentages of individuals survived if cut

at times other than during the process of fission. But
such differences can be definitely correlated with differ-

ences in the physical state of bodily materials. In fact

the size of minimal reorganization masses depends

far more upon the time required to form a new sur-

face layer on cytoplasm or on nucleus than upon the

amount of material required for other functional proc-

esses. This is perhaps best shown by the large dif-

ference in the result whether cutting is done slowly or

rapidly, whether over a large surface or a small,

whether all at one time or in successive portions.

Genetic factors. The readiness of formation of new
body surfaces varies among different clones of a single

species. This was particularly noted in Paramecium
caudatum by Calkins ('lib). It is probable that it

also varies with cultural conditions.

Chemical factors. But the largest factor in the vel-

ocity of formation of new protoplasmic surfaces ap-

pears to be the chemical conditions which prevail. This

was long ago appreciated by Kiihne ('64) as a result

of his experiments in placing Amebse in various solu-

tions of salts. Recently Mast ('26, '28), Chambers
('26), and Reznikoff ('28) have begun to discover the

role of particular ions in particular concentrations up-

on the viscous, cohering, and imbibing properties of

the cytoplasm of Ameba. In Stentor, Heilbrunn ('27)

noted the particular role of calcium ions in determin-

ing the rapidity with which new surfaces are formed
when cytoplasm is squeezed from the body. Similar

tremendous variations in speed of "surface precipita-

tion" in response to crushing in calcium salt solutions

can be found in Ameba, Paramecium, and undoubtedly
many other species of unicellular organisms.



CHAPTER VII

THE FUSION OF INDIVIDUALS

Important information concerning the regulation of

size, comparable to that obtained from the cutting

of individuals, might be obtained from the fusion of

individuals. No systematic studies of fusion have been

carried out; the possibility of fusing or transplanting

protoplasms has often been visualized, but the experi-

mental difficulties have proven deterring. Whereas
numerous means have been found of preventing the

separation of the progeny at the time of fission, the re-

uniting of progeny that have once separated is im-

mensely more difficult to control.

1. Agamic Fusion

But occasionally fusions of individuals occur with-

out any experimental manipulation. What are the re-

lationships existing between individuals, which gov-

ern their individuality and their power to reunite?

Degrees of fusion. The union of cells without nu-

clear fusion was termed plastogamy by Hartog ('91).

It is convenient to distinguish "complete plastogamy",

in which fusion is so thorough as to form a doubly

endowed individual of normal form, from "pseudo-

podial plastogamy", in which the protoplasm is con-

tinuous, but separate bodily masses are preserved.

There are, also, unions of individuals with nuclear fu-

sion which are clearly not conjugations or gametic

unions or any other type of reorganizations. The ori-

gins of these fusions are very various and their persis-

tences show many gradations.

The degree to which protista maintain their indi-

98
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viduality is surprising. Schultze ('63), Cienkowski

('63) and DeBary ('64) remarked how Myxomycetes
came into intimate superficial contact without estab-

lishing protoplasmic continuity. The same has caused

surprise to the observers of most kinds of organisms

that have flowing protoplasm.

The more or less permanent fusion of individuals has

been observed in all classes of protozoa, a majority

Table 9.

Some Species of Protozoa in Which Fusion of Individuals or Their
Parts was Observed, Where it Seems Reasonably Certain

That the Fusion was Agamic and That the Individuals
Were Originally Separate

Species
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of the species for which it has been described being
listed in table 9. In most of the instances included in

this table the fusion was actually watched. In some
the fusion was so complete that a single nucleus was
formed, with double or more the number of chromo-
somes; and the body was of the normal shape but of

enlarged size. Actual measurements of the dimensions
were made in only one or two of the studies referred

to; these are discussed elsewhere. The enlarged size

was said to be sometimes maintained for several gen-
erations, but apparently tendencies existed toward the

formation of individuals endowed with normal nuclear

and cytoplasmic quantities. Belar ('21) noted that

fused individuals tended to die, especially when more
than two nuclei were present ; so that there are distinct

disadvantages in the multiple condition, and natural

preventatives to continued propagation of such forms.

Grafting. The artificial grafting of two cut indi-

viduals to one another was first performed by Cien-

kowski ('65) in the heliozoan Actinosphserium. In

one case he fused together five individuals, holding

them in contact by paper strips; soon afterwards the

giant individual underwent fission. This was possibly

in response to the large bulk of its substance. Judg-
ing from the frequency with which Actinosphseria fuse

spontaneously, it is questionable just how much the

manipulation had to do with the success of Cienkow-
ski's grafts. Prowazek ('01) got three Myxamebae to

fuse after cutting, but the fate of the resulting giant

was not described. Other attempts to induce fusion

by cutting have been conspicuously negative in re-

sult, as in the early investigation of Verworn ('91) on

the marine Thalassicola.

In Ameba the possibility of inducing fusion has been

investigated several times. Approximation and cut-

ting have so far yielded no continuity of cytoplasms,
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even between sister individuals.
1 Locomotion and

form changes in Ameba are accompanied by the con-

tinued formation of new surface films; at least in the

plasmagel (Mast, '26). Some experiments in which
Amebse were crushed suddenly under a coverglass led

to the bursting of old films and within limits to the

formation of new ones, though it could not be ascer-

tained directly that the plasmalemma as well as the

plasmagel was broken by this treatment. This makes
it possible that successful fusion could be brought

about by happening to crush two individuals simul-

taneously in such a way that the crushed portions came
in contact with one another in the incredibly brief in-

terval before new surface films form. The conditions

for the formation of these films have been little inves-

tigated in protozoa; but it is known that they vary

widely among clones, and with changes in the inor-

ganic composition of the medium.
Among the hard-shelled marine foraminifera the fu-

sion of pseudopodia has been often observed. Ver-
worn ('91) attempted to produce such fusions artifici-

ally without success, though he discovered fusions

which had occurred spontaneously. Jensen ('95) ob-

served fusion of separated pseudopodia, and found that

sister individuals (Rhumbler, '02) fused unavoidably
if they came into contact. But there was never any
significant acquirement of cytoplasm on the part of

one or another individual. Random individuals of the

same species did not unite their pseudopodia; on the

contrary their pseudopodia either broke or withdrew
whenever they actually touched one another.

The genetic relationship among plastogamic indi-

viduals has been demonstrated to be exceedingly im-

portant in the case of shelled rhizopods. Schultze

'Kiihne ('64), Berthold ('86), Rhumbler ('98b), Jennings ('04), author.
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('63) found that, in Gromia, pseudopodia of the same
individual would fuse with one another, but not with

those of different individuals. Kepner and Reynolds
('23) found for various species of Difflugia that pseu-

dopodial fragments cut off from an individual were not

only reincorporated with the cytoplasm from which
they came, but that the individual reacted toward the

fragments in such a way as to creep in their direction.

When fusion between individuals did not occur, there

was, on the contrary, a shattering of the protoplasmic

surface. Fragments from one individual were some-
times incorporated by certain other individuals; prob-

ably they belonged to the same clone. In Arcella, Rey-
nolds ('24) showed clearly that the hereditary relation-

ship among individuals determined whether the frag-

ments would fuse or shatter. Starting from a single

parent, the descendants became gradually diverse

enough so that fusion occurred rarely or not at all.

Diverse environments were effective in hastening the

attainment of diversity in the cytoplasm.

Among ciliates, where most is known about size-

regulation and pedigree's, the instances of cell fusion

are particularly rare. This in itself may be an evidence

of more efficient control of size. Illustrative of ex-

periments which have been tried are those of Prowa-
zek ('01), who obtained very temporary fusions in re-

sponse to cutting in Glaucoma; and those of Morgan
('01) who transplanted without success cut pieces of

Stentor. Greater hope of success in grafting lies in

first modifying the physical properties of the cyto-

plasm by radiation (MacDougall, '29) or by chemical

conditions (Heilbrunn, '27).

Significance of fusions. In order to evaluate fully

the significance of an observed or induced fusion of

individuals, one must know the genetic relationship

of the individuals, and then follow the individuals and
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their progeny through many generations. In this way
the fusion may be identified as agamic, or gametic, or

plasmodial, or as related to some other event concerned
in a morphologically known life cycle.

The possibility suggests itself of building large in-

dividuals by transplanting protoplasm, by means of a

micropipette, from the body of one individual to the

body of another. To one unacquainted with the prop-

erties of cellular materials this seems to be a perfectly

feasible sort of experiment. In actual fact cytoplasm
of egg-cells and other cells with which experiments
have been made does not remain liquid when being
handled, and any transplanted portion remains dis-

crete from the host cytoplasm. It is never incorpor-

ated but is finally ejected.

It is obviously important to know that two vegeta-

tive protozoan individuals can fuse or be induced to

fuse under some circumstances. The fact gives a prac-

tical method by which the size of an individual may be

increased without the intervention of growth proces-

ses. Thus far no consistent attempt has been made
to find how such individuals, either multinucleate or

polyploid, regulate their body sizes. It is probable
that they exhibit sorts of regulation, with respect to

further fission and to liability to death, similar to those

exhibited by the fused individuals which have been ob-

served under various accidental conditions, as above
enumerated.

The fusion under controlled conditions of unicellular

individuals is, on the whole, almost as difficult to ob-

tain as the fusion of neighboring cells in multicellular

organisms. To investigate the attainment of union
among individuals should become all the more im-
portant because of this extreme degree of individuality

which is ordinarily manifested by them.

.
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2. The Conditions for Conjugation

It is difficult to distinguish some kinds of plasto-

gamy from true conjugation, for it is not certain that

every fusion of nuclei is a true union of gametes. It

has often been supposed that conjugation might be a

mechanical process, occurring whenever the superficial

cytoplasm became sticky. This view would require the

corollary that in species where an external condition

produced the stickiness, some mechanism caused the

nuclei of fused bodies also to fuse.

The conditions for conjugation are partially known
in some species

2
. It is fairly certain that deep-seated

physiological changes accompany whatever physical

condition of the cytoplasm is requisite, at least in cases

of typical conjugation.

Occurrence. The phenomena of conjugation, in

those species of ciliates upon which studies have been
made, lead to the following picture of its occurrence.

The ability to conjugate as gametes is, probably,

wholly absent in some species or clones. Where pres-

ent it can be entirely prevented by appropriate cultural

conditions. Where inducible, the conditions for induc-
tion differ not only for each species, but for clones

within the species. With proper means of induction,

conjugation can be induced very frequently, and there-

fore with little reference to any particular interval of

time since it last occurred.

It is to be supposed that conjugation can occur in

any species where there is a morphological differen-

tiation of gametes, even though such conjugation has
not been seen. But the union of the gametes, of course,

need not occur under all conditions under which they
are formed.

* Stein ('54), Everts (73), Butschli (76), Maupas ('89), Verworn ('00),

Enriques ('07, '08, '10 *16b), Woodruff ('08), Jennings ('10), Zweibaum
('12), Hopkins ('21), Dogiel ('25), Ball ('25b), Austin ('27).
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A method. The problem of size-regulation may re-

ceive important elucidation if and when it is found pos-

sible to control conjugation more accurately than has

heretofore been attained. Plastogamies might be in-

duced at will if the nuclear fusions, or merely the nu-

clear reduction divisions, could be inhibited after union

of cytoplasms has been completed. Stolte ('24) de-

scribed in Blepharisma certain naturally occurring

"conjugations" which gave rise to reorganization of

the nuclei without any fusion of or exchange of nu-

clear material. Thus the nucleoplasms of the two
individuals remained distinct while the cytoplasms

united; it is necessary to study further the conditions

under which the union will persist when once it has

thus spontaneously begun.

What constitute the differences between agamic fu-

sion and gamic fusion ? The answer, when found, may
carry with it important corollaries concerning the

regulation of size of the entire body, of mass of nuclear

material, and of capacity for multiplication or further

synthesis of more protoplasm in the race.

3. Cannibalism

When an individual engulfs another individual of its

own species the result resembles, in some respects, a

fusion of the individuals. Although in no cases the ac-

quired bodily material is directly incorporated, the

bulk of the body is apparently increased more rapidly

thereby than by any other means. Whereas, with a

few exceptions, those food materials which are ac-

quired in living or in solid form are small in bulk com-
pared with the assimilating individual, those acquired

by cannibalism form a relatively large bulk of nutri-

tive substances in exactly the proper proportions for

growth. A mass approximately equal to the bulk al-

ready owned by the cannibal is acquired at one gulp.
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Cannibalism is not widespread among protozoa, per-

haps because of the mechanical difficulties of handling

a portion of food equal to the individual's own bulk.

Cannibalism was observed among ciliates in Oxytricha

by Haime ('53) and J. A. Dawson ('19), in Onycho-
dromus by Maupas ('88) and Joukowsky ('98), in

Pleurotricha by Joukowsky ('98), and in Stentor by

Gelei ('25). Among naked rhizopods it was reported

by Leidy (79), Penard ('02), Jennings ('04), Lapage

('22), and Ivanic ('27).

Oxytricha. A few interesting data upon body size

and upon reproduction in cannibals were recorded by

Dawson ('19). In Oxytricha the cannibalism was re-

peated very often after the first victim had been in-

gested. Cannibalism occurred chiefly when other food

was not abundant; and as a result of previous under-

feeding both the cannibals and their victims were much
smaller than well-fed individuals of other cultures.

Cannibals which were digesting three victims at one

time had about twice the volume of a well-fed individ-

ual, but seven times the volume of the average starved

individual. This may be taken to indicate that the

cannibals were, to begin with, larger than their vic-

tims. Pedigrees showed that the fission rates of canni-

bals were raised only barely perceptibly by the acquire-

ment of body substance from the victims. The victims

were always digested like other food substances, in

vacuoles. Even after digestion was complete there

was hardly any tendency to undergo fission. Neither

the swelling of the body, nor the addition of living

substance to the body, therefore, was a stimulus to

reproduction. In one case Dawson observed fifteen

victims inside one cannibal, and measurements showed

a total bulk of twenty times the volume of a starved

individual.
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Relation to growth. Cannibalism is a method by
which large individuals arise, by which substance is

stuffed into the body at a much higher rate than or-

dinary feeding could accomplish. Yet, for the most
part, the body waits its usual time to age, before it

undergoes fission. But since cannibals have hitherto

not been observed among well-fed individuals, it is

evident that the benefit of ordinary feeding is lost

whenever the conditions for cannibalism prevail. It

is not clear whether body substance built up from this

incomparably appropriate kind of food is incorporated

faster, or with less expenditure of "age", than it is

during the increase of size under usual conditions of

growth.



CHAPTER VIII

INTERNAL CHARACTERISTICS AND SIZE

1. Assortative Mating

Conjugation, signalized by fusion and nuclear ex-

change, occurs in a great many unicellular spe-

cies; but only in ciliates the act of mating has been

studied in relation to body size.

Conjugants are smaller. In some species, conjugat-

ing individuals are characteristically smaller than non-

conjugants. Maupas ('88) measured the lengths of

both kinds; in Paramecium aurelia conjugants were 75

to 145 micra long, while non-conjugants of the same
cultures were 125 to 200 micra long. Similar smaller

sizes were found in the conjugants of other species;

while in a number of species, as Paramecium bursaria

and Colpidium (Maupas, '89), the sizes of conjugants

did not differ from those of the rest of the population.

Pearl ('07) found that in a general population of Para-

mecium caudatum the inferiority of size amounted on

the average to 15 per cent in length, and 18 per cent

in breadth; therefore to about 43 per cent in volume.

But within a clone the difference was somewhat smal-

ler (Jennings, '11), amounting to 8.5 percent in length;

which is nevertheless a highly significant difference.

This smaller size might represent an actual reduc-

tion of body volume through the expulsion of water,

perhaps due to changes in the physical and chemical

characters of the body substances in preparation for

conjugation. Zweibaum ('22) found an increase of

about 300 per cent in oxygen consumption per Para-

mecium individual at the initiation of conjugation,

pointing not only to a chemical modification but also

108
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to the possibility that part of the disappearing bodily

material may be burned up. Again, conjugation in

most of the cultures which have been measured was
induced by inadequacy of food, and the smaller sizes

may be due to cessation of assimilation. Either this

factor or some other stops growth, and conjugants may
characteristically be immature individuals. Jennings
('11) showed, in fact, that conjugants grew to adult

size after conjugation was completed. 1 Pearl ('07)

demonstrated that a change of cultural conditions

modified the sizes of non-conjugants greatly, but not

the sizes of conjugants. This is likely to have been
merely because the conjugants were not growing nor
undergoing fission; and the food supply was of no
effect, once they had been induced to conjugate.

Variability. All conjugating individuals in a cul-

ture were found by Pearl ('07) to be slightly more alike

in size than all non-conjugating individuals. This is

shown in figure 32, curve B. In four cultures the co-

efficients of variation averaged 7.8 for conjugants, and
8.3 for non-conjugants. This small difference is easily

attributed to the fact that the non-conjugants were
of more diverse ages. It was not due to change of

form, since the breadths were in proportion to the

lengths. Jennings ('11) confirmed these differences

of variability, and brought evidence to support the

view that the low variability of conjugants was en-

tirely due to the uniformity of ages or lack of growth.
Remarkable reductions of variability in the body
lengths of conjugants as compared with non-conju-
gants were demonstrated by Poljansky ('26) in the

parasite Dogiella.
1 More marked growth of ex-conjugate individuals immediately follow-

ing conjugation was measured by Dogiel ('25) and Poljansky ('26) in two
parasitic genera of ciliates, Cycloposthium and Dogiella. Corresponding
reductions in adult size were found to characterize one or more generations

just preceding conjugation.
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Assortation of size. Pearl ('07) discovered that

Paramecia that were conjugating with one another

were more alike in size than were random pairs either

of other coniugants or of non-conjugants (figure 32).

70
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Figure 32. Assortation of lengths among conjugating as compared with

non-conjugating Paramecium caudatum. A, conjugating pairs ; B, conjugat-

ing individuals paired at random; C, non-conjugating individuals paired at

random. In each case 101 pairs were measured. (Data of Pearl, '07, pp.

257-259).
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This similarity of mates is termed "assortative mat-
ing". The coefficients of correlation for the lengths

of the two members of a pair were between +0.43 and
+0.79 in five cultures studied by Pearl. Similar co-

efficients, averaging +0.38 were found by Jennings
('11) in mixed populations.

But even within a clone there was considerable as-

sortation, giving a coefficient of +0.25 (Jennings, '11).

Assortation of body lengths between mates was
found not to occur in Chilodon by Enriques ('08).

In the parasitic ciliate Anoplophrya Collin ('09) ob-

served it; but here the possibility remained that the

extremely different-sized individuals, which did not

mate, belonged to different clones.

Watters ('12) demonstrated in the ciliate Ble-

pharisma that conjugants are smaller and that they

mate assortatively. Calculations from the frequency

curves which were published show that the variability

in length for non-conjugants was 16.9, for all conju-

gants was 10.3, and for actual pairs was 7.2. This
genus is entirely similar in assortation, therefore, to

Paramecium caudatum.

Assortative mating with respect to body length was
found and measured in several species of parasitic in-

fusoria by Dogiel ('25) and Poljansky ('26). Al-

though the hereditary origins of the individuals were
not controlled, remarkable uniformity of sizes oc-

curred throughout the general populations studied.

Mating, then, presents a physiological process which
requires a high degree of similarity between the mates
for its successful accomplishment. Through the size

prerequisite, mating tends to bring together not only
similar ages, but also like hereditary constitutions.

Size is a visible means of discouraging the mixing of

races.
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Its causes. The cause of this assortation of sizes

in mating is not fully known. Pearl ('07) believed it

was due to the requirement that the oral grooves of

the two pairing individuals must fit in order to unite

fully. Jennings ('11) made more complete observa-

tions and confirmed this belief, observing that animals

which did not fit upon coming together, often sepa-

rated and sought other mates.

Both Pearl and Jennings sought for evidence of a

change in length during the process of union in con-

jugation, but demonstrated that such did not exist for

Paramecium. But in Chilodon, Enriques ('08) found

that one individual of each conjugating pair did

shorten during the process of pairing. On the average

the shortening in length amounted to 18 per cent. The
shorter length was kept by the ex-conjugant, but not

by its progeny, if one may judge from the variabilities

of size measured among the non-conjugants. It is not

clear whether the breadth and the thickness of a con-

jugating individual decreased with the length; it can-

not be definitely concluded that the volume of the body
diminished.

It is probable that similarity of size is a mechanical

necessity for mating. Whether this is the only factor,

in such species as show assortation, is uncertain. It

must be remembered that there are some species, even

among ciliates, in which gametes are differentiated

that are always of very diverse sizes. Such gametes

have no difficulty in uniting.

2. The Effects of Conjugation

Before conjugation. Some observations indicate

that in the period just before conjugation there occur

modifications of size which are distinct from the in-

hibition of growth at mating. But, again, it is not

proven that these are essential accompaniments of con-
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jugation rather than due to those circumstances very-

unfavorable to growth by which conjugation is usually

induced. The most representative observations were
made by Maupas ('89), who noted that under starva-

tion conditions several successive fissions were likely to

occur, without intervening growth, as a preamble to

conjugation. Such he believed to be the case in the

ciliates Didinium, Enchelys, Leucophrys, and Vorti-

cella. Of course, growth was impossible without food

;

and Maupas did not record the actual number of gen-

erations which did not grow, nor insure that the star-

vation was absolute.

After conjugation. Just after conjugation fission

has been observed to proceed at slow rates for several

generations. Joukowsky ('98) noted this to be the

case in Stylonychia, Jennings ('08b) in Paramecium,
and Calkins ('19) in Uroleptus. During such a period

the individuals were observed to be unusually large.

But after a few generations, in Jennings's cultures, the

dimensions were the same as they subsequently were in

their descendants which flourished several months
later. In these few generations which were unusually
large, the readjustment of the nuclear conditions by
the formation of new macronuclei occurred, and slow
fission as well as large size accompanied this process.

Other observers failed to find any deviation of fission

rate after conjugation, particularly in Paramecium
(Simpson, '01) ; evidently conditions need to be highly

controlled in order to evaluate it. In later generations

conjugation is recognized to lead to increased rates

of reproduction in a number of species, particularly in

Uroleptus (Calkins, '19), Spathidium (Woodruff, '25),

and Blepharisma (Woodruff, '28).

Calkins and Gregory ('13) followed further the in-

fluence of conjugation in Paramecium upon the sizes of

the descendants. They cultivated separately lines
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from each one of the four progeny produced in the

second generation after conjugation; this generation

marking the completion of segregation in the nuclear

materials. Sixteen sub-lines were cultivated, four from
each of the four initial progeny; and large numbers
of individuals from each of the sixteen lines were fixed

for measurement upon each of two separate days. The
measurements of length are difficult to evaluate, but

it seemed that upon the first of these days the descend-

ants of one of the four progeny differed consistently

and significantly from those of the remaining three.

But in the second set of measurements the difference

was not present in at least two of the four sub-lines,

of this progeny. The variability due to other condi-

tions appears to have been great enough to mask what-

ever true genetic differences might have prevailed

among these four sets of descendants.

Biparental inheritance. How is size inherited when
individuals conjugate which have distinct size geno-

types? This important question remains unanswered,

because mating has never been obtained between geno-

types which were known to differ (Jennings, '11). Not
only does the tendency to assortation discourage the

mating of such individuals, but probably other physio-

logical differences thus express themselves. All the

studies of the effects of conjugation therefore have to

do so far as is known with biparental inheritances

within a clone.

Can one demonstrate that inheritance is or is not

from both parents, under these conditions? Only in

rare instances have differences within a clone been

found which are transmitted to offspring. The diver-

sities within the limits of "normal variations" are not

transmitted for more than three or four generations,

at least in ciliates, unless some influence, such as tem-

perature change or treatment with a chemical sub-
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stance, has been exerted upon a part of the popula-

tion. Jennings and Lashley ('13a) believed that the

ability to survive in cultures and the rate of reproduc-

tion by fission could be demonstrated to be inherited

from both parents. They found that the coefficients

of correlation between the two sets of progeny of a

pair were always greater than between other sets of ex-

conjugant lines "mated" at random. But the past per-

formances of the conjugant lines, before they paired,

were not known.
Biparental size. With respect to the inheritance of

size in ex-conjugants there are data also upon Para-
mecium. Jennings and Lashley ('13b) compared the

variabilities in the dimensions of mates with the varia-

bilities among their progeny. Among the progeny of

43 pairs of individuals which had conjugated in wild

cultures, the body sizes were much more homogeneous
(after a lapse of 25 days since conjugation) than in the

two members of each pair. In the particular race stud-

ied, the coefficient of correlation for length between
mates was +0.39; this much was due to assortation in

mating. Between the two sets of progeny from each

conjugated pair, the coefficient of correlation was
+0.57. It seemed from this that the progeny of two
mates were more nearly alike than the mates them-

selves. This was interpreted to be due to the presence

of hereditary influences from both parents. But it

seems inadequate to compare in the case of the mating
parents the sizes of single individuals, and in the case

of the progeny the mean sizes based upon 16 to 66 in-

dividuals. It would be better to know the mean sizes

for many individuals in each of the parent lines before

conjugation occurred. For, all frequency curves of

size in Paramecium show that any one individual may
depart by 30 per cent or more from the mean length

which it represents genotypically. It may be recalled
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also that conjugants are not obtained under the same
environmental conditions as the most healthy non-

conjugants.

Observations more nearly of the sort indicated were
made by Jollos ('13, '21) on Paramecium. In one in-

stance he showed that after four conjugations had in-

tervened the vegetatively reproducing clonal popula-

tion had the same size distribution as that originally

present. In these observations, it may be said, time

was allowed for the genotypic constitution to express

itself as phenotype. In Jennings's observations, of

course, it seems as though 25 days would allow enough
time for any variants to come back to normal in their

descendants.

If Jennings's data are to be taken to indicate genetic

segregation among the ex-conjugants belonging to a

clone, it would be necessary to rule out the effects of

conjugation upon the manifestation of size in all the

lines studied.

Size mutation. In two cases, Jollos ('13, '21) ob-

served sudden changes of size within mass cultures

which were clones (figure 33). Jollos considered it

impossible that these could be due to contaminations,

and so he believed them to be mutations of the geno-

type. One size-mutant race differed in susceptibility

to temperature and to arsenious acid as well as in size.

The altered sizes were likewise accurately transmitted

through at least three subsequent conjugations. This

is the type of occurrence which every biologist would
like to witness.

In both of the mutations which Jollos observed the

size jumped to a smaller value. It is perhaps of in-

terest that the modal body length of the mutant line b

(figure 33) is 80 per cent of the length of the original

line a. If all the linear dimensions are proportional,

a reduction of 20.6 per cent in them is equivalent to a
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halving of the body volume

a "hemi-haploid"?

"mutant" race

3. Endomixis and Rhythms
Endomixis was identified at its discovery as a nu-

clear reorganization which occurred periodically, in

step with transient decreases of fission rate. Since

116 124 132 140 H8 156 164 172 180 188

Body length in micra

Figure 33. Distribution of body lengths in a clone of Paramecium cauda-

tum, comparing the original line a with mutant line b. Culture a-\-b grew
from individuals of both lines in one dish. Culture be represents line b

after conjugation had intervened. (Redrawn from Jcllos, '21).

most changes of fission rate have proven to involve

changes of adult size, it was natural to look here too

for changes of size. This was done by Erdmann ('20)

by fixing large numbers of individuals at known days
of an endomictic "cycle" and measuring them.

Size between endomixes. Under the prevailing con-

ditions of culture endomixis occurred approximately
every thirty days. The results, in three lines belong-
ing to two clones, are shown in figure 34. For com-
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paring the sizes, the mean size at 14 days after en-

domixis is taken as 100 per cent, because the body
length happened to be greatest in all lines on this day.

Erdmann believed that these data demonstrated the

existence of a regular progression of sizes, increasing

from endomixis up to 14 days, and then declining.

12 14 16 16 20 22

Days after endomixis

Figure 34. Fluctuations in body length, and in body volume (calculated

as / X b
2
), in a clone of Paramecium aurelia at various phases of the cycle

of endomixes. Each point is the mean from the measurement of 120 in-

dividuals. Temperatures 24° to 26°C. (Data of Erdmann, '20, p. 99).

But the small amounts of change which were actually

found do not indicate that the differences were signifi-

cant. They become of a surety not significant when
body volumes are calculated by taking into account

the breadths as well as the lengths of the individuals

(figure 34). If the differences were even larger they

might still be due to inequalities of cultural conditions

from day to day.

Size at endomixis. What it would be most desirable

to know is whether there are size differences upon the

day or two immediately at endomixis and just after it.
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For, according to Jollos ('16), this is the period in

which the rate of reproduction is affected, and hence

the period in which irregularities of size are most prob-

able. So far modifications of size in the endomictic

cycle cannot be considered as demonstrated.
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Figure 35. Inheritance of body length, and of body volume (calculated as

/ X b
2
), in a clone of Paramecium aurelia. Between each of the four series

of measurements endomixis occurred once. (Data of Erdmann, '20, p. 133).

Effect on inheritance. Has endomixis anything to

do with the subsequent inheritance of body size? It

seems certain that endomixis occurred many times

during the cultivation of Jennings's lines of Para-
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mecium; so that from figure 24 it might be taken that

intervening endomixis is without effect upon size.

Erdmann ('20) made a particular study of this point.

Two lines of clone were kept, and after each of four

endomixes the sizes were measured in various popula-
tions. As shown in figure 35, the changes of mean size

at different periods were no greater than the diversities

among sister cultures at some one period, with respect

to either length or volume of the body.

Endomixis or a similar nuclear reorganization oc-

curs in numerous species when protective cysts are

formed. The effect of intervening encystment was
noted in Colpoda (Adolph, '29) and the body size was
found to be the same before and after it (see figure 20).

The conclusions to be drawn from the data upon the

after-effects of conjugation, of endomixis, and of en-

cystment must be purely negative. For, each popula-

tion whose size was measured was in reality descended

from a single ex-conjugant or single ex-endomictic; a

great number of such populations must be measured
before the assurance becomes great that some few of

the reorganized individuals did not suffer modification

with respect to the inheritance of size.

Depressions. ''Degeneration" of protozoan races,

which is a term meaning that the fission rate is pro-

gressively decreasing, has been noticed by many ob-

servers to accompany decrease of body size in succes-

sive generations. Maupas ('88) was the first to meas-

ure the sizes at intervals during the progressive failure

of his cultures. In the case of Stylonychia pustulata,

the length of the body shortly before the death of the

last individuals of the race was only one-fourth of the

original length.

"Rhythms" which have not been identified with en-

domixis have been studied in relation to size in a few
instances. Woodruff ('13) found in continued cultures
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of Oxytricha that larger body sizes prevailed when-
ever fission was slower. Popoff ('07) stated that the

opposite relationship held true in Stylonychia. In some
of Jennings's cultures of Paramecium the size in-

creased; in some it decreased, with slower fission. It

must be obvious that the result depended not only

upon the species observed, but also upon the condi-

tions which led to the modification of fission rate. Few
observers of living protozoa believe that changes of

fission rate, whether they occur in rhythms or not,

are wholly independent of external conditions. As has

been shown extensively in an earlier chapter, all sorts

of circumstances may retard the fission rates, as com-
pared with the rates prevailing under standard cir-

cumstances. Some of these conditions encourage as-

similation or increase of size, and some do not.

Summary. All the events that were above discussed

might be regarded as due to internal factors in the

regulation of size. But unicellular organisms, of all

organisms, are at the mercy of environments. The
events are controllable to a very large extent, if not

entirely. If the visible reorganizations are responses

to external conditions, then the size changes may be

either in response to the reorganizations or directly in

response to the same external conditions. It is a

healthy point of view to realize that internal modifica-

tions are in response to many kinds of conditions ; some
can be seen and some cannot be seen. Who then shall

say whether a modified size or fission rate is the result

of an unseen and unknown internal change or of a

perhaps known external change? But both views

reduce to an identity when a measured modification is

simply correlated with a measured change, whether it

be external or internal; and as little as possible is said

about cause and effect.



CHAPTER IX

SOME EXTERNAL FACTORS AND SIZE

The influences upon size of a number of factors

have now been reviewed ; these factors may be con-

veniently grouped as internal factors. Those con-

sidered were: reproduction, growth, regeneration,

transplantation, inheritance, conjugation, and other

reorganizations. In a subsequent chapter some men-
tion will be made of the effects of various cell struc-

tures such as the nuclei.

With a knowledge of what results and variabilities

are to be expected from factors which, so far as now
known, are internal, it is possible to analyze the effects

of some definite external influences. In very few in-

stances have the effects of a controlled influence upon
single individual unicellular organisms been studied.

Practically all the results are therefore of a statistical

nature, obtained by comparing many individuals, some
of which are under experimental conditions and some
under control conditions.

1. Temperature

Variations in temperature produce striking changes

with respect to body size. The changes were measured

adequately by Popoff ('08) and Rautmann ('09) upon

three species of infusoria. Their procedure was to

measure the sizes of many individuals taken from a

culture at room temperature, then to set the same cul-

ture at another temperature for 24 hours or more,

finally measuring many other individuals from the cul-

ture. Their mean results, in which each point was
based on ten to a hundred individuals, are represented

122
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in figure 36. For Paramecium and Stylonychia the

results were quite uniform; the body volume dimin-
ished to one-half or less with an increase in tempera-
ture of fifteen degrees.

Allescher ('12) also showed that Paramecia were
larger at a lower temperature than at a higher one,

10 12 14 16 18 20 22

Temperature in °C

24 26

Figure 36. Effect of temperature upon the main body volumes of three
species of ciliates. At the temperature of 15° C. the volumes were taken to be
100 per cent. The broken line represents approximately the relative rates of

reproduction in the three species. (Data of Popoff, '08; Rautmann, '09).

though her results were complicated by the added fac-

tor of starvation. She found that Stentor (figure 37)
was influenced in the same way by temperature as

were Paramecium, Frontonia, and Stylonychia. So
also was Colpoda (figure 39 below) and, so far as is

known, all species of unicellular organisms.
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Rate of change of size. How long does it take to

accomplish such a change of size, and how permanent
is the change? PopofI and Rautmann, on the basis of

120
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Temperature in °C
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Figure 37. Combined effects of age of culture, hunger, and temperature,

upon the mean body volumes of Stentor coeruleus. The sizes when in a

flourishing culture at 15° to 22° were taken as 100 per cent, and the measure-

ments shown were made after 3 to 7 days standing at one of the three

temperatures indicated. (Data of Allescher, '12).

a very few observations, concluded that the change of

size was completed in about the space of time required

for one whole generation of the organisms to grow up.
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Such might well be the case when the shift of tempera-
ture was one of only five degrees, as happened in their

experiments; but if the organisms were transferred

from 25° to 10°C. the amount of growth required to

attain the new size would be so great that at least a

much prolonged duration of one generation would be

required to carry it out.

The observations of Middleton ('18) indicate that

not only size but also fission rate may be persistently

modified by temporary subjection of Stylonychia to

temperature differences. What is needed is a simul-

taneous study of size and of fission rate in the same
series of individuals, in order to find which of the two
characteristics is most susceptible to the influence.

Jollos ('13) found that the size responses of Para-

mecium to temperature were of several varieties, de-

pending, he believed, upon the particular clone studied.

When put into a higher temperature some maintained

their characteristic adult size, or became slightly

larger; others became rapidly and permanently smaller

(just as in Rautmann's experiments) ; still others be-

came smaller at first and after many generations regu-

lated back to about the original size. Jollos seemed
to find that only in the last case, which is illustrated in

figure 38, did the organisms remain healthy at the

higher temperature; others died within eight weeks.

This is evidence that body size is of vital importance,

and closely correlated with ability to survive.

When put into lower temperatures Paramecium
either became permanently larger (just as in Raut-

mann's experiments), or else became larger at first and
later returned to the original size (illustrated in figure

38). The regulation back toward the original size

occupied two to four months in the lower temperatures

as compared with one to eight weeks in the higher

temperatures. So far as Jollos observed, the fission
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rate changed whenever the size changed, and inversely

to it; except that the rate remained greater in the high

temperature for some time after the size had returned

to normal.

It was noted in one instance that the smaller body
volume of Colpoda at a high temperature was main-

tained for at least one generation after transfer to a

4 6

Time in months
Figure 38. Effect of temperature upon the mean body length in a clone of

Paramecium caudatum. Frequent subcultures were made, and kept at the

temperatures indicated. (Data of Jollos, '13 and '21).

lower temperature (Adolph, '29). In subsequent gen-

erations the adult size of the body enlarged. On pass-

ing from the lower temperature to the higher, the

smaller size was attained very speedily, for the organ-

isms which were in process of growth at the time of

transfer ceased assimilating and underwent fission at

an early age.

Assimilation rates. Evidently a variety of adjust-

ments may be made by diverse species and clones of

ciliates in response to temperature changes. A useful

picture of the adjustments may be based on the fact
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that adult body size is the quotient of assimilation rate

and fission rate. A smaller size obviously means that

fission rate increased relatively more than assimila-

tion rate. The consequences to the population, ex-

pressed as rates of growth at various temperatures,

may thus be calculated from the mean sizes and fission

rates which have been measured, as in table 10. In

Table 10.

Comparison of the Rates of Multiplication and of Increase in Bulk
at Three Different Temperatures. Colpoda, Clone A. (From

Adolph, '29)

Temperature degrees C.
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tion differ among diverse types of unicellular organ-
isms, some species may yet be found in which size in-

creases with temperature.

2. Food

Kinds of living food. Random observations have
frequently been made which indicate that qualitatively

different foods modify the characteristic body sizes of

bacteria and protozoa. Only those instances where
pure clones were present need be seriously considered.

Yet without this precaution the results of Maupas
('88) are probably reliable. In Onychodromi which
were fed on "large infusoria" the mean body length

was 300 micra; fed on "small Cryptochila" the length

was 150 micra; the breadth being in proportion. In

Stylonychia when fed Cryptochila the mean length

was 160 micra, while when fed the bacteria of wheat
infusion it was 125 micra; and the fission rate was only

37 percent of that on the first food. Of course various

chemical conditions in addition to the food differed in

two such contrasting cultures.

The heliozoan Actinophrys is markedly larger when
fed upon Gonium than when fed upon Chlorogonium

(Belar, '22). This difference is not entirely due to

larger or more numerous food vacuoles.

Cutler and Crump ('27) observed that the soil rhizo-

pod Hartmanella undergoes fission at different sizes

when fed upon diverse species of bacteria. When feed-

ing on certain bacteria called YB, the mean volume

just before fission was said to be 274 cubic micra ; while

on bacteria SE it was 190 cubic micra. No idea can

be obtained how many measurements were made to ar-

rive at these values.

Observations under highly controlled conditions

were made upon Colpoda (Adolph, '29). The ciliates

were in a uniform solution of very dilute inorganic
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salts, and in it one or another of three flagellates, from

clonal cultures, were fed to them. The differences in

body size were considerable, as shown in figure 39.

Particularly between individuals feeding upon the two
green flagellates Gonium and Chlorogonium was the

4
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nutritional energy entirely from light and their chemi-

cal materials entirely from the same inorganic me-

dium.

Duration of photosynthesis. The energy which

green flagellates receive from light is equivalent to as-

similated food. Absence of light is therefore exactly

equivalent to starvation. Hartmann ('21) found an in-

teresting effect of prolonged supply of light upon the

colonial species Eudorina elegans. Standard cultures

were maintained at maximum rates of growth in inor-

ganic salt solutions which were radiated by strong ar-

tificial light for twelve hours daily. When light was
furnished continuously, then reproduction occurred

faster. Whereas the colony of thirty-two individuals

ordinarily produced thirty-two new colonies at one

time every fifth day, or every sixty hours of radiation,

the colonies now reproduced at first after sixty hours,

then faster and faster. Insufficient time was taken for

growth, and so the individuals and the colonies became

smaller with each generation until finally they died.

This is an effect quite similar to that of a high tem-

perature; but the effects of temperature are usually

adjusted or compensated within the organisms.

Kinds of organic compounds. In the green alga

Scenedesmus a great variety of foods can modify the

size of the individuals, according to Roach ('26). Some
of the results are shown in table 11, though it is not

certain that this investigator would wish those cul-

tures which were made at different times compared

very closely with one another. Not only the mean
volumes of individuals were calculated, but also the

total bulk which resulted after various numbers of

days. Our comparison at the ninth day is shortly be-

fore the end of "logarithmic" multiplication in all the

cultures.

The hexose sugars and sucrose hastened growth
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very considerably, compared with the cultures in which
the algae synthesized their own materials from light.

Increased oxygen supply (row 2) had the marked ef-

fect of reducing the mean size of the cells but at the

same time inducing them to multiply just enough
faster to make the total bulk in the culture the same.
In the dark the body size increased markedly over the

size in the light. One is left in some doubt as to why
the total bulk was the same in the light as in the dark

;

perhaps there were actually materials in the medium

Table 11.

Body Size and Total Bulk of Scenedesmus Costulatus Growing in a Basic Inorganic Medium
at 24.5° in Strong Light, to Which Medium were Added Various Substances in One

Per Cent Concentration. The Values Listed are Those Found on the Ninth
Day of Age of the Culturk. (Data of Roach, '26.)
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food is an important factor in controlling the sizes of

unicellular individuals.

The influence of starvation has been investigated,

but rarely under well-controlled conditions. With most
mass-culture methods it is impossible to distinguish

lack of food from other influences such as progressive

chemical changes in the medium. Only where nutri-

ment is furnished either in the form of pure cultures of

visible organisms or as known concentrations of dis-

solved substances, or where all nutriment is suddenly

removed and sterile distilled water is substituted, can

effects be evaluated.

It has been abundantly proven,
1
at least qualitative-

ly, in spite of inadequately controlled cultural condi-

tions, that starvation caused a tremendous reduction

of size of Paramecia, and particularly in breadth. Thus
in two experiments in Jennings's clone D, starvation

lasting seven days gave individuals with only 37 per-

cent of the original body volume on the average, and

starvation lasting eleven days gave individuals with

only 29 percent. Refeeding in the first case for only

24 hours gave recovery to 92 percent of the original

volume. What Jennings designated as starvation was,

of course, complicated by other cultural conditions.

Similar reductions of size occurring under what were

termed conditions of starvation have been noted in

numerous species by many investigators, notably in

Stentor by Sosnowski ('99) and Allescher ('12), and
in Arcella by Hegner ('19b).

With the older methods of culture, starvation must
have prevailed as often when it was unsuspected as

when it was known to be present.

Total starvation. Colpidium was found by Wallen-

gren ('02) to respond to complete lack of food by a

'Kazanzeff ('01), Wallengren ('02), Jennings ('08), Chainsky ('10),

Lipska ('10), Allescher ('12).
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tremendous reduction of body size. In ten days, body
length diminished from 100 micra to 25, and breadth

from 33 micra to 12; so that about 97 percent of the

original body volume was lost.

Mass cultures of single clones of Colpidium colpoda

were studied with respect to size by Vieweger ('25).

2 4 6

Time in days
Figure 40. Effect of total starvation upon the body volume of Colpidium

colpoda at 20°C. The progressions in three different cultures are repre-

sented. (Data of Vieweger, '25).

When a large population had formed, the organisms

were transferred to boiled water, and this water was
renewed daily. Within the first two days (figure 40)

tremendous reductions of body volume occurred, and
within a week the organisms averaged only one-fif-
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teenth the body volume of their progenitors. There
was no indication that any reproduction occurred dur-

ing the starvation period, so that probably the original

individuals gradually lost bulk. Mean body volume
appears to have diminished progressively in a logarith-

mic sort of way. This might be taken to mean that the

2 4 8 16 32

Concentration of food

Figure 41. Effects of concentration of Chlorogonium as food upon Col-

poda. In the lower curves are indicated the fates of the various individuals

;

in the upper two curves are the body sizes and the durations of life from

hatching to division-encystment. The two body sizes shown at the relative

concentration 1 are of permanent cysts which were formed at the end of

18 hours ; all other sizes are of division cysts which gave quadruplet progeny.

(From Adolph, '29).

expenditure of bodily substance for energy was pro-

portional to the amount of body left to expend it. Stu-

dents are constantly surprised by the endurance non-

encysting ciliates show under conditions of hunger.
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Graded concentrations. Cutler and Crump ('27)

noted that Hartmanella divided at smaller sizes as the

counted concentration of bacterial food decreased.

They found that both Hartmanella and Colpidium at-

tained unusually large sizes just after copiously re-

feeding.

Graded concentrations of food flagellates were
tested upon Colpoda (Adolph, '29). The results,

shown in figure 41, indicate that all graduations of size

could be obtained in response to various conditions

ranging from starvation to an adequate supply of the

food organisms. Whereas at concentration 1, the low-

est, nearly all the Colpodae refused to grow and formed
protective cysts, at concentration 4 most of them tried

to grow and died in the attempt. But those that did

grow could not attain the size characteristic of well-

fed individuals, though they took longer times in which
to gather what food they could.

As was the case with temperature, food appears to

influence body size primarily through fission rate. In

some species of unicellular organisms reproduction
keeps on for some generations after the food supply is

inadequate. In other species reproduction ceases as

soon as assimilation becomes inadequate for growth.
In the latter, size will decrease only in proportion as

bodily materials are used up in metabolic processes.

3. Age of Culture Medium

The study of reproduction in unicellular organisms
has in reality been for the most part a comparison of

methods and conditions of culture. The chief impedi-
ment to progress has been that most of the cultural

conditions were such as could not be described nor ex-

actly reproduced. Most of the studies of size in pro-

tista have been made under such unknown circum-
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stances. It was only after the more or less successful

device of Jennings ('08b) that pure lines of holotrophic

organisms under experimental and control conditions

could legitimately even be compared while being so

cultivated. His device was to cross-inoculate daily all

parallel cultures with a mixture of the bacteria present

in each culture. Thus the culture media were much
more similar to one another than by earlier procedures

;

nevertheless the variations from day to day were tre-

mendous. In spite of improvements to date, such as

those of Hartmann ('21) it remains true of all species

of unicellular organisms that, as postulated by Jen-

nings ('08b) "a small mass of fluid constitutes a rela-

tively large and varied environment for Paramecium.

A watch-glass of hay infusion is a microcosm to this

animal."

The studies now to be reviewed are mere beginnings

at the analysis of chemical conditions. In future days

when media can be fully controlled they will look crude

indeed; yet they serve at least to demonstrate the ex-

istence of inconstancy of cultural conditions.

Ciliates. Pearl ('06) studied the variability of size

in wild cultures of Chilomonas Paramecium. This

species has a fairly constant elongated ovoid form. It

reproduces by binary fission; but division is longitud-

inal, not transverse as in Paramecium, so that growth

in length is not a marked feature. Normal frequency

curves of variability were found upon fixed prepara-

tions made at a single time, and the co-efficients of

variation for length and for breadth were 10.3 and 10.9

respectively; about the same therefore as in Parame-
cium from wild cultures. Pearl compared Chilomonas

taken at two times from the wild culture, once when
food was abundant and multiplication was rapid, and

once when circumstances were "unfavorable." In the

latter case the body was smaller both in length and in
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breadth, representing a mean decrease of twenty per-

cent in body volume.

Similar but more marked results were found by Jen-
nings ('08b) upon Paramecium in cultures of single

clones. The organisms were largest when taken from
new cultures, gradually diminishing in size as the cul-

tures aged. When transferred from old cultures to

new ones, restoration of the full original size occurred

in one or two days (table 12).

Table 12.

Effect of Food and of Age of Culture Upon the Dimensions of Para-
mecium. Clone D, Second Series. Data of Jennings ('08b.)
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in size was similar to that during complete starvation

(figure 40 above), but was much slower.

Heliozoa. As long as unknown food was used as

nutriment for protozoa, no distinction could be made
between the nutritional factor and other properties of
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Figure 42. Effect of age of culture upon mean body length in Colpoda

steinii. The progressions in two different cultures are represented. (Data

of Enriques, '09).

the medium. It is now known that most unicellular

organisms create in culture fluid substances which are

detrimental to their further multiplication. Organ-

isms supplied with visible food, such as green organ-

isms raised on inorganic salts plus light, can have their

food supply accurately controlled independently of

other chemical factors. When there is no lack of food,
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formation of cysts was induced in cultures poor in

metabolic products the cysts were smaller than those

induced in the ordinary way by ageing and starvation

of the cultures. Richness in metabolic products here

100<
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concentration were shown not to be responsible for

the size difference.

Algae. In Scenedesmus the progression of body size

was studied by Roach ('26). Under the conditions

studied, adult individuals were small in young cultures,

4 8 12 16 20

Age of culture in hours
2A

Figure 45. Progression of body length in three species of bacteria after

implantation from a 24-hour old culture into new broth. Each point is an

average of ten measurements of fixed individuals. (Redrawn from Clark

and Ruehl, '19).

that is, during the period of logarithmic multiplication.

When reproduction slowed up, the mean size in-

creased. Whereas in the young cultures most adults

reproduced four progeny at one time, in the old cul-

tures 8 to 16 progeny resulted from about half of the

reproductive divisions.
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Yeasts. In yeast the sizes of individuals were found

by Richards ('28b) to diminish progressively during

the early history of a culture fluid, just as was the case

in Scenedesmus. Later the size slowly increased to

a level which was maintained for several days.

12 18 24 30 36

Age of culture in hours
Figure 46. Progression of body length in Bacterium coli after implanta-

tion on fresh agar. Volumes are calculated at / X b
2
, in which b was derived

from area divided by length. (Data of Henrici, '23).

Bacteria. Only recently have changes of size with

age of culture been studied in bacteria. Whereas a

culture of ciliates or algae may require a week or two
to lead to significant changes of size, the heavy inocula

customarily used in bacterial cultures, together with

faster metabolism and multiplication, lead to critical

changes within a few hours. Observations were made
upon a number of different species by Clark and Ruehl
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('19); three representative sorts of results are repro-

duced in figure 45. In most species the size increased

suddenly after transplantation to new medium, and

gradually decreased to the original level after twelve

6 9

Time in hours

Figure 47. Progression of mean body length in Bacillus megatherium as

related to the age of the parent culture. At zero hours a culture was im-

planted from a 12-hour old parent culture. From this one, subcultures

were made at 2, 4, 6, and 8 hours ; individuals from each being fixed and

measured every hour. (Redrawn from Henrici, '24a).

hours. But in B. diphtheriae and related organisms

the reverse was the case.

Extensive analysis of these changes in bacteria has

been undertaken by Henrici ('23-'28). He first cor-

related the size changes with the rate of multiplication
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(figure 46). Obviously the size was largest when mul-
tiplication was most rapid. In finer analysis, Henrici

('28, p. 70) showed that the maximum size was reached

1 2 3 4 S 6

Age of culture in hours
8

Figure 48. Progression of body length in Bacillus megatherium in rela-

tion to the concentration of nutrients. Agar media with varying concentra-

tions of peptone and beef extract were compared, the strongest concentration

being 16 times the weakest. Concentrations 1 and 2 were not shown, but the

progressions were very similar to that for concentration 4. (Redrawn from
Henrici, '24b).

exactly when the maximum rate of multiplication was
reached, both diminishing thereafter. The enlarge-

ment of the body did not take the place of multiplica-
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tion in the "lag" period of multiplication; but body
growth of individuals was fastest when reproduction

was fastest. There was a lag in the accumulation of

total bulk as well as of numbers of individuals.

Figure 47 shows that the maintenance of a large

size was very transient, as in B. megatherium. Trans-
fer to new medium at the end of each four hours would
keep the body length above 8 micra, but by the end of

six hours the body size would have to start enlarging
all over again. Henrici ('24a) showed that the amount
of inoculum had a large influence upon size attained.

It is possible that a very few individuals, preferably of

a motile species, in a large volume of medium, would
be able to maintain the maximum size and maximum
reproductive rate for many hours as has been shown to

hold true for yeasts and ciliates.

Henrici ('24b) investigated the effect of concentra-
tion of organic nutrients upon body size, with the re-

sult shown in figure 48. More food material had rela-

tively little effect upon body size, though it had a

marked effect in prolonging the period of maximal re-

productive rate.

Henrici ('28) formulated evidence contrary to the

possibility that "metabolic products" accumulate to

the point of beginning to inhibit growth and reproduc-

tion, and suggested that internal changes ("physio-

logical youth") were induced by the mere presence of

fresh medium. The suggestion was made that the fac-

tor of cell size which varied may be the surface tension

at its boundaries, this being dependent in some way
upon influences of the medium upon metabolism or

chemical constitution.

Henrici ('28) presented a considerable amount of

data illustrating the effects of various properties of

culture fluid upon several species of bacteria. Par-

ticularly in relation to variability of size at different
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cultural ages can his results not be adequately treated

here. Suffice it to point out that the lowest variabili-

ties occurred slightly after the maximal sizes had been
attained; this might be taken to mean that the individ-

ual and the race were under most nearly "normal" con-

ditions when it was of largest size, was assimilating

fastest, and was reproducing fastest.

The relation between body size and the maximum
population attained in a uniform culture medium was
studied by Butterfield ('29), with the important out-

come that the total bulk of protoplasm was approxi-

mately uniform for diverse species. This seems to

mean that any one of five species of bacteria or the

ciliate Colpidium, which were the kinds measured,
would multiply until the food material had diminished

to some definite small amount. The material utilized

would yield the same mass of protoplasm whether
transformed by one species or another.

Experiments concerning the influence of the volume
of the medium and of the ratio of the number of organ-
isms to the volume and surface of the medium have not
been performed in such a way as to distinguish fully

between nutritional, physical, and specific chemical

factors. The influence of these factors upon size has

hardly been analyzed even to the extent of finding

whether such factors exist. It might be assumed that

one organism in a cubic millimeter of fluid is equivalent

to a thousand individuals in a cubic centimeter of fluid,

with respect to size and fission rate. But is it true that

such is the case? So far it can be stated only that the

contrary has never been satisfactorily observed.

4. Chemical Environment

Are those modifications in organisms which result

from ageing of the culture medium entirely due to

changes in the food supply, or can significant influ-
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ences result also from changes in the chemical nature

of the medium ? A culture medium is not an easy ob-

ject of chemical analysis. It is simpler and more satis-

factory to make up new medium with definite differ-

ences from the old, and find the result of the transfer.

To do this it is necessary to use large volumes of med-
ium, or else very frequent replacements of medium.

Concentration of salts. Most studies of the effect of

osmotic pressure or total concentration have been car-

ried out by placing comparable samples of organisms

into various dilutions of a salt solution.

Paramecium. The effects, upon the rate of growth
of individual Paramecia, of various concentrations of

sodium chloride were tested by Estabrook (TO), with

results which have already been given in figure 18. In

concentrations above M/30 the bodies were smaller

at all ages than the controls in hay infusion. At con-

centration M/10 growth apparently ceased. The ques-

tion naturally arises whether the smaller sizes in M/10
solutions were due to an inhibition of assimilation or

due to a reduced water content.

The answer to this is apparently given by tests

which Estabrook made upon adult Paramecium.
When, as shown in figure 49, individuals were put into

M/10 NaCl, they shrank markedly during the first 15

minutes. Then they began to recover in volume,

though probably not to the original value. This is the

sort of progression of body volume which occurs in

response to transfer to a similar solution on the part

of frogs and most other aquatic organisms which have
been tested. Curiously enough, this was earlier stated

by Enriques ('02) to be the course of events on the part

of certain protozoa; yet it is not recorded that he ac-

tually made any measurements of size.

To lower concentrations of sodium chloride, the re-

sponse was apparently similar but of less degree. Fig-
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ure 50 shows that, after acclimatization to the salt

solution was complete, the mean bulks were just as

large in concentrations up to M/20 as in the control

medium. This is evidence, for one species of ciliates,

that changes of total concentration are not significant

8 16 £4 32 40

Time In solution in minutes
Figure 49. Progression of body length and body volume (calculated as

/ X b
2
) in a culture of Paramecium which was transferred, at zero time, into

a 0.10 M solution of sodium chloride made up in hay infusion. At each

of the times indicated 50 individuals were fixed and measured. (Data of

Estabrook, '10).

factors in the influence exerted by ageing of medium.
But in concentrations above M/20 sodium chloride, the

osmotic pressures of the medium have marked effects

upon body size; evidently reversible dehydrations or

swellings are produced.
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Yeast. Similar changes of volume have been demon-
strated in yeast. Paine ('11) studied the progression

of cell volume with time, when the yeast individuals

were transferred to very strong solutions of several

substances. The results in two solutions which gave
contrasting size modifications are represented in figure

51. In less than one hour the body volumes dropped

CD
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Concentration of NaCI
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Figure 50. The influence of various concentrations of sodium chloride

(made up in hay infusion) upon body-volume (calculated as / X b
2

) in a

clone of Paramecium caudatum. Each point represents the average of 50

individuals which were fixed at the end of 48 hours in the solution, within

which time fission occurred on the average once in each of the original

animals. Concentration is expressed as molar. (Data of Estabrook, '10).

very greatly; how greatly we cannot tell. Thereafter
the individuals in the urea solution recovered their

original volumes and maintained them ; but those in the

sodium chloride solution recovered only slightly, and
later shrank further. It is possible that the differences

in the various solutions were due in part to modifica-

tions in the rate of multiplication of individuals with
time, for the body volumes were reckoned from hema-
tocrit determinations that were carried out upon cul-
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tures which were initially equivalent in being inocu-

lated with similar samples. Paine believed that the

urea entered the bodies, while NaCl did not, which is

the customary assumption made in plasmolysis ex-

periments.
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of the later work of Paine, which was just discussed,

one would like to know the mean time elapsed before

the recorded results were obtained; the investigators

merely state that "at least 15 minutes" elapsed before

measurements were begun.

Almost identical with the results of Drabble are the
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Figure 52. Effect of various concentrations of sodium chloride upon the

mean volume of Saccharomyces cereviseae. The yeasts were placed in each

solution directly from a sugar medium where the mean volume was 402

cubic micra. From 16 to 31 different individuals were measured for each

point. (Data of Drabble, Drabble, and Scott, '07).

changes of volume in yeast which may be derived from

data that Rubner ('24) obtained by an entirely differ-

ent method. He placed samples of a uniform stock of

yeast into various concentrations of sodium chloride,

and measured the ratio of water to nitrogen at the end

of 24 hours. When calculated as relative body vol-

umes, the data fall along the curve of figure 52. This

fact makes it probable that the yeast cells measured by
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Drabble had already attained their equilibrium vol-

umes in the various solutions.

In measurements of relative volumes at the end of

45 minutes, Seliber and Katznelson ('29) observed

shrinkages in various concentrations of NaCl which

were approximately half those found by Drabble. But
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coccus when placed in various solutions of sodium

chloride. The results are indicated in figure 53, each

point of the graph representing measurements of

diameter made upon over a hundred cells. The curve

is of the same shape as for yeast.

In the green colonial flagellate Gonium, Hartmann
('24b) obtained giant individuals by cultivating in

"Knop solution" of 0.02 or 0.05 osmolar concentration

instead of the usual 0.001 osmolar. Upon transfer to

the more concentrated medium, reproduction ceased

for several days while growth proceeded. When a

larger size had been attained, then reproduction began

in a few colonies; but most continued to grow until

each individual had three times the usual diameter.

This increase of about 27 times in volume required

many days, and the individuals which became largest

never reproduced, but died. If large individuals were

returned to the dilute medium, they divided very rapid-

ly, and thus gradually restored the size of the individ-

uals. In this process there was a sudden increase in

the number of fissions per colony, for whereas each

individual normally divided four times in quick suc-

cession, they now divided five times, thus producing

colonies of 32 individuals instead of the usual 16 in-

dividuals.

Mechanism. We may compare the amount of

shrinkage in solutions of equal osmotic pressures in

the several species of unicellular organisms which

have been measured. Fortner ('25), whose results

were given earlier in figure 23, found that Paramecium
lost 73 percent in volume when transferred from water

to a solution of sucrose having an osmotic pressure of

10 atmospheres. The time required for this degree of

shrinkage is not known. In sodium chloride solutions

of equal osmotic pressure (0.24 M), yeast lost only 26

percent and Pleurococcus 54 percent. The conclusions
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to be drawn from this comparison are far from clear;

it is probable that the conditions of experiment do not

sanction the comparison at all. But it might be that

the concentrations of the bodily contents are inversely

proportional to the losses by shrinkage.

Any interpretation of the mechanism governing

shrinkage in solutions would involve assumptions. The
usual conclusion is that no solute can penetrate the

boundary between body and medium, and that the

water is then distributed between the two in propor-

tion to the relative osmotic pressures of body and of

medium. The data also allow the probability that

other forces are present, namely, forces such as main-

tain considerable concentrations of salts and organic

compounds inside the bodies when the medium has

zero concentration.

The effects of strong solutions of sodium chloride,

of urea, and of sucrose upon body size are important

in themselves. But they are certainly not factors

which explain the differences between aged culture

medium and new culture medium.
Acidity. Hydrogen ion concentration is known to

affect unicellular organisms in various physiological

respects. It is abundantly known that this concentra-

tion changes significantly with time in most culture

media. Its effect upon body size has been studied in

one species by Chalkley ('29).

Body volumes in Ameba proteus were measured by

Chalkley, either by calculation from the areas of in-

dividuals viewed simultaneously from two angles, or

by measurement of the lengths of individuals drawn
into capillary tubes of known bore. In solutions of

lactose, glycerol, and urea which were certainly hyper-

tonic, body volumes always diminished, the changes

increasing with concentration and with time. In

Ringer's solutions buffered to various hydrogen ion
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concentrations from pH 6.4 to 8.0 there were always

losses of volume, for the individuals came into the

solutions from nearly pure water. The losses were

most rapid at pH 7.0. But in pH 6.4 to 6.0 the body
volumes always increased. The modifications of vol-

ume after complete acclimatization to the various acidi-

ties, as in succeeding generations, were not recorded;

they might be very different from the initial changes

which were observed.

Attention is eventually also required to the corres-

pondence and lack of correspondence between the

hydrogen ion concentration of the body substances

and that of the medium, and its effects.

Metabolic products. Apparently nothing is known
with respect to the influence of specific chemical com-
pounds, either inorganic or organic, upon body sizes.

Yet it is generally supposed that the accumulation of

some metabolic products, possibly organic, is the ef-

fective factor of ageing in a culture medium. The
different types of substances which are end-products

of metabolism in organisms are not so numerous that

they cannot be tested with respect to their effects, both

separately and in combination, both upon fission rate

and upon body size.

Trypanosome hosts. The apparent complexity of

the sort of analysis of various conditions which is ulti-

mately required, may be pictured from the work with

parasitic trypanosomes. Wendelstadt and Fellmer

('10) infected various species of cold-blooded animals

with Trypanosoma brucei from rats. In the blood of

grass-snakes the infecting individuals were much
smaller after four days of infection, especially at the

eighth day, than they were in the blood of the rats.

When put back into rats from the snakes, the parasites

were much larger than in the original rat infection.

Moreover, the large size persisted not only for many
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generations of trypanosomes but throughout several

passages into new rats. The observations were con-

tinued through twenty passages, and it was found that

gradually the size returned to normal. Taliaferro ('24)

found the influences upon the parasites of the same
host at different ages of infection to change markedly
with time; the effects of different host species required

to be reinvestigated with this in mind. The changes of

size observed might be considered as the resultant of

continuation of growth during inhibition of multipli-

cation and vice versa.

Wendelstadt and Fellmer also passed Trypanosoma
brucei from rats into tortoises, lizards, salamanders,

beetles, and slugs. In several of these species the try-

panosomes could not be found, but when the blood was
inoculated into new rats trypanosomes, sometimes of

immensely modified sizes, reappeared. Similar results

were in several instances found with Trypanosoma
lewisi.

The species Trypanosoma rotatorium showed ana-

logous changes of size when Noller ('13) inoculated it

into tadpoles and frogs. Moreover, the sizes were tre-

mendously greater in the tadpoles than in the frogs,

so that if a tadpole bearing the parasites underwent
metamorphosis, its trypanosomes would become much
smaller. Various factors were investigated by Noller

to account for the size diversity, without finding a

crucial one.

It may be pointed out that the diversities of sizes

among populations of trypanosomes which are derived

from different hosts, as in the observations of Bruce

('11, '13), are completely paralleled by the diversities

of size in clones of protozoa at different ages of the

culture, or at different temperatures, or on different

foods. Yet Pearson ('14) postulated, from the prem-

ises of statistical significance, that in a particular in-
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stance the chances were less than one in a hundred
thousand that two selected frequency curves of size

represented the same species of parasite in different

hosts. The biological responses to environments must
be taken into account more seriously than the differ-

ences which appear to exist in the "internal" differ-

entiation of unicellular individuals.

Other parasite hosts. A number of parasite species

were inoculated by Hegner ('29) from the intestinal

tracts of various birds into the intestinal tracts of para-

site-free chicks. He measured the size frequencies when
in the original hosts, after the various inoculations, and

after cultivation on artificial media. Large differences

of mean sizes were found in each situation. The size

of the organism is, obviously, just as much a character-

istic of the medium in which it finds itself as of the species

to which it belongs.

5. Radiations

The studies of the effects of radiations upon size are at

present wholly inadequate and primitive. Pauli and

Hartmann ('24) observed that Paramecia swelled after

being treated with cathode rays. The treatment was

evidently severe, since new surfaces and new vacuoles

formed in the cytoplasm. Calkins ('29) measured a

sudden and large diminution in the size of Uroleptus

ten minutes after exposure to a mercury-vapor lamp.

After this shrinkage the organisms did not change in

volume, though it was 48 hours before death oc-

curred. For reproducible results monochromic radia-

tions of measured intensities must be used, and signifi-

cant numbers of organisms must be measured at vari-

ous periods of time after treatment has been adminis-

tered.



CHAPTER X

SIZE IN RELATION TO BODY SURFACE
r

Afavorite conception with those who have thought

about the limitation of body size, is that somehow
the ratio of surface to volume is important. Spencer
('66) for instance, suggested several ways in which
surface could be significant in physiological activities.

But with one exception no specific instance has been
demonstrated in which, for example, the supply or

excretion of some particular material proved to be the

limiting factor for body size.

1. Diffusion of Oxygen

The supply of oxygen might be such a factor. Does
a reduction of the tension at which oxygen is supplied

to the surface of the body influence the sizes attained

by unicellular individuals? The possibility was tested

in Colpoda (Adolph, '29). Certain numbers of young
individuals were placed upon microscope slides in

drops of culture fluid containing high concentrations

of food organisms. Half of the slides and drops were
placed in a gas-chamber where they were kept for 24
hours in an atmosphere of one part of air and three

parts of hydrogen. The other half of the slides and
drops were kept in a moist-chamber in room air. The
frequencies of sizes among the individuals which be-

came adults were then measured, and are represented

in figure 54. In the low tension of oxygen the individ-

uals were all smaller than any in air tension. They
were small enough to produce only two progeny each,

while the larger control individuals had four progeny
each.

158
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The fact that a low tension of oxygen both shortened

the lives of the individuals, and caused the adults to

be smaller, adds another factor to the long list of those

already found to be effective in the control of the size

of unicellular individuals. But the pressing question

is, was there a lack of oxygen within the body?
Supply of oxygen. Within recent years methods of

calculating how far substances will diffuse into tissues
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that the oxygen tension at the center of such a body,
which is consuming oxygen uniformly throughout,

will fall to zero when the shortest radius of the ellip-

soid
/5D xc

A

D being the coefficient of diffusion which was deter-

mined for frog tissues by Krogh ('19a), C the tension

of oxygen at the surface of the body, and A the rate of

oxygen consumption. The radius required turns out

to be

/5 X 1.4 X 10- 5 X 60 X 0.209
= 0.0148 cm = 148 micra,

4

when the culture fluid is in equilibrium with room air.

When the tension is reduced to one-fourth that of

room air, the radius will be one-half as great, or 74

micra. The shortest radius of an ellipsoidal Colpoda,

whose volume is the mean of those individuals in figure

54 which were exposed to 40 mm. oxygen tension, is

40 micra; for the individuals exposed to room air it is

50 micra. There seems to have been no absence of

oxygen anywhere in the bodies, of either control or

low-oxygen individuals.

Oxygen consumption. It is worth while to find out

whether there are any other unicellular species where
oxygen will barely penetrate to the center. This can

be judged for those species whose rates of oxygen con-

sumption have been measured. In table 13 the avail-

able determinations have been listed.
1 Among the cili-

ates, which are the only species whose body size is suffi-

cient to bring them into consideration, none has a

greater rate of oxygen consumption than Colpoda has,
1 Numerous other determinations of oxygen consumption have been

referred to the dry weight of the organisms used, as by Callow ('24),

Meyerhof ('25), and Copping ('29). Still other determinations have not

included any measure of the quantity of organisms used.
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and the shortest radius of none of these forms is

greater. Complete lack of oxygen apparently does not

occur anywhere in the bodies of individuals in culture

media which are in equilibrium with air.

The lowered tension of oxygen, in the experiment of

figure 54, therefore exerted its effect not by denying
oxygen to the tissue. It may have acted by lowering

the concentration of oxygen in the tissue in connection

with some process which was thus limited. One pos-

sible way in which a low tension might be conceived

to have a significant influence is through its liberation

of the processes which form acid in tissues, such as was
investigated, particularly by Meyerhof ('25) and
termed by him the Pasteur effect.

2 The effect is pres-

ent in yeast and probably a great many other species

and tissues. Shoup ('29) found that a very considerable

tension of oxygen was required at the surfaces of certain

bacteria in order that their oxygen consumption might

remain maximal. From this it appears that in the

Colpoda the tension of oxygen was certainly low enough

to make its shortage felt, even though oxygen was not

actually absent in any part of the body.

But, oxygen is not necessary for survival, as was
shown by Spallanzani (1803), and by Pasteur ('61) to

be true for many kinds of unicellular organisms; this

has since been widely investigated. Although Para-

mecium is killed in a few minutes by lack of oxygen
when suspended in a drop of medium (Zoethout, '99;

Putter, '05), it and other ciliate species survive for

many hours or days when put into large volumes of

fluid without oxygen (Putter, '05).

Whether oxygen penetrates to the interior of an

individual by diffusion alone can hardly be strictly as-

sumed. It is conveyed by water in those species which

have unidirectional migrations of water, certainly in

a Pasteur (76).
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all those with contractile vacuoles; and it is circulated

by protoplasmic cycloses in many more species.

Whether oxygen is utilized equally fast by all re-

gions of a unicellular body is not known. It is possible

that some of the visible structures do not respire at all.

The conception has been widely prevalent that nuclei

consume oxygen faster than cytoplasms ; this is based

on experiments with nucleoproteins and with micro-

chemical tests. Child and Deviney ('26) reasoned

from the localized effects of cyanides, and Kalmus
('28) concluded from microchemical tests with me-
thylene blue, that oxidations might be more rapid in

Paramecium at the two ends of the body. The con-

tractile vacuoles of various organisms have been sup-

posed to be essential in assisting in the supply of

oxygen (Rossbach, 72; Degen, '05) and presumably
in the localization of the utilization.

If the functioning of cilia uses up oxygen, then the

superficial layers of the body may consume it in higher
proportion than the rest of the body. Actually the

work done by cilia calculates out to be less than one
percent of the oxygen consumption of Paramecium,
according to Ludwig ('28a), even allowing only 20

percent efficiency. For locomotion and ingestion by
flagella, the same relationships hold as for ciliary func-

tions. Angerer ('19a) calculated that the work done
by the flagella of a bacterium in locomotion amounted
to less than one ten-thousandth of the energy obtained

by oxidations.

2. Diffusion of Other Substances

The limitation of the supply or removal of sub-

stances other than oxygen has not been tested in rela-

tion to body size. Carbon dioxide, due to its high solu-

bility in water, can hardly accumulate under natural

conditions. Urea, in concentrations up to 0.14 M, had
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no marked effect upon body size in Colpoda (Adolph,
'29). Other specific products of metabolism have bare-

ly been identified in protista.

Organic consumption. The rate at which organic

substances are transformed in unicellular organisms
is enormous. Putter ('24) calculated, from the rate of

oxygen consumption of Bacillus fluorescens non-lique-

faciens (see table 13), that an individual must con-

sume its own weight of oxygen every 20 minutes, and
its own content of organic substances every 4.3 min-
utes at 15°C. It may be assumed that some of the

organic constituents are preserved from burning, to

serve as structural machinery; whence it follows that

the actual turn-over of the fuel contained in the body
is really still faster. In no particular instance is the site

of combustion known; it is possible that most of it is

near the surface and that compounds of greater dif-

fusivity are then formed to furnish energy to interior

points. But in any case the rate of combustion must
be near the limit of the rate of penetration of the or-

ganic compounds, even with the tremendous surface

present. In this species of bacteria the specific surface

amounts to 210,000, using the term as denned by Ost-

wald (see Thompson, '17, p. 32) ; that is, 210,000 square

centimeters for each cubic centimeter of body sub-

stance. This is something like 170 times the specific

diffusing surface of the blood-vessels of human muscles

(Krogh, '19b). Angerer ('19b) pointed out that spe-

cific surfaces of this order of magnitude were especially

prevalent in spirochaetes.

3. Locomotion

One of the possible relationships of surface is im-

plicated in the carrying out of locomotion by cilia or

flagella. Given cilia of a certain size and structure, the

force exerted by all of them is proportional to their
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number, and the number on an individual is propor-

tional to its surface. But the mass of the body, which
is, if of the same density, proportional to three-halves

power of the surface, has to be propelled against

gravity as well as horizontally. To keep from sinking

it is necessary to increase its velocity with its size; the

force expended to do so must be proportional to the

seven-fourth power of the surface (Thompson, '17).

Power required. The force developed in locomotion

in Paramecium was estimated by Jensen ('93) from
the centrifugal force necessary to prevent its char-

acteristic progression away from gravity. From this

force he calculated the power expended in normal
movement, which depended also upon the difference

in density between body and water. Jensen estimated

the relative density as 1.25, a value higher than is now
tenable for almost any living tissue. Allison ('24) by
a more reliable method arrived at a mean value of 1.042

for a particular lot of ciliate bodies. From his erron-

eous estimate Jensen obtained a figure which was much
too high for the power exerted during locomotion by
cilia.

It was shown by Bresslau ('13) that the power ex-

erted by the individual to lift its own body can be

calculated without knowing its specific gravity. He
found that the limiting length for a Paramecium would
be about 2 mm. ; which is far beyond the actual dimen-

sion of any living Paramecium, but barely beyond that

of a Spirostomum. Bresslau pointed out that among
rhabdocoele worms, all those species which are over

3 mm. long characteristically creep, and only those un-

der this length use their cilia in swimming. This ratio

of ciliary power to momentum may be a concrete limit-

ing factor for species in general, but it has not been

tested experimentally as a factor of size within a spe-

cies.
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The power required for locomotion was considered

as a function of body size by Angerer ('19a) and Lud-
wig ('28a), using rod bacteria and Paramecium as

types. They concluded that the expenditure for loco-

motion would be proportional to the square of the body
surface, which is a fairly close approximation to

Thompson's value. The possibility always remains

that types of cilia may differ so that in larger indi-

viduals more power is exerted by each cilium. When
sea-water is the natural medium, the density of the

body may equal that of the medium, thus avoiding this

consequence of size.

Assimilation. In an analogous way it can be sup-

posed that a ciliary mechanism of ingestion which is

adequate for a small race would be inadequate for some
larger race. The power of the cilia will be proportional

to the body surface, instead of to the body volume
which is to be supplied with food. No one has con-

ceived a utility for measuring growth as a function of

body surface
;
yet from the standpoint of most mechan-

isms of assimilation, increment of body substance

would be expected to be proportional to surface. The
tacit assumption seems to be that somehow an organis-

mal type will increase its surface in order to keep up

with the demands of its mass.

4. Forces Peculiar to Surfaces

The principle of similitude is the recognition of the

fact that of physical forces, a certain number act at the

surface or are proportional to the surface, while cer-

tain others act upon all the units of the mass and there-

fore are proportional to bulk. For instance, the den-

sity of a body is wholly the expression of the intensity

with which gravity acts upon its mass ; but the velocity

with which the body sinks through water or another
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medium is proportional not only to the density difference,

but also to some function of the surface.

Surface tension and size. It was pointed out by
Thompson ('17, p. 34) that micro-organisms differ

most essentially from large organisms because the

forces which are important to them are surface forces,

or forces on a molecular scale, instead of the forces

such as gravity which act upon bulk. This fact ex-

presses itself in the prevalence of spherical forms,

which are particularly common among unicellular

species. The force which prevails in the attainment of

such a body form is, of course, surface tension.

Surface tension may be said to be effective over dis-

tances of about 0.05 micra (Thompson, '17, p. 43), so

that an organism with this radius is all surface. Dif-

ferentiation of structure within such an organism

would require tremendous forces of other sorts, to

combat the intermolecular tensions in the regulation of

the distribution of substances. The equilibrium of

forces which accompanies a given set of bodily dimen-

sions may be regarded as the resultant of surface ten-

sions opposed to internal or massive forces. Some of

the massive forces are measurable as cohesion, elastic-

ity, and viscosity.

Viscosity. In general, the larger the departure

from the spherical form, the greater are the massive

forces prevailing in a liquid or partially liquid mass.

The absolute viscosity of one species of unicellular or-

ganism has been measured; Paramecium was found

by Fetter ('26) to have a value 8000 times water. It

is a stiff gel instead of a true liquid. But Jacobs ('22)

showed that the viscosity of Paramecium and of Col-

pidium was readily modified; the production of a

higher intracellular acidity by the administration of

carbon dioxide caused at first a decrease and later an

increase of viscosity. It is not recorded whether sig-
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nificant changes of bodily proportions accompanied

the change of viscosity. The viscosity of Stentor was

found by Heilbrunn ('23) to be markedly modified in

either direction by the presence of certain cations in

the medium.
In contrast to the high viscosity of these ciliates

stands the value for the internal mass or plasmasol of

Ameba. Heilbrunn ('29) ascertained that this was
only twice the viscosity of water.

In Ameba there is a continuous local change of vis-

cosity of the body substance; in this sort of organism

it is doubtful whether size could be a simple correlative

of the ratio of surface forces to internal forces. Chalk-

ley ('29) made some measurements of relative volumes

of fluid and solid portions under various conditions;

but it seems probable that some ratio which would af-

fect size would be much less than the errors of his

measurements.
Surface tension and fission. One of the favorite

"theories" of cell division has been that the lowering

of surface tension relative to massive forces results in

fission. Perhaps such a hypothesis is only a descrip-

tion which adds nothing to direct observation. But

the hypothesis leads to a definite type of experiment;

namely, actually to lower the surface tension between

medium and organism to see if smaller body sizes then

prevail. Up to the present time, however, the only ex-

periments of this sort have not measured body size,

but rather shape, rate of multiplication, flotation, in-

fection, and viability (Larson, '28). The rate of multi-

plication of some species of bacteria was found to be

decreased by the addition of soaps, which can equally

readily be explained as an effect of some other sort

than surface tension. Indeed, to avoid the surface

effect of the reagent, the body may easily contain a

concentration of the substance proportional to that of
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the medium, except in the first few seconds of treat-

ment. Moreover, the effect of soaps and the like upon
liquid :air surface is hardly equalled by their effect

upon liquid :liquid surfaces.

Paramecia were reported by Bauer ('24) to swell

when sodium taurocholate was added to the culture

fluid. No measurements were recorded in support of

the conclusion, and rounding-up of the bodies was ob-

served, which would make it difficult to compare ac-

curately the total body volumes under the two condi-

tions.

Perhaps the only striking evidence for the import-

ance of surface forces is the generally observed fact

that fission occurs in the equator of least area. An
elonguated body is usually fissioned at right angles to

the long axis. There are some apparent exceptions to

this rule, which rule originated with Hofmeister ('63).

The exceptions may be taken to indicate that surface

forces are not in every case the most intense ones

which are operative.

In a number of unicellular species it has been ob-

served that the growth of individuals is almost wholly

in length, and is not equal in all directions. Parame-
cium, and certain, perhaps many, bacilli are examples

(Jennings, '08b; Schmalhausen '26; Henrici, '28, p.93).

The ratio of surface to mass is thus kept almost con-

stant between one cell division and the next, and so

the total energy of the surface keeps pace with the

mass. Unless, therefore, the tension in the surface

varies with absolute size, there is no corollary of simili-

tude which would cause a crisis to bring on fission. At
present there is nothing to show why growth is dispro-

portionate in the various dimensions. Reasons need

urgently to be discovered as to why most kinds of uni-

cellular organisms are not spherical, and why even
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though not spherical their proportions are not main-

tained constant as the individual enlarges.

Electrical charge. Another force of little impor-

tance in limiting the form and size of large organisms,

but of great importance to micro-organisms, is electri-

cal potential. Whereas to a frog differences of electri-

cal potential may have to do with the equilibria of sub-

stances between body and medium, in a bacterium they

have to do not only with these local processes but also

with bodily individuality and with resistance to many
sorts of death-producers, which depend upon stability

in suspension. In other words, a potential may com-

pensate for a high force of cohesion or a small surface

tension. A potential is one more means by which the

balance of surface and internal forces may be adjusted.

It is known that the preservation of bodily integrity

by unicellular organisms does not depend so much
upon chemical differences between body and medium
as upon physical boundaries. One of the ways in

which lethal substances produce their effects is by

modifying the electrical properties of the surface. This

was shown extensively by the observations of Hardy
and Harvey ('11), who measured the potential by ca-

taphoresis of the organisms which had been treated in

various ways. It is hardly enough to realize that elec-

trical properties are significant in organisms of small

size; modifications of size must be sought in correla-

tion with changes of potential.



CHAPTER XI

SIZE OF NUCLEUS

T^\ata upon the modifications of size of various por-
*-^ tions of the unicellular body are, in the nature of

the organisms, very few. For that reason this chapter

will include nothing upon the less visibly differentiated

kinds such as bacteria and yeasts. Some of the studies

which have been already reviewed contained informa-

tion upon the variability and growth of the several

dimensions of the body. But, morphologically speak-

ing, almost the only distinct region or portion of the

body which has received study is the nucleus.

1. Some Internal Factors

It was a natural expectation, supported by general

observation, that various intracellular structures are

proportionate in bulk to the whole body. The analogy
of these structures to the organs of the metazoan body
made this assumption more than gratuitous. But it

could be tested only by actual measurements. Two
questions had to be investigated; first, did such pro-

portionality hold within a species, and second, did it

hold upon comparing different species?

Relative size. The first measurements of nuclei

and of the bodies to which they belonged were made
upon a wild population of Paramecium by Hertwig
('89). He ascertained upon each individual the two
linear dimensions, length and breadth; and drew the

conclusions that length and breadth varied in propor-

tion to one another. He gathered that each of the two
dimensions was correlated between the body and its

nucleus. When the relative volumes are calculated

171 N*
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from his measurements (figure 55) the correlation be-

tween body and nucleus is far from striking; most of

the measurements, however, were made upon individ-

uals which had just finished fission, and it is certain, at

least, that these were smaller both in nucleus and in

body than the older specimens.
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Figure 55. Correlation between nuclear volume and body volume in Para-

mecium caudatum. The volumes of the macro-nucleus and of the body are

calculated at / X b
2

. (Data of Hertwig, '89).

Theory of fission. At the time, these measurements

seemed merely to demonstrate what might be expected,

namely, that large and small individuals were built

approximately in proportion. But in later years some
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observations (of Gerassimow, '02) upon polyploid

Spirogyra and (of Boveri, '02) upon cells of sea-ur-

chin eggs, brought to light more exact proportionali-

ties between nuclear quantity and body volume. Hert-

12 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 108

Time after fission in hours

Figure 56. Growth in volume of the nucleus and in the ratio of body volume
to nuclear volume during one generation in Frontonia leucas, at 25°C. (up-

per) and at 14°C. (lower). Volumes were calculated as / X b X t. Each
point represents one individual fixed and measured ; compared to its own
sister individual fixed at the time of fission. The points were averaged

at intervals to give the lines drawn. The body volumes of the same indi-

viduals are shown in figure 13. (Data of Popoff, '08).
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wig ('02) saw in this a relationship which was possibly

a general one. He ('03) gave to it a theoretical im-

portance, for he suggested that the size of the nucleus

controlled the size of the body. A certain bulk of

nucleus presided over the accumulation of so much
cytoplasm; when this much had been attained the nu-
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Figure 57. Growth in volume of the nucleus and in the ratio of body volume

to nuclear volume during one generation in Paramecium caudatum at 25 °C.

Volumes were calculated as / X b X t. Each point represents one individual

fixed and measured. The body volumes of the same individuals are shown
in figure 8. (Data of Popoff, '09).

cleus was forced suddenly to double itself, and fission

of the body occurred. This was, therefore, a possible

mechanism of fission which included in it a means of

regulating body size; though ultimately it left open

the question as to what controlled the rate of assimila-

tion on the part of the cytoplasm, a physiological ques-
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tion which might be temporarily shoved aside by sup-

posing that assimilation automatically proceeded as

fast as ingestion could be accomplished.

Growth. The real test of the hypothesis was to see

how the nucleus grew as compared with the body dur-

ing the life of the individual. This study was under-

taken by Popoff ('08) upon the large ciliate Frontonia.

Individuals which were growing at 25°C. and at 14°C.

were killed at various intervals of time after they had
emerged from fission. The relative sizes of the nuclei

of these single individuals are plotted in figure 56,

while the sizes of their bodies are represented earlier

in figure 13. The bodies were relatively larger than

the nuclei at all ages up until shortly before fission,

when the nuclei underwent great enlargement.

This was a surprisingly good fit to the theory. Pop-
off ('09) proceeded in the same way with Parame-
cium (figure 57), and with only fifteen individuals to

measure from, arrived at the identical result.

The agreement of Popoff's results with a theory

announced five years earlier must have been so con-

vincing as to deter other investigators from studying

the rate of growth of nuclei. But, now twenty years

after, it would be interesting to see how the measure-
ments result when made by an investigator who had
no theory upon the subject. Examination of Popoff's

linear measurements show that an error of one scale

division in the values here and there would have made
large differences in the outcome. In other words, at

each time interval enough determinations are required

so that they can be treated statistically.

Multinucleate species. Another way of testing

whether nuclear bulk was proportionate to size of body
was to study species having variable numbers of nuclei

(more than one). Such a species was the heliozoan

Actinosphaerium which Hertwig ('98) had previously
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studied with respect to reproduction, and nuclear re-

lationships of which Geoffrey Smith ('03) proceeded

partially to analyze. In this species up to 650 nuclei

were present in a single vegetative individual. The
number of nuclei was found by Smith to be closely cor-

related with the dimensions of the individual. As far
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Figure 58. Correlation between the number of nuclei and the cube of the

diameter (in arbitrary units) in Actinosphaerium eichhorni. Individuals

were grouped according to their diameters, and the modal numbers of nuclei

in each group are here plotted. (Data of G. Smith, '03).

as the data indicate (figure 58) the number was prob-

ably proportional to the volume of the whole individ-

ual, and not to its diameter or its surface.

The formation of cysts which was induced by lack

of food caused the death of most of the nuclei, leaving

a few, each of which then formed one cyst. The num-
ber of cysts formed also was found to be a function of

the size of the individuals in which they formed and
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therefore of the total number of nuclei originally pres-

ent. In warm temperatures fewer cysts formed and
in cold temperatures more cysts formed, from similar-

sized individuals; nevertheless the sizes of the cysts

themselves were unaffected by the temperature.

In this species it was possible to distinguish to some
extent the volume of the nucleus from the volume of

the chromatin condensed within it. In the warm tem-

peratures the nuclei became larger, but the chromatin

masses smaller. This is an instructive warning con-

cerning the deduction of correlations for nuclear

materials. Smith made no measurements of size fre-

quencies in nuclei or chromatin.

In several species of Arcella, similar observations

were made by Hegner ('20). In the species A. poly-

pora the number of nuclei varied up to seven, and the

size of the shell increased with the number. The num-
ber was very closely correlated with the volume of the

individual, as figure 59 shows, on the assumption that

the volume was proportional to the cube of the di-

ameter of the disk-shaped shell. This was exactly the

situation found in Actinosphaerium. In the Arcella

dentata, where no more than two nuclei occurred,

measurements of a large population (428 individuals)

showed that the modal diameter for binucleates was
125 percent of that for uninucleates. This ratio of di-

ameters corresponds to a ratio of cubes or body vol-

umes of 197 percent; the individuals with two nuclei

had therefore almost exactly doubled the bulk of the

individuals with one nucleus.

Growing Opalinae from the intestines of tadpoles

were studied by Hegner and Wu ('21) with the result

that the volume of cytoplasm appeared to decrease as

the number of nuclei per individual became greater.

Nevertheless the correlation of body volume and num-
ber of nuclei was very high. On the basis of substan-
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tial numbers of measurements, the exact volume of

cytoplasm which must accumulate before each nucleus

began to divide was calculated.

Excision of cytoplasm. The effect upon the size of

the nucleus of removing cytoplasm has been studied in
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body sizes were fully attained before fission occurred.

If cut just before fission, then the fission proceeded
at the location already determined for it, in each of the

two instances studied. In these individuals also the

nuclei did not shrink, and the cytoplasms underwent
prolonged growth in the next generation. That the

nuclei shrank during regenerations of cytoplasm in

in Bursariae was believed by Sokoloff ('24), but ac-

curate measurements were impossible in this species.

It is also stated by Dembowska ('25) that the nuclei

of Stylonychiae shrank during regeneration, but no
measurements were given.

Studies upon Ameba have been carried out repeated-

ly. Removal of cytoplasm led, according to Gruber
('12), to shrinkage of nuclei; and, although measure-
ments of the nuclei were not published, the relative

numbers of individuals which showed shrinkage and
which did not, were reported. The fact that the cut

Amebae did not survive and reproduce in most cases,

may mean that cultural conditions were unfavorable.

These experiments were repeated by Phelps ('26),

measurements being given for one individual in which
the nucleus diminished in diameter after three days.

But the shape and proportions of the nucleus also

changed in that time. Moreover, the diminution was
greater after five days than after the first three, show-
ing that regeneration was not going on. Any respon-

sive adjustment of nuclear volume should be looked
for in the first few hours, one would suppose. In an-

other experiment by Phelps ('26) cytoplasm was cut

away on successive days, until the organism had only
about one-eightieth of the usual adult volume. But
in this instance the data regarding the size of the nu-
cleus show that the nucleus was then absolutely some-
what larger than in the average full-sized Ameba.
With the use of favorable and controllable cultural
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conditions it was reported by Hartmann ('28) that,

after the artificial removal of cytoplasm in Ameba and
during subsequent regeneration, the size of the nucleus

remained unchanged.
Excision of nuclei. Variations of the number of nu-

clei present in Arcella were produced by Hegner ('20)

by cutting away some nuclei. As already shown in

figures 28 and 29, the body volume was, within a few
generations, regulated in approximate proportion to

the number of nuclei present. But very frequently

the number of nuclei was restored to its original value

by a process of fission which consisted of nuclear di-

vision and empty shell formation without cytoplasm

separation. This sort of adjustment is not known
to be connected in any simple manner with body size,

and offers a further problem in regulation.

Pieces of Stentor, in which both the nucleus and the

cytoplasm had been diminished by cutting, always

gave rise to progeny of the body size normal to the

race (Burnside, '29). The size of the nucleus, as well

as the number of nuclei and the volume of the cyto-

plasm, was apparently regulated at its old value by

any unit of the body that was capable of carrying on at

all. Hence it is probable that the regulator is not itself

any structure of definite size.

Summary. It may be concluded that within a multi-

nuclear clone the number of similar nuclei and the vol-

ume of cytoplasm are usually proportional. This im-

plies nothing about the mechanisms of control of the

size of the whole body, for it is also found that under

constant conditions the size is preserved so that each

individual has about so many nuclei. Some observa-

tions given in table 5 upon Actinosphaerium cultivated

under highly constant conditions, show that the varia-

bility of body volume is hardly any greater than in the

uninuclear Actinophrys; yet each Actinosphaerium
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had a hundred or more nuclei and each Actinophrys
had only one.

Ratios in different races. The question remains
whether the ratios of nuclear volume to body volume
are similar in various unicellular species which have
discrete nuclei. This is far from being the case. The
nuclei may form 8 per cent of the body or they may
constitute much less than 1 per cent.

Within a species the ratio also differs tremendously
among different clones. This was demonstrated by
Popoff ('09) by comparing the various results upon
Paramecium in the Munich laboratory, all the meas-
urements having presumably been made under similar

conditions. Whereas Rautmann's ('09) cultures

showed 15 times as much body as nucleus, Popoff's

showed 48 times as much. Intermediate lay the ob-

servations of Hertwig ('89) and Glaser (quoted by
Popoff) at about 30 times.

2. Some External Factors

Temperature. Temperature has been said to modi-
fy slightly the volumetric ratio of body to nucleus.

Evidence on this point is contained in the data of Raut-
mann ('09), which are reproduced in figure 60. It ap-

pears that the ratio is greatest at 20° in Paramecium.
But the differences are only slightly greater than the

standard deviations within the groups measured. In

Stylonychia (figure 61) the same observer found no
significant change with temperature. In Frontonia
the ratio was found by Popoff ('08) to be slightly

greater at 25° than at 14°.

In all species (figure 61) the absolute volume of the

nucleus was markedly diminished at higher tempera-
tures. This was the case with the bodies of the same
three species (above in figure 36). In view of all the

errors involved in the data it is safe to conclude that
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volume, and upon the volume of the nucleus, in Paramecium caudatum.

Two clonal cultures {A and B) were used, each being kept successively
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are all shown. Volumes were calculated as /X b
2

. (Data of Rautmann,

'09).
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the ratio of body to nucleus is almost constant over a

large range of modifications of body size caused by
temperature.

Hunger. Starvation has been found by many to be
a potent factor in nuclear size. Most of the studies

of this factor have been of organisms cultivated under
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Figure 61. Effect of temperature upon the ratio of body volume to nuclear

volume, and upon the volume of the nucleus, in three species of ciliates.

Only average results are shown, including those for Paramecium which are

shown in detail in figure 60. (Data of Popoff, '08, and of Rautmann, '09).

rather unknown conditions; lack of food was not ab-

solute but the individuals observed were simply in old

cultures which did not allow multiplication to pro-

ceed.

Interest in this factor was aroused by the observa-

tion of Hertwig ('98, '00, '04), upon the heliozoan Ac-
tinosphaerium, that a few of the many nuclei were
greatly enlarged in old cultures. While normal in-
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dividuals had nuclei of 14 micra diameter, these indi-

viduals had nuclei of 70 to 196 micra, which repre-

sented an increase of about 1,000 times in volume.
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regulation of size. But these facts stimulated other
studies.

In starving Stentor, various nuclear transformations
were observed by Sosnowski ('99). The macronuclei
divided irregularly during such fissions as occurred,
so that in some individuals the nuclei were now very
large and in some very small. But it was not feasible

to estimate accurately the relative sizes.

More reliable measurements were yielded by hun-
gering Paramecia when studied by Kazanzeff ('01)

in Hertwig's laboratory. In certain cultures the nu-
clei actually enlarged, as time went on, while the
bodies were becoming smaller, as is shown in figure

62. This result was substantially confirmed in this

species by Wallengren ('02) and Lipska ('10). Simi-
lar increases in the volumetric ratio of the nucleus to

the body were demonstrated in other species of ciliates,

as Dileptus (Hertwig, '02) and Colpidium (Wallen-
gren '02). In Ameba a like result was found by
Prandtl ('07), though control individuals of the same
culture were not studied.

Thus far one might be quite convinced that starva-
tion leads to hypertrophy of nuclei, or at least to pres-

ervation of nuclear substance while cytoplasm disap-
pears. The crucial test would have been to observe the
return to normal relationships when food was again
supplied. This was never done.

Later studies have not confirmed the above results.

Perhaps the diversity of fact really depends upon the
separation of food shortage from other influences.

Borowsky ('10), working in Biitschli's laboratory, ar-

rived at the result that hunger leads to the presence
of fewer and smaller nuclei in Actinosphaerium, the
very species upon which Hertwig's first observations
were made.
The effect of progressive starvation was studied
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most completely in Colpidium colpoda (figure 63) by
Vieweger ('25). There was always a reduction in the

volume of the nuclei; the nuclei were reduced even

more than the cytoplasms, as indicated by the ratios

Time of starvation in days

Figure 63. Effect of total starvation at 20° C. in Colpidium colpoda. The
numerals /, II, III, represent three different cultures. (Data of Vieweger,

•25).

plotted. This is just the opposite efTect from that ob-

served by Hertwig and Wallengren. Vieweger
showed that the reduction in nuclear size during the

ageing of mass cultures was much slower than that

during true starvation; yet qualitatively and relatively

it was the same.
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Depression. Comparable with the effects of hunger
and of age of the culture medium, are the effects of

conditions of cultural "depression." The full defini-

tion of these conditions must be left to the investiga-

tors themselves. In Stylonychia, Popoff ('07) stated

that nuclei increased in size while the bodies grew
smaller and reproduced less frequently. But in Ac-
tinosphaerium Borowsky ('10) believed that the nu-

clei became relatively smaller. In Tillina and Oxytri-

cha, (Gregory, '09; Woodruff, '13), there were no sig-

nificant differences in the ratio of nucleus to body at

periods of slow reproduction as compared with periods

of rapid reproduction.

Significance of nuclear size. Something definite is

known, therefore, about the size of the nucleus and the

relative sizes of nucleus and cytoplasm under several

sets of conditions. It appears from the data that the

ratio between the sizes varies only within a limited

range under any one set of conditions. The ratio

changes with those conditions which have been tested.

In experiments where nearly equal proportions of nu-

cleus and of cytoplasm have been removed by cut-

ting, as in Stentor, Spirostomum, and Dileptus, it was
not noticed that reproduction occurred without the

restoration in size of both nucleus and body; rather

the contrary (Hartmann, '22, '28; Sokoloff, '24). It

seems fair to conclude that, although nuclear growth
does not occur independently of body growth in pro-

tista, it is not any progressively changing function of

it. Hertwig regarded the nucleus as the conservative

structure which controlled the cytoplasm. This is per-

fectly possible, and has received new significance from
the inter-relations known to govern the expression of

heritable characters. But no evidence has been found,

particularly in the protozoa, for an actual causal rela-

tionship of the size of the cytoplasm to the size of the
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nucleus. The sizes are both regulated, but that both

are controlled by the same factors is as likely as that

one is a factor in the regulation of the other.

Neither the nucleus nor the cytoplasm is homo-
geneous; each contains many structures and sub-

stances. In each structure the chief substance is

water; a measurement of size is mainly a measure-

ment of the relative amount of water present. It is

unlikely that any other substance is always present in

the same proportion to water throughout growth and

all other variable circumstances. Growth or other

change in any other one substance may or may not

involve a proportional change of volume. The same

difficulty is present in all studies of size; it is possible

that size is a mere resultant of the constancy or fluctu-

ation of many constituents which in turn are primarily

the regulated quantities.

Size of some other structures. The nucleus, when
present, is the most conspicuous of the differentiated

structures of a unicellular organism. In most it is the

only structure which can be measured with accuracy.

In a few isolated instances other structures have been

correlated in size with body size. Thus in Difflugia,

Jennings ('16) found that spine size and spine num-
ber were unrelated to body size and to nuclear size.

But in Arcella, Hegner ('19a) found spine number
positively correlated with body size within a clone.

In Ameba the size which contractile vacuoles attained

before emptying was correlated positively with the

size of the nuclei, according to Botsford ('26). Com-
parisons of this kind are required in great variety be-

fore factors effective in regulating structural size can

be sifted out.



CHAPTER XII

CONCLUSION

1. Size Regulation and Other Regulations

The facts which have passed in review in these chap-

ters are easily summarized qualitatively, by the

statement that practically every factor which has been

investigated has been found to modify body size in

some species or another of unicellular organisms.

Only quantitative results can be used to decide how
the individual organism "knows" when its proper size

has been attained.

Why variability? Some facts indicate that size is

not wholly a question to be answered by the individual

but rather by the racial population. For instance, in

a certain population one per cent of the individuals

have double the mean body volume and another one

per cent have half the mean volume. Such a statistical

outcome might be regarded as evidence of a factor

beyond the control of the single member of the group.

From another aspect the variations may be regarded

as due to differences in some physiological function

other than the rate of building up of body substance.

Perhaps size is controlled very accurately by a pattern

of functions, while the functions in turn are the pri-

mary variants. This also leads at first to an apparent

impasse, for then these constituent functions have

varied in spite of the genetical and environmental uni-

formity.

Or, shall it be supposed that the inheritances and

the conditions are not uniform? With respect to in-

heritances it is clear that any one of the variant indivi-

duals can be the progenitor of a population whose

189
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variability and mean are exactly those of the original

population. With respect to conditions there will al-

ways remain room for doubt, since no two individuals

can live in exactly the same place at the same time.

In truth it is no less remarkable that a number of popu-

lations belonging to one clone should show the same
degree of variability, than that they should all exhibit

the same mean of size or other character.

Interdependence. It must be obvious that size can-

not vary independently of all other characters. Size

has been found to be correlated with fission rate, with

growth or assimilation rate, with ancestral reorgani-

zations of various sorts. Under a standard set of con-

ditions it was indicated, in the genus Colpoda, that

fission rate was the primary variable, so that size vari-

ability might result from it. Under conditions of par-

tial starvation, members of some species kept on re-

producing almost as rapidly as in the presence of

plentiful food, in spite of considerable decrease in as-

similation; body size decreased accordingly. Under
apparently uniform conditions, large sizes and high

rates of fission followed soon after the act of conjuga-

tion in some races. Obviously body size is not invari-

ably connected with any one internal factor, any more
than it is with any single external factor.

Body size, then, is a characteristic which varies in

its own right, at the same time that it, like all other

characteristics, does not vary wholly independently of

the other characteristics. The intimate control of size

is, in a sense, incompletely understood until all the

functions and dynamic equilibria of the particular or-

ganism have been described. But one can, a priori, get

just as far by beginning the description with size, as

by beginning with reproductive rate, or assimilation

rate, or structural differentiation rate. Size can be

measured in most kinds of unicellular organisms; it is
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a real difficulty that few other characteristics (except

fission rate) can be measured, for the purpose of cor-

relating them with it.

This interrelation of diverse activities is brought out

in various experiments which have been described in

detail (as in figures 21, 28, 41, 46). Subjection to a

new set of environmental conditions does not wipe out

a particular activity and leave the rest untouched. In-

stead, it modifies quantitatively, not one activity, but

several of them. The organism does not put one ac-

tivity above all others. Neither the rate of growth nor

the frequency of fission nor the attainment of a certain

size has an inviolable right-of-way; instead, each of

them compromises with the others. Assimilation

which is inadequate to maintain a standard rate of

growth is cooperated with by a retardation in the on-

set of fissioning. This sort of picture is familiar to

every student of the functioning of living objects.

Racial regulation. Every individual is responding
to a complex of factors resulting from past generations

as well as of factors immediately impinging. For this

reason it is not surprising that the whole interplay of

characteristics is not completely upset or destroyed by
a change in one environmental factor, such as lack of

food or low tension of oxygen. Each individual has
a certain momentum from its race. This shields it

from being completely dominated by immediate condi-

tions; it also adds to the factors controlling the char-

acter which is being studied. To find whether a given
condition has influence is easily accomplished by keep-
ing everything else constant. But to find how the

factors interact to constitute a regulation, requires a

highly complicated experimental analysis. It has not
been carried out for any biological regulation; for the

particular one of the regulation of size it is only
possible at the present time to visualize simultaneously
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some of the interactions which have been observed. It

is inadequate to find that a significant correlation

exists between total oxygen consumption and the

duration of life; between amount of food ingested and
the size of the body at maturity. The existence of one

correlation does not indicate the mechanism of causa-

tion. The essential problem lies in the quantitative

interaction of all the factors whose resultant is the

phenotypical realization of a genotypical character.

Partial factors. One picture of the interacting fac-

tors that might be derived from the facts which have

been set forth in these chapters is somewhat as follows.

Every individual is a member of a chain of generations

which are succeeding one another at regular intervals

of time. Assimilation is the chief activity of each or-

ganism; this activity is punctuated periodically by fis-

sioning. But the fissions occur not merely after the

passage of so much time but rather after the passage

of certain quantities of certain activities. Each of

these activities is compounded of many physiological

functions; so that it is necessary to correlate not

merely so much assimilation, not merely so much res-

piratory metabolism, but also so much pressure of

oxygen, so much tension of acid, so much mass activi-

ty of incoming food materials. Each of these constitu-

ent functions and their like is in turn modified by tem-

perature, diffusing capacity, locomotion, reorganiza-

tion, and other characteristics.

How shall these correlatives be evaluated? Evi-

dently each must be treated, for a specific clone of or-

ganisms, in the manner that size has been evaluated.

Instead of having a few data upon fission rate in one

clone under one set of conditions, upon oxygen con-

sumption in another species under a second set of con-

ditions; some ten or twenty activities must be meas-

ured in relation to some one or two or more condi-
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tions or functions which are allowed to vary. When it

is found how many independent variables are present,

if any, then the interdependences can be described in

relation to them. The investigator has not the dis-

couraging problem of measuring ten or twenty proc-

esses simultaneously, for organisms are not built of

discrete activities. Instead, organisms represent high-

ly co-ordinated combinations of activities; they secure

many "degrees of freedom" through subjection to

multifarious conditions. This statement involves no

assumption as to whether the co-ordination is or is not

of a kind existing only in organisms.

While it is possible in a few species that size is de-

termined by a single factor such as duration of life, in

most species that have been studied it has been demon-
strated that numerous factors and correlatives are con-

cerned in the regulation of body size. Hence the prop-

erty of specific size is of the character of an "emer-

gent." It is not observably the outcome of any com-
bination of influences and endowments; yet it is con-

catenated with them. This by no means precludes the

possibility that cause and effect can be traced when
the implications of each of the influences and endow-
ments are fully known.
Unanswered questions. The data available allow of

no description of a mechanism by which each individ-

ual "knows" when its size has attained a value proper

to the frequency of sizes in the race's population. But

in certain specific cases it can be stated that the oxygen
concentration at the center of the body, or the capacity

to ingest food faster than it is required for mere main-

tenance, or the body mass which will barely be moved
by the cilia, has in each instance attained a limiting

value. Whether the same factor which prevents

further growth will at the same time induce fission is

not known
;
growth possibly may come to a stop at one
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time, and fission begin later when a normal age has

been attained.

The data also furnished no decision upon the various

theories of size. Is the theory of Spencer realized in

any specific instance ? Does it matter that expenditure

is proportional to volume and supply is proportional

to surface? Is it minimum work for a race to increase

the sizes of its individuals instead of regulating their

diffusing capacities more precisely? None of these

questions can be answered now; they await investi-

gation.

2. Individuality

One of the classical problems of biology with which
the regulation of body size is intimately connected is

the question : what constitutes an individual ? Among
unicellular organisms, less than among any other

kinds, does an individual always correspond to a dis-

crete portion of living material. A series of generations

shares characteristics; an entire population is intra-

dependent. With respect to size, how does a double

monster compare with the normal individual, or how
does the double-sized individual which arose by living

at a low temperature or by receiving ultraviolet radia-

tion compare with one which is normal at a higher

temperature or protected from radiation?

Limits of divisibility. A partial answer seemed to

fit these questions at the time when it was believed

that the divisibility of a protozoan individual was
limited by some invisible organization in the body
mass. To the present-day investigator, however, it

seems more likely that divisibility is limited only by
the conditions under which living material is kept from
dissipating into its fluid environment. This is a physi-

cal limitation rather than one which is significantly

physiological or morphological. Considerable experi-
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mentation will be required to ascertain whether sur-

face tension, surface precipitation, micellar size, or

some other quantity, represents the indispensable or

limiting property in a least-sized living unit.

Why fission? It would be possible to avoid the con-

sideration of individuality by merely stating that not

only a body but also an environment is necessary for

life; therefore the individual consists of much more,
unlimitedly more, than the body. But a more useful

way of putting the question is, what requires unicellu-

lar organisms to be subdivided into many small indi-

viduals instead of fewer large ones?

This sort of question is difficult to investigate, be-

cause the regulation of subdivision processes was set

up at some remotely ancestral time. In existing or-

ganisms many other activities cannot be carried on
without it. But so was the whole regulation of body
size, or of fission rate, or of rate of oxygen consump-
tion set going in remote ages. Without a past there

is no organism. It is possible that at some by-gone
time environmental selection eradicated individuals of

a given species which were smaller than some limit and
larger than some other limit. But in the sequence of

observable generations of individuals, even extreme
variants are apparently well within the lethal limits.

The normal variabilities for size are tuned to values

which seem to keep out of reach of any selective factors

which may possibly have once determined their sur-

vival value. No traces remain by which such factors

can be detected.

What sort of mechanism is ruling the sizes of in-

dividuals? In each generation the body is first being

mensurated, and then being inhibited from further in-

crease in bulk. Each individual is one unit which is

manifesting the numerous innate qualities of its race.

In the unicellular body there is little "internal medi-
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urn"; yet regulations go on which are of the same sorts

as are performed by huge organisms whose master

cells and organs never experience gross inconstancies

of the environment.

Co-ordination of constituent functions. Individual-

ity seems to be less a self-sufficiency than a co-ordina-

tion. It is unessential to the problem that two individ-

uals can be obtained by cutting one into halves, or

that two individuals form from one, at a certain time

under certain conditions. The biologist's goal is to

describe what functions go to constitute the simultane-

ous complex of activities which is the individual.

When these functions and their correlation have been

described, individuality will have been defined. The
regulation of each function, such as that of size, will

be both part and whole of the co-ordination.



APPENDIX

SPIROGYRA CELLS

Filamentous algae have probably less right to being

considered as unicellular organisms than have
metazoan egg cells. But at least two studies of funda-

mental importance have been carried out upon Spiro-

gyra, of a kind which needs to be done upon ciliates

and bacteria. The first is that of Gerassimow upon
the dimensions of polyploid cells; the second is that of

VanWisselingh upon the accuracy with which cells

divide into equally-sized daughters.

Spirogyra cells are contrasted with most protista

primarily by the presence in them of cell sap. Each
cell has a large mass of discrete material, which
is morphologically not a part of the cytoplasm; it oc-

cupies the core of the cell, leaving the cytoplasm as a

shell spread on the inside of the cell wall. The sap or

vacuole enlarges the cell's volume and surface, repre-

senting a saving, perhaps, of an equal bulk of metaboli-

zing materials. It is quite impossible to measure the

sizes of cells apart from the sap; indeed, the volume of

the sap is carefully regulated by the cells.

Growth. Spirogyra lives in fresh-water as filaments

of cylindrical cells which are joined end to end. All

the cells of one thread are usually derived from a single

parent cell which may or may not have been a sexual

zygote. The diameter of a given thread is fairly uni-

form throughout its length, and is constant from one
day to another, so that the rate of growth in bulk can
be studied with fair accuracy by merely measuring the

lengths of filaments or cells from time to time.

Spirogyra filaments were measured by Hofmeister
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('74) at intervals of a few minutes, and his data led him
to the surprising result that increase of length occurred
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were made by Ostwald ('08). The intervals became
longer as the observations continued, indicating per-

haps that conditions were not entirely favorable to

growth. These intervals were not related to the

rhythms of cell division. Apparently the observations

have not been corroborated.

When Spirogyra filaments are measured at intervals

of a day or more, growth is found to be roughly pro-

portional to length already present. In other words,

growth is logarithmic; this is shown by the data of

Gerassimow ('01, '02) and VanWisselingh ('08, '14,

'20). All the descendants of an initially single cell are

considered together, as though no cell-divisions had
occurred, as in the data illustrated by figure 64. It

was believed by VanWisselingh ('20) that a tempor-

ary retardation of growth could be detected whenever
cell divisions occurred, similar to the retardation ob-

served in filaments of Bacillus ramosus (above in fig-

ure 16). But the retardation is very small, and growth
rates may be considered to be little interrupted by
multiplication of cells.

Growth appears to be a prerequisite for reproduction

in each cell of Spirogyra. Conditions of cultivation of

Spirogyra have never been worked out to the point

where they can be thought of as ideal; but under the

best conditions of laboratory life, the sizes of adult

Spirogyra cells vary only slightly more than the sizes

of various ciliates and flagellates, and less than the

sizes of some heliozoa and bacteria. The variabilities

of Spirogyra dimensions are illustrated in figure 65.

Polyploid cells. Gerassimow ('01) found that by
subjecting Spirogyra filaments to cold, irregular cell

divisions were often produced, so that some daughter

cells received all the nuclear material and their sisters

no nuclear material. He found that the former became
and remained much larger than the normal cells; the
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Figure 65. Frequency of size among 26,596 cells of Spirogyra bellis. A,

normal cells ; B, cells with one double-sized nucleus ; C, cells with two nuclei.

The doubling of the nuclei was produced by previous exposure to low

temperatures. The mean sizes are in each curve represented by vertical

lines. (Data of Gerassimow, '02, p. 229).
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latter in fact stopped growing. The cells with double

quantities of nuclear material might exhibit two dis-

crete nuclei, or one nucleus of a double size, or one
nucleus made up of two connected lobes. In all cells

the nuclei were suspended in the cell sap and were usu-

ally discoidal in shape, so that their dimensions could

be measured and their volumes calculated.

The homogeneous character of the nuclear sizes is

shown in frequency tables contained in Gerassimow's

('01) publication. Gerassimow based his comparisons

upon mean volumes; double nuclei had on the average

Table 14.

Mean Dimensions of Nuclei in Normal and in Double-Nucleated
Cells of Spirogyra Bellis. (Data of Gerassimow, '01 and '02.)
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accurately regulated than the volume. Gerassimow
('02) based his comparisons upon the mean for each

dimension, with the result shown in table 15. The
same relation would be reached by comparing the

modes, except in the case of cell volumes, where there

was no distinct mode. The conclusion is that the lat-

eral cell surface is proportional to the nuclear volume,

and not the total cell surface nor the total cell volume.

The lateral cell surface in Spirogyra is characterized

by having a number of ribbon-like spiral bands of chlo-

Table 15.

Relative Mean Dimensions of Normal, Double-Nucleated, and Two-
Nucleated Cells of Spirogyra. (Data of Gerassimow

'02, p. 233.)

Two

If volume of nucleus is

Length of cell

Volume of cell

Lateral surface of cell

Total surface of cell

Normal
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cell-division. The non-nucleated cells, Gerassimow ob-

served, lived many days, carrying on photosynthesis,

but not growing or reproducing.

Gerassimow ('01) also gathered data to show when
and how the bivalent cells increased their sizes. In a

number of filaments he followed the increases of the

lengths and breadths of the bivalent cells and of sev-

eral neighboring normal cells. The first measure-

ments were taken two to five days after the treatment

with cold, and before the bivalent cells had divided;

second and often third measurements were made at in-

tervals of three to ten days thereafter. The relative

volumes found in one series of measurements, all of

which were begun upon two adjacent days, are plotted

in figure 64. It is seen that for normal and for en-

larged cells both growth, as expressed by the loga-

rithm of the volume increase, and cell reproduction, are

very nearly proportional to time. It is evident that the

bivalent cells grew faster only in the first few days;

that thereafter they merely multiplied their original

masses at the same rate as normal cells. In reaching

this conclusion it is somewhat disconcerting to find

that in both cases growth was slower in the first three

days of the measurements than later; the temperature

was not fully controlled, however, and in fact the ini-

tial delay of growth is not shown in measurements
which were started at other times. Indeed, Gerassi-

mow was very careful to compare growths only among
the various components of a single filament. He con-

cluded that the bivalent cells continued for many days

to have increased rates of growth, a conclusion hardly

justified by his data. Rather, after the initial process

by which the cytoplasmic surface was adjusted to the

nuclear mass, the enlarged cells approximately just

maintained their double sizes while they reproduced in

number and volume at the normal rate.
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In another species of Spirogyra, Gerassimow ('04a)

obtained some cells with nuclear contents of three,

four, and five times the normal. These arose by the

unequal division of the bivalent cells. In these too it

turned out that the lateral surface of the cells was
nearly proportional to the nuclear volume, and that

cell division was delayed initially only.

In Spirogyra, therefore, it is clearly evident that cy-

toplasmic mass is correlated with nuclear volume.

But no factors are so far known which in turn control

nuclear or chromatin volume. Gerassimow('04b) made
a particular analysis of this question. In some cases

very small nuclei were distributed to daughter cells

through a process of nuclear fragmentation resulting

from treatment with low temperatures or with anes-

thetic substances such as chloral. Nuclei smaller than

half the normal size never gave rise to long successions

of progeny but always died out; while double nuclei

continued for many cellular generations. Frequently,

however, the nuclear material separated into normal-

sized nuclear masses and each mass was isolated into

a separate cell. This process of adjustment could not

be traced either to nuclear or to cytoplasmic factors.

Cells with nuclear masses larger than double the nor-

mal did not reproduce their sizes for any large series of

generations, but regulated back to smaller numbers of

nuclei by multiple fissions.

What is the meaning of the constancy of the ratio

between nuclear volume and cell surface in Spirogyra?

In this type of cell the cytoplasm proper is spread in a

thin layer over the cell surface. If the thickness of the

layer were uniform for all cells, then a double volume

of cytoplasm would give a doubling of cell surface.

This would mean that the volume of cell sap is care-

fully controlled, so as to keep the thickness of the cy-

toplasmic layer constant. Or, the surface may con-
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trol the amount of materials, through the fact that as-

similation is limited by the area of chlorophyll exposed

in the spiral bands.

It has been customary to regard the stiff wall of a

plant cell as controlling cell size
;
yet it is the cytoplasm

that determines where the cell wall shall lie, and, as

growth of the cell proceeds how much the wall shall

enlarge. We know nothing about the question whether

the size of the nucleus or of the cytoplasm or of the cell

sap or of the cell wall comes first. All are to be ac-

counted for, and the account is hardly complete as long

as they are put merely in terms of one another.

Equality of fission. The second fundamental study

of size which has been carried out satisfactorily only

upon Spirogyra cells is this: When a cell divides into

two cells, how accurately is its substance distributed to

the daughters ? It might have been preferable to start

this book with this question instead of ending with it.

A very few data upon the sizes of sister individuals at

their formation from the parent were obtained by

Simpson ('02), Jennings ('08b) and Popoff ('09) upon

Paramecium, but their number is insufficient to treat

statistically.

Gerassimow ('01, page 192) compared the lengths

of 29 pairs of daughter cells. In no case was the total

difference between them more than 14 per cent of their

mean length; the coefficient of variation was 3.9 per

cent.

A much larger series was measured by VanWisse-

lingh ('20). His individual frequencies are plotted in

figure 66. With these the liberty has been taken to

average each five groups. The average frequencies

then fit exactly a logarithmic curve which is a half of

a normal frequency curve. VanWisselingh fitted a

hyperbola to the data; this curve agreed poorly, and

was of a type rarely found in statistical distributions.
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The coefficient of variation of this series of cells is 9.7

per cent.

A smaller series of measurements of size eccentrici-

ties between daughter cells was made by Baas-Becking
and Baker ('26). In their 52 pairs of cells the coeffi-

cient of variation was only 2.1 per cent.

The accuracy with which two daughter cells are
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due to variability of growth and to differences in en-

vironments. To evaluate each of these groups of fac-

tors it would be necessary to measure the diversities

once at cell division, and again at the end of life when
ready for the next cell division.
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and fission, 81, 90
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Alkaloids, 38, 53

Area, growth in, 24, 29

least, and fission, 169

Assimilation rate, 38, 126, 166
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Cannibalism, 8, 105-107

Cell theory, 5

Chamber progression, 84
Chemical influences, 97, 146-157

on fission, 81-82

on growth, 38

Chlorophyll, 202

see also Photosynthesis

Chromatin, volume of, 177, 204
Clone, 54, 55, 59, 61, 65, 69
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Concentration, see Osmotic pres-

sure

Conjugation, 74, 104-107

effects of, 64, 109, 112-116

Correlation of functions, 190-193

Correlation of sizes, 44, 57, 115

Culture medium, 55, 56, 63, 72-74

age of, 135-146

Cutting, 65, 79, 88, 178-!80

Cysts, formation of, 62, 63, 54, 64,

74, 176

parthenogenetic, 62

Density, see Specific gravity

Depressions, physiological, 76, 78,

120, 187

Diffusion, 158-163

Divisibility, 95, 194

Duration of life, 89-90, 192

Electrical charge, 170

Encystment, see Cysts, formation

of

Endomixis, 77, 117-121

Expenditure and supply, 12, 194

External factors, and size, 122-157

Fission, 3, 70

see also Multiplication rate

and age, 90, 134

and growth, 3, 32, 93

and size, 87-97, 135, 141

and surface tension, 168

equality of, 205-207

incomplete, 79-83

reasons for, 195

theories of, 168, 172

Food, 74, 128-135

see also Starvation

and growth, 35-38, 106

Frequency of sizes, 4, 26, 48, 50,

62, 65, 200

Fusion, 98-107

see also Conjugation

of individuals, 67, 98

of pseudopodia, 98, 101

Gametes, 54, 104

Genetic homogeneity, 44, 49

Genetic relationship, see also

Clone, Parents, Sister indi-

viduals
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Genotype, see Clone
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Grafting, 100

Growth, 18-41, 169, 197-199

and nutrition, 35-38
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and regeneration, 92

and salts, 40

and starvation, 36

and variability, 49

of nucleus, 174-180

of population, 33-35, 127, 146

rate of, 18-41, 198

Host, influences of, sec Parasitic

relationships

Individuality, 98, 194-196

Infection, age of, 61

Ingestion, 38, 166

see also Cannibalism

Inheritance, 54-71, 76, 114
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108-121

Lag, of multiplication rates, 74

Light, 131

see also Photosynthesis

Limits, to size, 13, 95

Locomotion, 13, 52, 163, 164-166

power for, 164-166

Mating, see also Conjugation

assortative, 108-112

Mechanical factors in fission, 83
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155
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188

Nucleolus, 201

Nucleus, multiplication of, 83, 86

number of, 65, 175-181. 199-205

shrinkage of, 179

size of, 171-188, 201

Nutrition, see Food, Starvation

Osmotic pressure, 74, 147-154

Oxygen, 74, 158-163

consumption of, 108, 160-162

Parasitic relationships, 61, 63,

155-157
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54, 57-58, 65, 69, 191-192
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Photosynthesis, 77, 130
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Polyploidy, 199-204

Population, maximum, 140, 146

growth of, 33-35, 127, 146

Power, for locomotion, 164-166

Pure line, see Clone
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Race, see Clone

Radiations, 79, 102, 157

Ratio, nuclear-cytoplasmic, 171-

188, 199-205

surface-mass, 12-13, 158-170

Regeneration, 74, 92, 95

and growth, 92

and age, 96

Regulation of size, theories of,

1-6, 70, 189-194

Reorganization, 74, 76

Reproduction, see also Multiplica-

tion rate

and growth, 77, 87

inhibition of, 56, 77, 88

lag in, 74

method of, 57, 64

Rhythms, of reproduction, 34, 117,

120

Salts, see also Osmotic pressure

and growth, 39

effects of, 78, 81, 82

Sap, cell, 197
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Selection, genetic, 56, 57, 59, 66,

68, 69, 76

Shrinkage, in solutions, 52, 147-

154

of nuclei, 179

Similitude, 12

Sister individuals, similarity of

sizes of, 44, 64

Size, and species, 49

limits to, 13, 95

Specific gravity, 11, 12, 50-52

Specific surface, 164

Spine size, 188

Spore formation, 29, 31, 54

Starvation, 56, 63, 87, 123, 132-

135, 183-186

and growth, 36

Sugars, 52, 130-131, 153

Surface, cell, 158-170, 202

formation of, 97, 101

specific, 164

Surface-mass ratio, 12-13, 158-

170

Surface tension, 167

Temperature, 55, 56, 74, 122-128,

181, 199

and fission, 83

and growth rate, 29, 31, 40-41

Toxicity, 53

Turn-over rates, 6-11, 164

Urea, 149, 163

Vacuoles, contractile, 8-11, 163,

188

food, 8

Variability, of duration of life,

89-90

of multiplication rates, 73-75

of size, 42-153, 109, 139

causes of, 61, 64, 189

Viscosity, 167-169

Volume, cell, see Size, Growth

Water, content of, 6-7, 37

turn-over of, 8-11

Zygotes. 62
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